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Abstract:
Contemporary soil tests for K often do not predict K supply characteristics of the soil which influence
K phytoavailability, such as K in solution# K buffering capacity, rate of K supply, and K exchange
equilibria. The major challenge in elucidating the soil-solution-plant system has been extracting the
unaltered soil solution at soil water contents under which plants grow. Procedures have only recently
been developed and can now be used to help elucidate this system.

Immiscible liquid displacement and K adsorption isotherm techniques were employed to characterize K
supply characteristics of the soil by chemical and thermodynamic indices. Treatments consisted of
seven rates of K (0 to 800 mg/Kg), three rates of Cu and Cd (0 to 400 mg/Kg), two soil moisture
contents (19 and 25%) and temperatures (5 and 200, and six equilibration times (.25 to 336 hr) applied
in complete factorial combinations. The soil used was the Ap horizon of Bozeman silty clay loam
(Typic Argiborolls). Concentrations of K, Ca, Mg, Cu and Cd in the soil solution and on the exchange
sites were determined and various relationships were calculated.

A schematic description of soil-solution system in relation to soil K availability was developed in
response to each treatment. Adding K increased K availability by increasing the K activity and
buffering capacity but decreased the role of diffusion to supply K to crop and the affinity of the soil for
K. Increasing Cu and Cd additions increased the activity of K in the solution and selectivity for K, but
decreased K adsorption# buffering capacity and role of diffusion in supplying K to roots. Thus, larger
applications of K fertilizer would be required for a soil contaminated by Cu and Cd to maintain the
availability of labile K in the solution. Increasing soil water contents decreased the activity of K in
solution, but increased K adsorption; thus, buffering capacity# the role of diffusion to supply K, and
selectivity for K. Increasing soil temperature increased the activity of K in the solution but decreased
the K adsorption; thus, buffering capacity, and selectivity for K. The adsorption-exchange equilibria
were established rapidly.

The immiscible liquid displacement technique proved to be a convenient and precise method to
characterize the soil-solution system with respect to soil K availability. 
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ABSTRfiCT
Contemporary soil tests for K often do not predict K supply 

characteristics of the soil which influence K phytoavailabilityr such as 
K in solutionr K buffering capacity# rate of K supply# and K exchange 
equilibria. The major challenge in elucidating the soil-solution-plant 
system has been extracting the unaltered soil solution at soil water 
contents under which plants grow. Procedures have only recently been 
developed and can now be used to help elucidate this system.

Immiscible liquid displacement and K adsorption isotherm techniques 
were employed to characterize K supply characteristics of the soil by 
chemical and thermodynamic indices. Treatments consisted of seven rates 
of K (0 to 800 mg/Kg) # three rates of Cu and Cd (0 to 400 mg/Kg) # two 
soil moisture contents (19 and 25%) and temperatures (5 and 200 # and 
six equilibration times (.25 to 336 hr) applied in complete factorial 
combinations. The soil used was the Ap horizon of Bozeman silty clay 
loam (Typic Argiborolls). Ccmcentrations of K# Ca# Mg# Cu and Cd in the 
soil solution and on the exchange sites were determined and various 
relationships were calculated.

A schematic description of soil-solution system in relation to soil 
K availability was developed in response to each treatment. Adding K 
increased K availability by increasing the K activity and buffering 
capacity but decreased the role of diffusion to supply K to crop and the 
affinity of the soil for K. Increasing Cu and Cd additions increased the 
activity of K in the solution and selectivity for K# but decreased K 
adsorption# buffering capacity and role of diffusion in supplying K to 
roots. Thus# larger applications of K fertilizer would be required for a 
soil contaminated by Cu and Cd to maintain the availability of labile K 
in the solution. Increasing soil water contents decreased the activity 
of K in solution# but increased K adsorption; thus# buffering capacity# 
the role of diffusion to supply K# and selectivity for K. Increasing 
soil temperature increased the activity of K in the solution but 
decreased the K adsorption; thus# buffering capacity# and selectivity 
for K. The adsorption-exchange equilibria were established rapidly.

The immiscible liquid displacement technique proved to be a 
convenient and precise method to characterize the soil-solution system 
with respect to soil K availability.



INTRODUCTION

Soil potassium can be divided into four categories: (I) Soil 
solution K; (2) exchangeable K; (3) difficultly exchangeable K; and (4) 
mineral K. Most soils have relatively large contents of total K but 
relatively small amounts of phytoavailable K. Potassium ions move from 
one category to another at greatly different rates and availabilities 
whenever equilibrium is disturbed by plant K uptake and K fertilization.

Throughout Montana crops have frequently responded to K fertilizers 
on soils testing "high" in NH^OAc-extractable K. Worldwide, 
contemporary soil tests for K do not perform well for the purpose of 

predicting crop response to K fertilizers under many soil and climatic 

conditions. This is probably partly due to the underestimation of the 

true magnitude of crop demands for K, which differs greatly from that 
amount of K actually removed by a mature crop. Additionally, soil test, 
procedures do not account for mechanisms of K movement in soils, some of 
which can limit K availability. Better ways of testing soil to evaluate 
true soil K availability are clearly needed.

Phytoavailability of soil nutrients can be determined by 
understanding the nutrient supply characteristics of soils and the 
nutrient absorption characteristics of plant roots. Soil parameters 
influencing cation nutrient availability are (I) the activity (or 
concentration) of nutrients in soil solution, (2) the buffering capacity 

of the soil for a given nutrient ion, (3) exchange equilibria among 

ions, and (4) diffusion and mass flow rates through the soil. Plant
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parameters depend on root system sizes, characteristics, transport 
mechanisms, and physiology.

Many studies have been reported relative to plant parameters of 
nutrient availability as well as methodologies for measuring soil 
aspects of nutrient availability. The soil-K-plant system is highly 
 ̂complex and influenced by numerous conditions. One of the major 
limitaticxis to our knowledge in this area probably derives from the 
complexities of understanding the soil-solution-plant relations. A 
major challenge in elucidating chemistry of soil nutrient availability 
is the removal of soil solution, equilibrated with soil, without 
altering the solutions' chemical compositions. Numerous methods have 

been proposed based on the principles of suction, pressure, compaction, 
column displacement, and centrifugation. However, separating the 
unaltered soil solution from the solid phase of soil has been difficult 
due to the several limitations involved in each procedure. Establishment 
of chemical indexes for soil aspects of nutrient availability based on a 
reliable method of solution extraction would represent significant 
progress in better understanding soil-solution-plant relations with 
respect to soil K availability. Procedures for extracting the real 

representative soil solution without changing its chemical compositions 
have only recently been developed.

The immiscible liquid displacement (ILD) method, which carbines the 
principles of simple centrifuge method with immiscible displacement, is 
one of the most convenient and reliable techniques to extract the 
representative soil solution with a minimum of errors and is a promising
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technique from which to characterize the soil as a medium for plant 
growth.

Several factors are known to affect soil K availability and exchange 
equilibria with Ca and Mg. Potassium addition, moisture content, 
temperature, and equilibration time are some of the more important 
factors. An additional environmental factor which has evoked much 
attention recently is contamination of agricultural soils with heavy 
metals. The effects of heavy metals on physiological interferences to 
crop growth are generally well known, but little is known relative to 
their influence on chemical properties of soil-solution-plant relations 
and, hence, on cation nutrient availability and exchange equilibria.

The objectives of this study were to (I) develop chemical indices 
for characterizing soil K availability, and (2) determine thermodynamic 
parameters for evaluating K exchange equilibria with Ca and Mg between 
soil and solution. Both the ILD technique and K adsorption isotherm 

method were employed, and heavy metal additions were included as ' 

treatments. Soil K availability was characterized chemically by 
determining (I) activity (cone) of K in soil solution, (2) exchangeable 
K by NH4QAc at pH 7.0, (3) K adsorption isotherm, (4) Q/I relations and 
potassium buffering capacity, (5) potassium nutrient potential, and (6) 
potassium fractional saturations. Potassium exchange equilibria were 
evaluated thermodynamically by determining (I) selectivity coefficients 
and (2) preferential K adsorption isotherm.
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Extraction of Soil Solution

Soil solution is the aqueous liquid phase of the soil and its 
solutes consist of ions dissociated from the surfaces of soil particles 
and other soluble materials. Because soil solution is the medium in 
which soil chemical reactions occur and from which plants obtain mineral 
nutrientSr there has been a long-time interest in knowing its chemical 
composition. Numerous methods to extract soil solution have been 
proposed based on the principles of suctionr pressurer displacementr 
and centrifuge. Hcweverr separating unaltered soil solution from solid- 
phase soil has been difficult.

The column displacement method (Parkerr 1921) has been used 
successfully for many years (Mamsr 1974) r but the major disadvantage 
for this method is that operator skill and experience are required in 
packing columns. The method works well only on limited ranges of soil 
textures and moisture contentsr and it requires constant attention 
during solution collection (Mamsr et al.r 1980).

The suction method has survived primarily in the form of the 
pressure membrane or pressure plate method (Richards/ 1941). The major 

disadvantages of this method are (I) the pressure membrane or plate 

effectively removes phosphate from the solution/ (2) excess water must 
be added to the soil-membrane or soil-plate interface so that water 
films will be contiguous from membrane to soil particles/ and (3) high
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atmosphere of gas pressure within the chamber will alter CC^ solubility 
andr hencef solution pH. Therefore the suction method is not suitable 
for extraction of the real soil solution. The most successful 
application of the suction method has been not in collecting soil 
solution composition data but in defining moisture retention curves for 
soils at moisture contents between field capacity and permanent wilting 
percentage (Adams, 1974; Faber and Nelson, 1984).

The suction principle also applies to porous ceramic cup method 
(Wagner, 1962; Hansen and Harris, 1975) and porous plastic filter method 
(Hossner and Phillips, 1973) in which ceramic cup or plastic filter are 
embedded in moist soil to obtain soil solution. Solutions obtained in 
these methods probably have been altered from the true soil solution by 
(I) the sieving action of the ceramic clay and filter, (2) the altered 
gas pressure, (3) sorption of elements, (4) leaching of soil solution, 
and (5) diffusion (Adams, 1974; Faber and Nelson, 1984)*

A successful centrifuge method was developed later (Davies and 

Davies, 1963) and recent improvements in this method suggest that it can 
be used with fewer problems than the other methods (Edmunds and Bath, 
1976; GilIman, 1976; Mubarak and Olsen, 1976a; Reynolds, 1984). 
Centrifuge method requires no special skills and is easy to use. It 
works on all soils, but it is particularly good on coarse-textured 
soils. It has the additional advantage of being nondestructive on the 
sample, and the soil can be used subsequently for other studies.

While the centrifuge method offers a method for extracting 

unaltered bulk solution over a desired range of moisture tensions, this
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technique usually yields insufficient volumes of soil solution thus 
calling for further refinements in procedures.

Immiscible liquid displacement (ILD) technique (Mubarak and Olsen, 
1976a) combines the principles involved in simple immiscible liquid 
displacement technique with the convenience of centrifugation. The IID 
method is a simple and reliable way to extract soil solution from dry- 
moist soils and requires no special equipment other than a high-speed 
centrifuge. The difference in density between displacent and water is 
the driving force. Water is displaced from the displacent-filled pores 
in which the driving force exceeds the capillary pressure tending to 
retain the water in the pores.

The IID technique displaces successfully the real soil solution 

with a minimum of errors from dilution, alteration of equilibrium, 
adsorption or desorption, and it operates at normal soil moisture 

contents. However the precise mechanism of this displacement remains 
unclear, particularly with regard to the fate of the continuity of the 
liquid phase and trapped air (Batley and Giles, 1979; Kinniburgh and 
Miles, 1983; Mubarak and Olsen, 1976a).

The optimal choice of displacents, centrifuge speed and time, 
ratios of sample to displacent, moisture content of sample and chemical 
analyses were recently discussed (Elkhatib et al., 1986; Kinniburgh and 
Miles, 1983; Kittrick, 1983; Mubarak and Olsen, 1976a; Whelan and 
Barrow, 1980). The ILD technique has been widely applied to the studies 
of the interstitial water from soils, sediments and rocks (Batley and 
Giles, 1979; Kinniburgh and Miles, 1983), of the mineral solubility 

(Kittrick, 1980, 1983), of the movement of water and fertilizer, nitrate
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and phosphatef through the soil (Wellings and Bell, 1980; Whelan and 
Barrow, 1980), of the measurement of soil pH (Mubarak and Olsen, 1976b), 
and of the measurement of dissolved organic carbon (Batley and Giles, 

1979; Kinniburgh and Miles, 1983). However no reference is available on 
the application of the IID technique to the study of soil-solutibn-plant 
relation with respect to the characterization of nutrient availability. 
We believe this technique has potential for use in this kind of research 
because it provides representative soil solution with a minimum of 
disruption of the equilibrium between soil and solution.

Soil K Availability

Hie following is a review of research on the various approaches 
which have been used to study nutrient availability of soils. Knowledge 

of this material will aid in the useful incorporation of research using 
the IID procedure to complement and extend such research. Errphasis will 
be placed on soil K availability, which is the nutrient of primary 

interest in this research.
Contact exchange process (Jenny and Overstreet, 1938) was long held 

to be the most important process by which plants obtain and mobilize K 
adsorbed to clay minerals. This concept proved to be incorrect from the 
fact that the nutrients absorbed are taken from the solution and that 

the exchangeable fractions are only indirectly available by means of 
exchange with nutrients in soil solution. The soil solution theory 
raised hopes that soil can be characterized as a medium for plant growth 
by determining the composition of soil solution (Barber, 1962; Barber et 
al., 1963; Khasawneh, 1971).
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The purposes of soil testing are to assess the relative adequacies 
of available nutrients already present in the soil and to provide 
guidance on fertilizers required to obtain optimal growth conditions for 
plants. Presently, contemporary soil testing is inadequate for 
characterizing soil K availability under many soil and growing season 
conditions. This unsatisfactory performance is probably due to the fact 
that phytoavailability of K depends on many factors and processes. Also 
the true magnitude of crop demands for K differs greatly from that 
amount of K present in plant parts at harvest (Beaton and Sekhoh, 1985; 
During and Duganzich, 1979; Skogley, 1986).

Potassium availability, in a simple way, can be considered as that 
K fraction in the soil which is accessible to plant roots for uptake. 
Thus it encompasses the soil aspects as well as plant aspects of K 
availability. Because of the need to maintain availability over time, 
the amounts of available nutrients in the soil, in a strict sense, can't 

be measured and expressed in quantitative ways. Nevertheless it is 

useful to investigate better understanding of the factors, and their 
causal relationships, which contribute to soil K availability. Soil, 
testing methods have been generally based on simple correlations 
obtained between lab soil test procedure and one or more plant 
parameters of nutrient availability. This frequently results in 
unsatisfactory interpretations (Barber, 1981). Improved 
interpretations of soil testing for soil K availability may require that 

many soil factors be considered.
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Soil Solution K and Exchangeable £

Many have emphasized the importance of K activity (or 
concentration) in soil solution for the assessment of soil K 
availability because K in solution is readily available for plant 
uptake. Thus it is essential that the solution being studied be the 
true soil solution and its composition be Icnown. Knowledge of soil 
solution characteristics, would be a valuable tool in making predictions 
of plant response to the soil chemical environment. Khasawneh (1971) 
reported that uptake of a given ion depended not only on its activity in 
solution but also on the activity of other ions and exchangeable ions. 
Mortvedt and Khasawneh (1986) found that the cationic ratio, K/(CafMg), 
in plants was linearly related to the corresponding ratio of these 
cations in soil. However this relation would vary with levels of these 
nutrients in the soil and also with crop response.

Cationic ratios in the soil have been used for determining adequate 

levels of soil K and for making K fertilizer recommendation. Beckett 
(1972) extensively reviewed the critical activity ratio below which, if 
all other factors are adequate, growth of plant is reduced because of a 
deficiency of the nutrients. He suggested that the activity ratio of 
0.0005 to 0.001 (mol/L)^^ would be critical values for the soil. Barrow 
(1966) showed that critical activity ratios were 0.029 for soils of low 
buffer capacity and 0.00042 (mol/L)*^ for soils of high buffer 

capacity, respectively. Activity ratios lower than 0.0005 would be 
considered as an exhaustion ratio (Beckett, 1972).

However, how the cationic composition of soil solution changes 
over an extended growing season remains unknown (Nemeth, 1979). Yet
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this is a highly important factor of soil K availability because plants 
must absorb K from soil solution over an extended period.

The requirement of K by the soil has been based on soil test K 
values using the Mitscherlich growth curves (McLean et al.r 1982; 
Pichtel et al., 1986). Hiey used soil quicktest methodology to improve 
corrective fertilizer K recommendations. The amount of K fertilizer 
(Kj) required to reach the sufficiency level (Ksl) for optimal yield 
from the existing soil level (Kel) was computed from the equationf 
Kj=fK(Kjsl-Kel) where fR is the recovered fraction of added K. However 
this widely-accepted equation can't be used if the existing soil level 
is high enough to exceed the sufficiency level.

Exchangeable K remains much more constant than does the solution K 
during the growing season. Therefore the content of exchangeable K 

alone can't indicate the changes of K in soil solution and hence the K 

fertilizer requirements during the growing season (Mengel and Kirkby,

1980). The exchangeable K status of soil is only an indicator of 
whether soil can provide K to solution over extended periods.

Potassium Adsorption Isotherm

Fox and Kamprath (1972) evaluated the phosphate requirements of 
soils by phosphate sorption isotherms. This concept also has been used 
to study the adsorption of potassium by soils (Barber, 1981). A system 
used for predicting the amounts of K fertilizer to bring soils to 

various levels of adequacy for crop production should consider the 
amount of K in both soil solution and adsorbed. Potassium adsorption 
isotherms help one predict the changes in exchangeable and soil solution
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K. When K is added to the soil some of it goes onto exchange sites and 
seme into nonexchange sites (fixation). The amount of K adsorbed is the 
'quantity' of K retained at specific conditions of soil solution 
concentration 'intensity'. . It indicates the K buffering capacity of 
soil. Amounts of K required to attain desired levels in the equilibrium 
solution thus can be read directly from the adsorption isotherm. In 
this way K adsorption isotherms have been used for the characterization 
of soil K availability.

Q/I Relation for Soil K

Many researchers have suggested that Q/I relations for labile K in 
a soil may provide a useful tool in studies on the availability of soil 
K and on the magnitude of the pool of labile K present (Beckett/ 1964b/ 
1971; Beckett et al.r 1966; Sparks and Liebhardt/ 1981; Barber/ 1981; 
Ross et al.r.1972; Fergus et al./ 1972; LeRoux and Sumner/ 1968). Q/I 
relations provide information on the quantity of K on the exchange sites 
and oh the intensity of K in the soil solution as regulated by the 
'ratio law'. The activity ratio in a solution in equilibrium with a 

soil/ aK/(aCafMg)^2/ which is a measure of intensity of labile K in the 
soil/ provides a satisfactory measure of the availability of soil K 
(Beckett/ 1964a). With Q/I information/, better prediction can be made 
concerning the ability of soil to maintain the intensity of K in the 
soil solution/ which is called the potassium buffering capacity. A high 
soil buffering capacity is indicative of good K availability while a low 
buffering capacity would suggest a need for frequent fertilization 
(Barber/ 1981; Beckett/ 1964a/ 1971; LeRoux and Sumnerz 1968).
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The point where the curve crossed the abscissa, the point of no 
change in exchangeable potassium, gives the equilibrium activity ratio 
(ARe) for the soil, which is a measure of availability or intensity of 
labile K in soil (Sparks and Liebhardt, 1981). Bedtett (1964b) and 
LeRoux and Sumner (1968) found that K fertilization increased ARe 
values. The form of Q / l plot is characteristic showing linear relation 
at higher K levels and curvilinear at lower K levels, and is unaffected 
by the changes of K status in the soil (Beckett, 1964b, 1966). The 
linear portion of the curve has been ascribed to nonspecific sites for 
K, while the curved portion has been attributed to specific sites with a 
high K affinity (Beckett, 1964c; Beckett and Nafady, 1967).

Potassium Potential

The concept of a nutrient potential was suggested by Schofield 

(1955) as a measure of the work the plant must do to remove nutrients 
from soil. The idea was first applied to potassium by Woodruff 

(1955a,b) who expressed potassium potential (AF=RTlnaK/aCa-^) as the 
changes in partial molar free energy from the exchange of potassium for 
calcium in the soil. Arnold (1962) reasoned that for soils containing 
both Ca and Mg, these ions can be assumed to behave similarly, and thus 
potassium potential could be redefined with reference to both ions as 
AF=rRTlnaK/ (aCa+Mg) , where aK/(aCa+Mg)^^ is called activity ratio 
(AR) or intensity of K in the soil. The potassium potential is measured 

as the difference between the chemical potentials of activities of K and 
(Ca+Mg) in a solution in equilibrium with the soil. The potassium 
potential is in effect a measure of the free energy of available K
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referred to sane reference cations. In the case just mentionedf Ca and 
Mg are the reference pair where Ca and Mg ions dominate the exchange 
complex of the soil. In acidic soils, Al or AltCatMg have been used for 
reference cations (Tinker, 1964a,b).

The potassium potentials were reviewed by Beckett (1971) and the 
relationships between nutrient potentials and crop growth have been used 
to determine critical potentials that are characteristic of a plant 
during a particular growth phase. A schematic curve based on such a 
concept defined the exhaustion, response, optimum, luxury, and toxic 
potentials (Page and Talibudeen, 1982a,b; Talibudeen, 1974). 
Measurement of the potassium potential describes the potassium 
availability for uptake by roots at the time of measurement, since it 
describes potassium status in the solution. According to Barber (1984), 
other values to determine how the K concentration at the root changes 

with time may need to support the K potentials as an indicator of soil 
K availability. Yang and Ekogley (1986) used the K potentials for the 
characterization of soil K availability and the determination of amounts 
of K fertilizers required to maintain the suitable levels of K in soil 
solution compared to those of Ca and Mg based on the optimum potential 
reported by several researchers (Page and Talibudeen, 1982a,b; 

Talibudeen, 1974; Woodruff, 1955b).

Fractional Saturation of Cation

For a better understanding of the fertility status of agricultural 
soils, it is important to study K-(CatMg) exchange equilibria 
relationships. In a soil system variations in concentration of any one
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ion 7 as induced by external addition? might bring changes in the ionic 
equilibria? diffusion rate and strength of adsorption of all nutrient 
ions involved? which affect their availability (Baligar et al. ? 1978; 
Baligar? 1984). Therefore it is an important approach to evaluate soil 
K availability by characterizing the distributions of K over Ca and Mg 
between the adsorbent and solution phases of the soil at equilibrium by 
using ion exchange equations.

Baligar et al. (1978) used four organic soils and calculated the 
fractional saturation of a cation on exchange site and in soil solution 
by assuming only Kb? K? Na? Ca? and Mg were present. They showed that 
all soils had a greater fraction of Ca in exchange sites than in 
solution phase? whereas with Mg? Na? K and Kb? the reverse occurred. 
Baligar (1984) used four Indiana mineral soils and calculated the 

fractional saturation of K on exchange sites and in soil solution phases 
by assuming that only K? Na? Ca and Mg are cations involved in exchange 
reactions. He showed that all soils had a greater fraction of Ca and Mg 
on the exchange sites than in solutions? whereas with K and Na the 
reverse occurred.

Thermodynamic Parameters for Ion Exchange: Selectivity 
Coefficients and Preferential Adsorption Isotherm

Ion exchange between soil and solution has been a theme of common 
interest to soil chemists from mid-19th century to present. Thcmas 

(1977) has summarized the history of the development of our 
understanding of ion exchange and Sposito (1981) has covered the history 
of the development of mathematical equations and theoretical concepts.
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Ion exchange in clays and soils can be explained from either a 
thermodynamic or a kinetic viewpoint. A kinetic approach has been 

introduced by Sparks and Jardine (1981). The application of chemical 
thermodynamics to soil equilibrium processes has been widely promulgated 
(Deist and Talibudeenr 1967 ? Goulding 1983; Hutcheonr 1966; Sparks and 
Huangr 1985; Spositor 1981r 1984).

Cation exchange and cation exchange selectivity are probably the 
most important aspects of the surface chemistry of soils. If cation 
exchange properties of soils were only concerned with concentration and 
charge of the cationsr then the ratio of any two cations on the exchange 
complex would be the same as the ratio of these two cations in solution. 
However this is not observed. Ratherr the differences in properties and 
sizes of cations and exchange sites cause difference in the observed 
retention properties (White and Zelaznyr 1986).

Various equations have been proposed to describe the equilibrium 
between soil and its equilibrium solution and to calculate the cation 
selectivity coefficients. Main equations may be classed as mass action 
equations (Kerrr 1928; Vanselowr 1932) or kinetic equations (Gaponr 
1933; Krishnamoorthy and Overstreetr 1949). The other equations would be 
the Freundlich equationr Langmuir equationr Donnan equationr diffuse 
double layer theoryr. and thermodynamic equation. Thcxnas (1974) and 
White and Zelazny (1986) discussed in detail each equation described 
above. The Gapon equation is widely used in mono- and divalent ion 

exchanger whereas the Kerr equation has gained general acceptance for 
hcmovalent ion exchange in the soil system (Thomasr 1974).
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Many researchers have attempted to utilize selectivity coefficient 
as a predictive model in soils, but none have been completely 
successful. This is probably due to the variations of coefficients with 
ionic strength of solution, adsorbed cation ratio, cation size and 
charge (McBride 1979, 1980), pH and temperature (Sparks and Huang, 
1985). Ctie common aspect of all cation exchange selectivity equations is 
that the ratio of the cation solution activity is. important. This 
aspect can be explained by the ratio law. Thus cation selectivity 
equations are applied to predict soil solution concentration, Q/I 
relations, sodium adsorption ratio, and potassium adsorption ratio.

The preferential adsorption isotherm, an exchange isotherm, is a 
graph of the equivalent fraction of an exchangeable ion in the exchanger 
phase versus its equivalent fraction in the equilibrium solution. The 
points along an exchange isotherm ;may be used either to calculate 
selectivity coefficients or to ascertain the general features of an ion 
exchange process. To aid in this latter objective, exchange isotherms 
were classified by Giles et al. (1960) and Sposito (1981,,1984) into 
four common types, S, L, H, and C-curve, depending on their behavior at 

low values of the ordinate and abscissa. The S-type curve is indicative 
of an exchangeable ion whose relative affinity for the exchanger is not 
large. The L-type curve is indicative of an ion with a high relative 
affinity for an exchanger. The E-type curve is an extreme case of an L- 
type, and C-type curve is a linear isotherm indicative of nonpreference.

Isotherms for K-Ca exchange have been found to be S-type (Hutcheon, 
1966; Jensen and Babcock, 1973) and H-type (Deist and Talibudeen, 1967) 
depending on temperature, concentration, arm! exchanger. Isotherms for
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heterovalent exchange can vary greatly with ionic strength (Spositof 
1981; UdOf 1978) t hence caution is necessary when interpreting them. 
Isotherms for homovalent exchange are negligibly affected by ionic 
strength of the electrolytes (Jensen and Babcock/ 1973; Ddo/ 1978). It 
is important/ therefore/ to understand that the shape of an exchange 
isotherm and its classification depend on what takes place in the 
solution phase as much as in the exchanger phase. For example/ 
according to Sposito (1981/1984)z dilution effects in the solution phase 
can/ in the case of heterovalent exchange/ by themselves transform an L- 
curve isotherm into an S-curve isotherm or vice versa.

Although the thermodynamic parameters such as selectivity 
coefficient and preferential adsorption isotherm provide no information 
about mechanisms and forces of adsorption/ it can predict the changes of 
exchange equilibria when the equilibrium is disturbed by addition or 
removal of potassium. Those parameters can be used to calculate the 
other thermodynamical constants such as thermodynamic exchange 
equilibrium constant/ standard free energy of ion exchange/ enthalpy and 
entropy which are also useful parameters for further evaluation of K 

exchange equilibria.
The application of thermodynamics to soil systems/ however/ has 

been most arduous due to the complex nature of the soil. These 
multicomponent chemical systems comprise solid/ liquid/ and gaseous 
compounds that are continually changed by biological/ hydrological/ and 
geological agents (Sparks and Huang/ 1985). Another reason would be 
that thermodynamics is dealing with the equations. These will be kept 
to a minimum and as simple as possible/ but they can't be avoided
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because an understanding of them is necessary for a full appreciation of 
the thermodynamics of potassium exchange (Goulding / 1983). However the 
availability of computers makes them accessible, and usable.

Despite the progress made in multi-cation-exchange reactions in 
soils, our understanding is still far from complete. , It may be true to 
say that useful applications have so far been limited to characterizing 
the exchange properties of soils and establishing the selectivity of 
various soils and clays for potassium.

No thermodynamic parameter has yet been found to predict crop yield 
or response to K fertilizer from soil K measurements. However, one of 
the most important areas of agricultural research at present time is the 
modeling of soil-solution-plant processes. Cation exchange, and in 
particular the adsorption and release of nutrient K, should be part of 
these projects. As Cooke (1979) said, "probably the practical returns 
from the basic work resulting from applying thermodynamic principles to 
soil systems, begun 25 years ago, will come from the development of 
models that lead to more efficient fertilizer recommendation."
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Two researches were conducted to evaluate the soil K availability 
and exchange equilibria: Iraniscible Liquid Displacement (ILD) Study and 
K Adsorption Isotherm (KADS) Study. In the IID study, the immiscible 
liquid displacement technique was used to extract soil solution from 
soil treated with unsaturated moisture contents, 1/3 bar (25%) and I bar 
(19%). In KADS study, centrifugation was used to get soil solution from 
the soil samples treated with saturated moisture contents 
(soil:solution=!:10). Other factors were similar for the two studies, 
except the treatment variables.

Soil Sample

Soil, Typic Argiborolls, was collected from the Ap horizon (0 to 
30cm) from the Agronomy Farm of Montana State University, oven-dried at 

60C and ground to pass through a 2-mm sieve. The selected chemical, 
mineralogical and physical properties of the Bozeman silty clay loam 
soil are shown in Table I.

Table I. General properties of experimental soil sample.

PB SC NH40AC-EXT. SOIL MOISTURE - MINERAL
(1:2) CM K Ca Mg -33 -100 KPa TEXTURE SUITE*

dS/M % — meq/lOOg— --%--
6.5 .14 2.1 1.24 16.21 1.65 25 19 SiCL** IL,SM,QU,KA
* Hr=Illite, SM=Smectite, QD=Quartz, and KA=Kaolinite 
** SiCL=Silty Clay LOam
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pH and EC of the soil sample were measured from the suspensions of 
soil:solution=!:2 ratio (Page et al., 1982). Organic matter of soil 
sample was measured by the Walkley-Black procedures (Page et al., 1982). 
Extractable cations were extracted by IN NH4OAc solution at pH 7.0 and 
measured by Atonic Absorption Spectrophotometry (Page et al., 1982). 
Soil moisture contents at -33 and -100 KPa tensions were determined by 
the pressure membrane apparatus (Black et al. > 1965). The relative 
amounts of clay, silt and sand were determined by the hydrometer method 
and soil textural class was identified by the classification diagram of 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture (Black et al., 1965). Clay fraction 
of soil sample was analyzed by the X-ray diffraction technique (Black et 
al., 1965).

Immiscible Liquid Displacement (IIP) Study

In the ILD study, soil samples were treated with 2 different 

moisture contents and incubated at 2 different temperatures for 3 and 14 
days after additions of 3 levels of.K and 3 levels of heavy metals. The 
descriptions of factors used in a complete factorial comparison are as 
follows:

a. Potassium: 0, 100, and 400 mg-K/Kg as KCl
b. Cu: 0, 100 and 400 mg-Cu/Kg as CuClg 

Cd: 0, 100 and 400 mg-Cd/Kg as CdClg
c. Moisture: -33 KPa (25%) and -100 KPa (19%)
d. Temperature: 5 and 20C
e. Equilibrium time: 3 and 14 days



Soil samples treated with K and heavy metals were well mixed, 
moistened to -33 KPa (25%) or -100 KPa (19%) moisture tension and 
equilibrated for 3 or 14 days at 5 or 20C. Fifty grains (-33 KPa) and 70 

grams (-IOOKPa) of sample were put into a 250 ml centrifuge tube 
(polysulfone) and excessive amounts of immiscible liquid, 1 ,1 ,2- 
trichloro-1,2,2-trifluoro ethane (Freon, d=l.56 g/ml), were added. The 
six tubes were tightly capped. Samples were centrifuged for 30 minutes 
at 10,000 rpm for -100 KPa and 7,000 rpm for -33KPa tension sample 
respectively by using a GSA rotor of Sorvall RC-5B refrigerated 
superspeed centrifuge (Du Pont). Soil solution displaced was removed 
with a syringe and was analyzed for chemical compositions. Soil samples 

were dried and analyzed for extractable chemical compositions.

Potassium Adsorption Isotherm (KADS) Study

In the KADS study, three grams of soil sample were equilibrated for 
6 different periods at 2 different temperatures in 30 ml of 0.01 M- 
CaClg (soil:solution=!;10) containing 7 levels of potassium and 3 levels 
of heavy metals (Cu or Cd) in a complete factorial comparison. The 
factors employed are described below.

a. Potassium: 0, 25, 50, 100, 200, 400, and

800 mg-K/Kg as KCl
b. Cu: 0, 100, and 400 mg-Cu/Kg as CuClg 

Cd: 0, 100, and 400 mg-Cd/Kg as CdClg
c. Temperature: 5 and 20C
d. Equilibration time: .25, .50, I, 2, 72, and 336

-21-

hours
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Three grams of soil samples were put into 50ml plastic centrifuge 
tube. Thirty milliliters of 0.OlM-CaCl2 solution containing various 
combinations of treatments were added. Two drops of toluene were added 
per sample. Samples were shaken longitudinally in a reciprocal shaker 
and centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 15 minutes by using SS-34 rotor of 
Sorvall RC-SB refrigerated centrifuge (Du Pont). The supernatants were 
decanted and analyzed for chemical compositions. The. remaining soil 
samples were dried and analyzed for extractable chemical compositions. 
Potassium which disappeared from the solution was considered to have 
been adsorbed.

Chemical Analysis of Extracted Soil Solution and Soil Sample

The extracted soil solution and the remaining soil sample were 
analyzed for various chemical compositions. pH and EC of the displaced 
soil solution were measured potentiometr ically with a glass-calomel 
electrode pair and a conductivity bridge with platinum electrode, 
respectively. Equilibrium concentrations of cations and heavy metals in 
soil solution such as K, Ca, Mg, Cu, and Cd were measured by atomic 
absorption spectrophotometer (Page et al., 1982). Exchangeable K, Ca, 
and Mg after extracting soil solution were extracted by IN NH^OAc 
solution at pH 7.0 and determined by atomic absorption spectrophotometer 

(Page et al., 1982). Extractable Cu and Cd of soil after extracting soil 
solution were extracted by DTPA extraction solution and measured by 

atomic absorption spectrophotometer (Lindsay and Norvell, 1978).
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Calculations

Chemical and thermodynamic parameters to be used for evaluations of 
soil K availability and chemical equilibria were calculated by the 
following equations based on the chemical analyses of soil solution and 
soil samples.

Activity of Cations in Soil Solution

a. Ionic strengthr I = 0.0127 x E.C. (I)
where I is in mole/1 and E.C. / electrical conductivity' is in d£/m 
(Griffin and Jurinakf 1973).
b. Activity coefficient (f\) and activity (â ) of a single cation (i) in 
soil solution were calculated by the Debye-Huckel equations (Butlerf 
1964; Kiellandf 1937; Weastf 1971-72).

-log f̂  = (AẐ  r ^VQ+ B d ^  I1̂ 2) (2)

ai = fi * ci (3)
where C^ is the cation concentration in soil solutiom A and B are
parameters associated with the absolute temperature (T) and dielectric 
constant (e) of the water according to the relationsf

A=1.825*106 (eT)'3/2 and B=50.3*108 (eT)-172, (4)
is the valence of ion if and d^ is a function of the ion diameter in

.

cm.

Adsorption of heavy metal on the soil by Freundlich equation 

X = kC"
In X = In k + (n) In C (5)

where X is the amount of heavy metal adsorbed per unit of the soilf C
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the heavy metal concentration in soil solution/ and k and n experimental 
coefficients (Barrowv 1978; Mead/ 1981).

Potential Buffering Capacity by Q/i relation

A typical Quantity/Intensity (Q/I) relation for soil potassium is 
shown in Figure I with several parameters (Beckett/ 1964b/ 1971; Sparks 
and Liebhardt/ 1981):

AK=quantity (meq/lOOg) by which the soil gains or loses K in 
reaching equilibrium (quantity factor);

AI^activity ratio for soil potassium/ aK/ (aCa+Mg) { (m/L)
(Intensity factor);

ARe=Value of AR in a solution in equilibrium with the soil and the 
measure of availability or intensity of labile potassium in soil;

Potassium Buffering Capacity/ which is the measure of the ability 
of soil to maintain the intensity of potassium in the soil solution/ is 
obtained from the slope Of the linear section of the graph (Potential 

Buffering Capacity; PBC)/ from the slope of the tangent to the graph 
passing at ARe (Tangential Buffering Capacity; TBC) and from the two 
activity ratio (AR) or potassium ratio law (KMj) values where the 
relationship curves significantly (Average Buffering Capacity; ABC);

AKo =the amount of potassium held on the soil exchange site or 
surface of which the exchange equilibrium is described by the linear 
part of the Q/I relations;

Kx=Uie capacity of the specific sites for K and the difference 
between the intercept of the curved and linear portion of the Q/I plot 
at AR=O; and

Kl =the amount of potassium present which is capable of ion
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exchange during the period allowed for the determination of the q/i 
relations.

/ PBC 
= OA K/6 AR

TBC
= 6 a K/6 AR 

at ARq  \  y

ABC =

Figure I. Typical QZI relations for soil K.

Soil prri-aggium potential

Soil potassium potential (AF) is the measure of the free energy of 
exchange of K for Ca and Mg and is measured as the difference between 
the chemical potentials of K and Ccri-Mg in a solution in equilibrium with 
the soil (Beckettf 1964a; Page and Talibudeenf 1982a; Woodrufff 1955).

AF = PT In (aK/CaCcri-Mg)172} (6)
where AF is expressed as calories per chemical equivalent at a certain 

temperature and activities are expressed as moles per liter.

Praotinnal Saturation

Fractional saturations of cations in soil solution phase (FSL) and 
on the exchange phase (FSX) were calculated as followsf assuming that Kf
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Ca, and Mg are the only major cations involved (Baligar, 1984; Baligar
etal., 1978).

FSL K = (KL)/(KL+CaL+MgL) (7)
FSL Ca= (CaL)Z(KLtCaIH-MgL) (8)
FSL Mg= (MgL)Z(KLtCalH-MgL) (9)
FSX K = [KX]/ [KX+CaX+MgX] . (10)
FSX Ca= [CaX]/[KXHCaXHMgXl (11)
FSX % =  [MgXl/[KXHCaXHMgXl (12)

where L represents soil solution phase and ( ) ion activities 
(concentrations) in the soil solution expressed as mmole/L and X 
represents soil exchange phase and [ I exchangeable cations expressed as 
mmole/Kg.

Selectivity Coefficient

The cation exchange systems of the soil at equilibrium can be 
represented by the following equations for the K-Ca<• K-Mg, K-CaMg and
Ca-Mg systems, respectively:

Ca-soil H 2K = Ca H 2K-soil (13) 
Mg-soil H 2K = Mg H 2K-soil (14) 
CaMg-soil H 2K = CaMg H 2K-soil (15) 
Mg-soil H Ca = Mg H Ca-soil (16)

Ion selectivity coefficients for mixed valence cation exchange 
systems, K-Ca, K-Mg, and K-CaMg, were calculated with the Gapon equation 

(Capon, 1933) and ion selectivity coefficients for the divalent cation 
exchange system, Ca-Mg, was calculated with the modified Kerr equation 
(Kerr, 1928) as shown below.
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a. K-Ca exchange: kKCa = [KXl(CaL)1/2 / [CaX](KL) (17)
b. K-Mg exchange: Icm g  = [KXHMgD1/2 / (MgX)(KL) (18)
c. K-CaMg exchange: kKCaMg =[KX)(CaMgL)1/2/[CaMgX)(KD (19)
d. Ca-Mg exchange: kCaMg = [CaX)(MgL) / [MgL)(CaL) (20)

where L refers to soil solution phase and ( ) to activities (or 
concentrations) of cations in soil solution (mmol/D and X refers to 
soil exchange phase and [ ] to concentrations of ions on the exchange 
sites (mmol/Kg).

Preferential Adsorption Isotherm

The equivalent ratios of K or Ca for each exchange system in the 
soil solution phase (ERL) and on the exchange phase (ERX) were defined 
by the following equations to construct the preferential cation 
adsorption isotherm by plotting ERX versus ERL (Deist and Talibudeenr
1967? Jensen and Babcockr 1973? UdOr 1978).

a. K-Ca exchange: ERIK= (KD/( (KL)+(CaL)} (21)
ERXK=[KX]/{[KX)+[CaX]} (22)

b. K-Mg exchange: EREK= (KL)/((KL)+(MgL)} (23)
EFXK= [KX)/{[KX) + [MgX) } (24)

c. K-CaMg exchange: EREK= (KD Z{(KL)+(CaMgL)} (25)
ERXK=[KX)/{[KX)+(CaMgX)} (26)

d. Car-Mg exchange: ERLCa=(CaL)/{(CaL)+(MgL)} 1 (27)
ERXCa=[CaX)/{[CaX)+[MgX)} (28)

where L represents soil solution phase and ( ) refers to ion activities 
(or concentrations) in the soil solution expressed as meq/L and X 
represents soil exchange phase and I ) refers to concentrations on the 
exchange sites expressed as meq/lOOg.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Soil Solution K

Knowledge of soil solution characteristics is a valuable tool in 
evaluating soil K availability and in making predictions of plant 
response to the soil chemical environments. Quantifying ion activity 
(or concentration) in soil-solution systems is essential to a proper 
understanding of the physicochemical behavior of soils and to the 
environment of plant roots in the soil.

Results of solution analyses of cation activities and activity 
ratio (AR: intensity factor) are presented in Table 2 as influenced by K 
additions. The activities of Kr Ca and Mgr (aKr aCar and aMg) and 
activity ratio were increased highly significantly (P>F:.0001) in 
response to the increased K additions. The increases in aK would 
suggest the increase of available plant K. Skogley (1986) stated that K 

fertilization helps overcome the (sometime) inability of this soil to 
supply adequate available K during the growing season. The increases in 

Ca and Mg activities with K fertilization could be explained by the 
ratio Iawr maintaining the nutrient balances in the soil solution. The 
activity ratio aK/ (aCa+aMg) Jias been proposed as a measure of the 
intensity (or availability) of labile K in the soil. Beckett (1972) 
suggested that the values of the activity ratio ranging from 0.0005 to 
0.001 (M/D 1/2 would represent the critical activity ratio below which 
growth of plant is reduced because of deficiency of the nutrient. The
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activity ratio at no-K added was higher than this critical activity 
ratio and the values were, increased significantly with increased K 
additions.

Table 2. Cation activity and activity ratio of the soil solution
extracted by the immiscible liquid displacement (ItD)
technique from the Cu- and Cd-treated. soils as affected by K
treatments.

Treatment K added aK* aCa* . aMg* AR**
mg/kg V I

Cu*
X  .LU -----

0 1.06 9.75 5.45 8.79
100 1.52 . 11.63 6.24 11.34
400 3.75 16.02 8.43 23.89
LSD(.05) S .05 O .01

Cd® 0 0.97 7.62 4.44 8.85
100 1.39 9.08 5.18 11.61
400 3.46 13.78 - 7.48 23.74
LSD(.05)

i
.

i
s O CO O .01

as expressed as
* Activity of Kr Ca and Kg respectivelyr expressed as (Jĵ )

3 reps/
and 2 time treatments (n=72)

@ Data are averaged over 3 levels of Cd/ 3 repsf 
and 2 time treatments (n=72)

** Activity ratiOf aK/ (aCa+aMg) as ex]
# Data are averaged over 3 levels of Qn 2 moisture/ 2 tenp. / 

2 moisture/ 2 tenp. /

When K is added/ it would be difficult to predict whether or not 
the concentration of a given element in the plant would increase/ remain 

unchanged/ or be decreased. Much depends on the influehce of the 
nutrient availability in the soil-solution system (Mengel and Kirkby/ 
1980). Mortvedt and Khasawneh (1986) found that the KZ(CatMg) ratio in 

plants was linearly related to the corresponding ratio of these 
nutrients in the soil when the soil ratio was increased by adding K. 
Thus/ the evaluation of cation status in the soil solution would be 
important for characterizing nutrient availability.
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The change of cations from native levels and the amount of added K 
recovered are presented in Table 3t expressed on a mg/kg basis.

The percentages of K recovered from the added K were 24.4% and 36% 
at 100 and 400 mg-K/kg additions in the Cu-treated soil/ respectively. 
Recovery of added K was slightly lower in the Cd-treated soil than in 
the Cu-treated soil. The increases of Ca and Mg were higher than those 
of K. The values for ACa and AMg were higher in the solution of Cu- 
treated soil than the Cd-treated soil/ probably due to the differences 
in affinity of the soil for the Cu and Cd and thereby the differences in 
the degree of releasing cations to the soil solution from the exchange 
sites.

Table 3.

K added

The percentage of added K recovered and the changes of cations 
over initial levels in the soil solution of Cu- and Cd-treated 
soils in the IID study.

Cu-treated soil* Cd-treated soil®
Rec-K* AK** ACa** AMg** Rec-K AK ACa AMg

mg/kg % —  --- mg/kg-----  % --- — mg/kg----
100 24.4 24.4 214.3 51.6 21.9 21.9 164.2 46.9
400 36.0 144.2 786.7 203.3 33.0 132.0 732.9 178.2
* percentage of recovered K in the solution.
** changes of K/ Ca/ and Mg over initial level.
# data are averaged over 3 levels of Cu/ 3 reps/ 2 moisture/ 2 temp./ 
and 2 time treatments (n=72)

@ data are averaged over 3 levels of Cd/ 3 reps/ 2 moisture/ 2 temp./ 
and 2 time treatments (n=72)

The concentration of heavy metals in the. soil environment has been 

increased. Soil pollution by heavy metals causes the malfunctioning of 
soil as a prime environmental component/ for support of plant growth. 
Interests have been raised to discover how heavy metals reduce crop
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yield. It would be important to figure out the crucial factors 
affecting nutrient availability and thereby crop yields. The soil 
chemical parameters of nutrient availability would be considered among 
the critical factors influencing soil K uptake in response to heavy 
metal additions.

The additions of Cu and Cd significantly influenced the activities 
of K/ Caf and Mg and activity ratio (P>F; .0001) * There were also 
significant interactions of K additions and Cu and Cd additions 
(P>Fi.0001). Results of interactions of K additions and Cu and Cd 
additions are presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Effects of K and Cu or Cd interactions on the cation 
activities and activity ratio in the ILD study.

Cu Cd

K Cu or Cd aK aCa OaMg AR aK aCa _aMg AR
added added ---- X IO3--- --— — —  -x 10J---
mg/kg mg/kg -- (M/D-- (M/D1/2 — (M/D I SE EL . t

o

0 0 .95 6.23 4.13 9.33 .94 6.33 4.13 9.24
100 .96 8.60 4.64 8.70 .90 6.58 4.69 8.88
400 1.29 .14.43 7.58 8.34 1.07 10.04 5.49 8.59

100 0 1.17 7.67 4.66 10.54 1.17 7.67 4.61 10.54
100 1.49 10.58 5.66 11.69 1.38 8.24 4.66 12.77
400 1.91 16.65 8.40 12.07 1.62 11.32 6.27 12.22

400 0 3.21 13.47 7.10 22.38 3.21 13.48 7.11 22.37
100 3.76 13.86 7.70 25.61 3.50 12.60 7.04 24.98
400 4.27 20.74 10.49 24.16 3.69 15.26 8.28 24.04

- Data . are averaged over 3 reps/ 2 moisture/ 2 temp. / and 2 time
treatments (n=24)

The activities of cations were increased with the increased Cu and 

Cd additions at each of the K treatments. At the no-K treatment/ the 
activities of K were increased 35% and 19% as Cu and Cd additions
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increased from 0 to 400 mg/kg, respectively. These increases were 
doubled at the 100 mg-K/kg treatment. However, at the 400 mg-K/kg 
treatment, the increases of aK were similar to those at no-K treatment.

Activities of Ca and Mg were increased as K additions increased at 
each of Cu or Cd treatments. These increases were much higher in en
treated soil than in Cd-treated soil. At no-K treatment, the increases 
of aCa were 38% and 131% as Cu additions increased from 0 to 100 and 400 
mg-Cu/kg, respectively. However, the increases were 5.3 and 61% for Cd- 
treated soil. The increases of aMg due to K additions and Cu and Cd 
additions showed similar trends with the increases of aCa.

The increases of cation activities in soil solution in response to 
the Cu and Cd increases would be due to the affinity of the soil for the 
Cu and Cd, thus adsorbing them onto the exchange sites. As Cu and Cd 
occupy the exchange sites, they would release the cations into the soil 
solution, thereby increasing cation activities with the greater 
increases Of Ca and Mg than K.

Activity ratio was decreased at no-K treatment as Cu and Cd 
additions were increased. This is due to the larger increases of aCa 
and aMg than those of aK at no-K addition, even though aK was increased 
with increasing Cu and Cd additions. However, activity ratios were 

increased as Cu and Cd additions were increased at 100 and 400 mg-K/kg 
treatments, representing the needs for increased K-fertilization to 

maintain the intensity (or availability) of the labile K in the solution 
when the heavy metals were introduced to the soil-solution system.
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The changes of cation activities due to heavy metals would be 
important for evaluation of soil K availability along with the charges 
of cation on exchange phases which are discussed later.

Figure 2 illustrates the effects of Cu and Cd additions on the 
relations between aK and K additions. Table 5 represents the regression 
equations between aK and K additions and the significance test of Cu and 
Cd effects on this relation. Reduced modelf which indicates the whole 
regression between the two variablesr was employed to test whether or 
hot treatment changes this relation significantly by using F statistics. 
If F values were greater than those of F-Table, the null hypothesis 
would be rejected, which assumes the graph of reduced model is identical 
to that of each treatment.

Table 5. Regression equations between aK (Y) and K additions (X) and 
the effects of Cu and Cd additions on this relationship.

Treatment Equation r2 F P > F
Cu 0 mg/kg

100 
400

Y= .79 + .01 X 
Y= .85 + .01 X 
Y=1.24 + .01 X

.92***

.90***

.95***
45.98 .0001

R.M.* Y= .96 + .01 X .86***
Cd 0 mg/kg

100 
400

Y= .79 + .006 X 
Y= .82 + .007 X 
Y=I.02 + .006 X

.92***

.96***

.92***
15.00 .0001

R.M.* Y= .87 + .006 X .92***
* Reduced model indicating the whole regression between aK and K
additions.

*** Significant at or less than 1% level

There were significant linear relations between aK and K additions 
with r̂  greater than .90 at each of Cu or Cd treatments. Both Cu and Cd 
addition influenced this relation highly significantly (P>F:.0001). As
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Figure 2. Effects of Cu additions and Cd additions on the relationship between aK and K additions.
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shown in Figure 2r increasing Cu and Cd additions shifted the graphs 
upwards with greater effects of Cu treatment than for Cd treatment. 
Figure 3 displays responses of aK to K and Cu and Cd additions expressed 
as the response surfaces.

Table 6 represents the changes of Kc Ca and Mg on a mg/kg basis and 
activity ratio on a (M/L)^^ basis over those at no-K added treatment 
in response to K and Cu or Cd interactions. The increases of Kr Ca, and 
Mg were higher in Cu additions than in Cd additions. The order of 
increases due to both Cu and Cd additions were Ca > Mg > K. The changes 
of activity ratio in response to K and Cu or Cd interactions were the 
same between Cu and Cd additions.

Table 6. Changes of Kf Car and Mg and activity ratios over those at no- 
K added in the soil solution as influenced by K and Cu and Cd 
interactions.

Cu Cd
K Cu or Cd -------------------- ----------

added added AK ACa AMg AAR* AK ACa AMg AAR
mg/kg

0

mg/kg
0

„

_
------'iiyZ Kg----

_ ___
-mg/kg-

100

100
400

0 12.0 160.4 38.3 1.2 12.4 160.4 38.3 1.3
100 27.5 215.6 61.0 3.4 24.8 176.1 53.3 3.3
400 33.6 267.0 55.6 3.4 28.5 156.2 . 49.1 3.6

400 0 119.3 837.6 200.4 13.1 119.8 838.9 200.4 13.1
100 149.7 861.7 200.3 17.3 136.6 697.4 208.1 16.1
400 163.4 860.8 209.3 15.5 139.6 662.4 186.1 15.5

* Activity ratio xlÔ f and its unit is (M/L)1/2
- Data are averaged over 3 repsf 2 moisturer 2 temp. f and 2 time
treatments (n=24)

Soil temperature influences the rate of reaction in the soil- 
solution system and the K uptake by roots by affecting soil parameters
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Figure 3. Response of aK to K addition and Cu and Cd additions.
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of nutrient availability (Ching and Barber, 1979). Temperature 
treatment influenced the activities of K, Ca, and Mg and activity ratio 
highly significantly (P>Fi.0001). Table 7 shews the cation activities 
and activity ratio in the soil solution of Cu- and Cd-treated soils as 
influenced by temperature.

Table 7. Effect of temperature on the cation activities and activity 
ratio in the soil solution of Cu- and Cd- treated soils in the 
IID study.

Cu* Cd®

Temperature
aK aCa aMg_ v TfP -

AR aK aCa. . . — I aMg ARI rw‘ X JLU --  ̂ X .LU ---  T

C
5 1.99

- W D ----- W D iz2

13.58 6.87 13.51 1.79
— W l)- 
10.15

----W D 1/2

5.70 13.59
20 2.22 11.36 6.54 15.84 2.09 10.16 5.70 15.91

LSD (.05) I .04 .03

Li
' > .06n® I—I0

1

# data are averaged over 3 levels of Cu, 3 reps, 2 moisture, 3 levels of 
K and 2 time treatments (n=108)

@ data are averaged over 3 levels of Cd, 3 reps, 2 moisture, 3 levels of 
K and 2 time treatments (nKLOS)

i

Activity of K and activity ratio were increased as soil temperature 
increased from 5 to 20 C, indicating that soil K availability would be 
higher at 20 C than at 5 C. The data were similar to the findings by 
Ching and Barber (1979) that K concentration and plant K uptake were 
higher at higher temperatures. However, activities of Ca and Mg were 
lower at 20 C than at 5 C in the case of Cu-treated soil and those were 

not significantly different with temperature increases of Cd-treated 
soil. The data showing lower Ca and Mg activities in the soil solution 

at higher temperatures coincide with the results reported by Sparks and 
LidDhardt (1982).
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There were highly significant interactions of temperature and K 
additions on the activity of cations and activity ratio. Table 8 
represents the changes of Kf Ca, and Mg as mg/kg and activity ratio as 
(M/D over those initial values at no-K treatment as influenced by K 
and temperature interactions.

Table 8. Effect of soil temperature and K addition interactions on the 
changes of cations in the soil solution of Cu- and Cd-treated 
soils of the IID study.

AK ACa AMg AAR X IO3
metal added S C 20 C 5 C 20 C 5 C 20 C 5 C 20 C 

mg/kg --------- ----- mg/kg — -— ---------  (M/D lẑ 2
#

100 25.1 23.7 186.7 241.9 59.5 43.7 2.8 2.5
400 139.7 148.6 746.0 827.4 197.4 209.2 15.0 15.3

100 20.5 23.3 157.8 170.6 50.7 43.2 2.7 2.8
400 124.9 139.1 701.5 764.3 196.2 200.2 14.6 15.3

# data are averaged over 3 levels of Cu, 3 reps, 2 moisture, and 2 time 
treatments (n=36)

@ data are averaged over 3 levels of Cd, 3 reps, 2 moisture, and 2 time 
treatments (n=36)

The order of the increases of cations at each of the temperatures 
with the increased K additions was Ca > Mg > K. Large amounts of 
cations at 20 C were increased at 100 and 400 mg-K/kg treatments as 
compared to those at 5 C.

The effects of temperature on the relationships between the K 

activity and K additions are shown in Figure 4. Table 9 summarizes the 
regression equations of the relations at each of the temperatures and 
the test of temperature effects on this relation.
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Table 9. Regression equations between aK (Y) and K additions (X) and 
the test of temperature effects on this relation.

Treatment Equations • r2 F P > F
Cu 5 C 

20 C
Y= .88+.007X 
Y=1.05+.007X

.89***

.86***
8.00 .0007

R.M.* Y= .96+.007X .86***
Cd 5 C 

20 C
Y= .77+.006X 
Y= .98+.007X

.96***

.92***
33.69 .0001

R.M.* Y= .88+.006X .92***
* Reduced model indicating the whole regression between aK and K 
additions.

*** Significant at or less than 1% level.

There were significant relations between aK and K additions at each 

of the temperature treatments. Soil temperature influenced this 
relationship significantly and in a positive manner as soil temperature 
was increased/ as shown in Table 9.

Soil moisture content influences the K uptake by affecting the K 
concentration in the soil solution and the mobility of K to the roots 
(Barber/ 1984). Soil moisture contents influenced activities of cations 
and activity ratio in the soil solution highly significantly 
(P>F:.0001). Activities of cation and activity ratio are shown in Table 
10 as influenced by the different moisture treatments of -100 KPa (19%) 

and -33 KPa (25%).
Activities of Kr as well as Ca and Mg/ and activity ratio were 

higher at -100 KPa moisture potential than at -33 KPa potential/ 
probably due to the dilution effects of soil solutions (Jarrell and 
Beverly/ 1981; Mubarak and Olsen/ 1976a). However/ Barber (1984) 
reported that as soil moisture increased/ the diffusion coefficient of K
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Figure 4. Effects of teirperature on the relaticns between aK and K additions in Cu- and Cd-treated 
soils.
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increased due to an increase in cross-sectional area for diffusion and a 
decrease in tortuosity of the diffusion path. Hence, soil moisture is 
important in evaluating soil K availability. At each of the moisture 
treatments, cation activities in the soil solution were higher in the 
Cu-treated soil than in the Cd-treated soil.

Table 10. Effect of soil moisture contents on the cation activities and 
activity ratio in the soil solution of Cu- and Cd-treated 
soils in the IID study.

Moisture

*3 Cd®
aK aCa ^aMg

I  Z W
AR 3K aCa

10^
AR

JL U

KPa \ n Z J U /  — \ j y y i j —  V W  Li) — "— -- \rl/ LtJ

-33 1.91 11.07 6.03 14.16 1.81 8.96 5.08 14.54
-100 2.30 13.86 7.38 15.20 2;08 11.53 6.32 14.94
LSD(.05) 'I 'I 1:

1 
! 

I

O H

C
N

O .06 .03 .01

# data are averaged over 3 levels of Cu, 3 reps, 2 temp., 3 levels of 
K and 2 time treatments (It=IO 8)

@ data are averaged over 3 levels of Cd, 3 reps, 2 temp., 3 levels of 
K and 2 time treatments (n=108)

There were highly significant interactions of soil moisture 
treatment and K additions on the cation activities and activity ratio. 
Table 11 describes the changes of cation as mg/kg and activity ratio as 
(M/L) over those values at no-K addition as influenced by K and soil 
moisture interactions.

Cation concentrations and activity ratio were increased with 

increasing K additions at each of the soil moisture treatments. The 
increases of K, Ca, and Mg were lower at higher moisture content at 100 
and 400 mg-K/kg additions and higher in the solution of Cu-treated soil 
than of Cd-treated soil. The order of increases were Ca > Mg > K.
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However/ the increment of change of activity ratio due to K and moisture 
interactions remained constant. This is probably due to the 
equilibriation of the soil solution with the soil. Hence/ dilution 

would affect the concentrations of cations K/ Ca/ and Mg 
proportionately/ and their activity ratios would not change.

Table 11. Effects of interactions of K addition and soil moisture on the 
changes of cations in the solution over those at no-K 
treatment of Cu- and Cd-treated soil in the IID study.

AK ACa AMg AAR x IO3
Treatment -100 -33KPa -100 -33KPa -100 -33KPa -100 -33KPa

mg/kg _ (M/L)1/2
Cu*

mg/Kg
K O 

100 25.4 23.3 240.3 188.3 56.6 46.6 2.5 2.6
400 158.8 129.5 888.0 685.4 233.9 172.7 14.9 14.9

Cd® K 0 
100 21.7 22.2 185.5 143.0 52.2 41.6 2.8 2.5
400 141.9 122.1 841.2 624.6 233.2 173.2 14.9 14.9

# data are averaged over 3 levels of Cu/ 3 reps/ 2 temp.z and 2 time 
treatments (n=36).

@ data are averaged over 3 levels of Cd/ 3 reps/ 2 temp.z and 2 time 
treatments (n=36).

Soil moisture contents influenced the relations between activity of 
K and K additions highly significantly as shown in Figure 5 and Table

Levels of aK shifted downwards with increasing soil moisture 

contents from 19 to 25%.

The data would suggest that the real soil solution extracted by the 
immiscible liquid displacement (IID) method can be used properly for the 

characterization of soil K availability. And the changes of soil K
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Figure 5. Effect of soil moisture contents on the relations between aK and K additions 
solution of Cu- and Cd-treated soils. in  the
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availability due to a change in environment conditions can be well 
evaluated by the ILD method.

Table 12. Regression equations between aK (Y) and K addition (X) and 
test of soil moisture effects on this relation.

Treatment Equations r2 F P > F
Cu -100 KPa Y=1.05+.008X .88*** 30.3 .0001

-33 Y= .87+.006X .90***
R.M.* Y= .96+.007X .86***

Cd -100 KPa Y= .94+.007X .93*** 29.19 .0001
-33 Y= .81+.006X .93***
R.M.* Y= .88+.006X .92***
* Reduced model for the whole regression between aK and K additions. 

*** Significant at or less than 1% level.

EKChandeable K

Available cations are either dissolved in soil solution or adsorbed 
on exchange sites. The greater portions are in exchangeable form. It 
is for this reason that the determination of available cations in usual 
soil testing is based on the analysis of extractable cations. However, 
Kr as extracted by IN-NH^OAc at pH 7.0, is often not a satisfactory 
parameter for measuring soil K availability as it does not distinguish 
between adsorbed K and solution K. The exchangeable K status of soil is 
an indicator of whether soil can provide K to solution over extended 
periods of the growing season, but it is only an index relative to true 
soil K availability.

The levels of exchangeable cations and their summation in the soil 
resulting from the rates of K added, temperature, soil moisture content, 
and equilibration time are given in Table 13. Potassium additions
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influenced the exchangeable Kr Car and Mg highly significantly 
(P>F:.0001) in Cu-treated soil. Also, exchangeable K in Cd-treated soil 
was influenced by K additions significantly (P>F;.0001) r but 
exchangeable Ca and Mg were affected by K additions at 5% and .5% 
levels» respectively. The values of exchangeable K at no-K addition 
were about 500 mg/kg indicating that this soil would normally be 
considered as "very high" on a soil test rating. A value of 150 mg/kg 
is frequently considered high enough to ensure that plants growing on 
the soil receive sufficient K so that plant growth is not reduced 
(Barber, 1984). However, crop responses to applied K fertilizers during 
some years have been reported in field experiments on the same soil type 
at this high exchangeable K (Skogley, 1986). This would reflect that 
the true magnitude of crop demands for K cannot always be met on soils 
with that amount of exchangeable K. Results shown in Table 13 show that 
exchangeable K was increased about 20% and 60% by adding 100 and 400 mg- 
K/kg, respectively. This may increase the soil K buffering capacity and 

allow it to maintain higher levels of supply over more extended periods 
of the growing season (Skogley, 1986; Sparks and Liebhardt, 1981). Cn 
the other hand, the amounts of exchangeable Ca and Mg were decreased as 
K addition increased up to 400 mg-K/kg, probably due to the releases of 
Ca and Mg into the solution as a result of ion exchange reaction. 
Summation of exchangeable cations were changed little, supporting this 
suggestion.

Exchangeable K was higher at -33 KPa moisture potential (25%) than 
at -100 KPa (19%), showing reverse tendency as compared to the soil 
solution K at the same moisture treatment. There were no significant
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differences in exchangeable Ca and Mg in Cd-treated soil due to 
different moisture treatment. Summation of total exchangeable cations 
was higher at higher moisture content than at lower moisture content.

Exchangeable cations and their summation were higher at 20 C than 
at 5 C in the Cu-treated soil. In the Cd-treated soil, exchangeable K 
increased with increased temperature, but there were no differences in 
exchangeable Ca and Mg. Exchangeable K increased as the equilibrium 
time passed from 3 to 14 days, but exchangeable Ca and Mg were 
decreased.

Table 13. Exchangeable cations and their summation in the soil as 
affected by K additions, soil moisture content, temperature 
and equilibration time in Cu- and Cd-treated soil of the ILD 
study.

Cu Cd
Treatment exc.K exc.Ca exc.Mg sum* exc.K exc.Ca exc.Mg sum*
K added cmol/Kg- cmol/Kg-
(mg/kg) 0 1.27 13.53 5.34 20.1 1.29 13.12 3.32 19.7

100 1.54 13.54 5.41 20.4 1.50 13.03 5.27 19.8
400 2.06 13.15 5.23 20.4 2.04 12.85 5.20 20.0

LSD(.05) .02 .18 .06 .02 .19 .07
Moisture 
(KPa) -33 1.63 13.48 5.36 20.4 1.62 13.04 5.28 21.4

-100 1.61 13.33 5.29 20.2 1.60 12.96 5.25 19.8
LSD(.05) .01 .14 .05 .01 .15 .05

Temperature 
(C) 5 1.61 13.29 5.26 20.2

I
1.57 12.98 5.24 19.8

20 1.63 13.29 5.26 20.2 1.65 13.02 5.28 19.9
LSD(.05) .01 .14 .05 .01 .15 .06

Time
(day) 3 1.62 13.81 5.45 20.8 1.59 13.16 5.38 20.1

14 1.63 13.00 5.20 19.8 1.63 12.85 5.15 19.6
LSD(.05) .02 .14 .05 .01 .15 .05

* Summation of exchangeable K, Ca, and Mg.
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There were highly significant (P>F:.0001) interactions of K and Cu 
additions on exchangeable cations. On the other handy there were 1% 
significant interactions of K and Cd additions on exchangeable K and no 
interaction on exchangeable Ca and Mg. However/ Cd addition influenced 
the exchangeable Ca and Mg significantly (P>F:.0001).

Table 14 shews the effects of K and Cu or Cd additions on the 
changes of exchangeable cations over those values at no-K treatment. 
With each of the K additions/ exchangeable K remained fairly constant as 
Cu or Cd additions increased/ even though that increased as K additions 
increased at each of Cu or Cd additions. However/ the changes of 
exchangeable Ca and Mg were negative/ indicating the decreases of those 
cations due to K-Cu or K-Cd interactions. This might indicate the 
changes of soil buffering capacity as a result of heavy metal 
introduction to the soil-solution system.

Table 14. Changes of exchangeable cations over those at no-K treatment 
as influenced by K-Cu and K-Cd interactions in the ILD study.

Cu* Cd*
K Cu or Cd

added added Aexc.K Aexc.Ca Aexc.Mg Aexc.K Aexc.Ca Aexc.Mg
mg/kg

0
mg/kg

0
100

—
viitvjv 7 — .--

100

400
0 .2 .2 — .1 .2 .2 -.1

100 .4 .6 — .1 .2 .2 .0
400 .3 -.7 -.1 .2 -.4 -.1

400 0 .8 -.3 -.2 .8 -.3 — .2
100 .8 —.3 —.2 .7 -.3 -.i
400 .8 -.6 -.1 .8 -.3 -.i

# Mean of 24 values averaged over 3 reps/ 2 moisture/ 2 temp. / and 2
time treatments
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Similar trends were observed in the KADS study/ in which soil was 
equilibrated with saturated moisture content (soil:solution=!:10). The 
only differences were greater increases of exchangeable K and decreases 
of exchangeable Ca and Mg in KADS study than in ILD study (Table 15).

The increments of exchangeable K were higher in Cd-treated soil 
than in Cu-treated soil and were proportional to K additions up to 100 
mg/kg level. Higher levels of K created a curvilinear relation to 
exchangeable K. Exchangeable Ca and Mg were decreased with increased K 
additions/ but Ca decreased more than did Mg.

Table 15. Changes of exchangeable cations over those at no-K additions 
of Cu- and Cd-treated soil as influenced by K additions in 
the KADS study.

Cu*

©3

K
added Aexc.K Aexc.Ca Aexc.Mg Aexc.K Aexc.Ca Aexc.Mg
mg/kg --- CTlOlZKg-

0
25 .18 -.15 -.03 .23 -.36 -.06
50 .36 -.42 -.06 .45 -.53 -.10

100 .72 -.77 -.12 .82 -.88 -.14
200 1.32 -1.29 -.29 1.44 -1.45 -.26
400 2.36 -2.19 -.38 2.58 -2.35 -.42
800 4.28 -3.28 -.58 4.59 -3.61 -.65
# Mean of 108 values averaged over 3 levels of Cu/ 3 reps/ 2 temp./ and 

6 time treatments.
@ Mean of 108 values averaged over 3 levels of Cd/ 3 reps/ 2 temp.z and 

6 time treatments.

Fertilizer K recommendations have been based on soil tests using 

the Mitscherlich growth curve (McLean et al./ 1982; Pichtel et al./ 
1986). Crop yields increase progressively less with each increment of K 
added until. a sufficiency level of soil K (Ksl) z required to obtain 
maximum yield/ is obtained. Table 16 shows data for the existing soil K
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level (Kel)f Ksl/ and fK (reciprocal of recovered fraction of added K) 
which have been used as the parameters to determine K requirements. 
The percentage of K recovered was determined as the slope of the line 
relating K added to K recovered.

McLean et al. (1982) and Pichtel et al. (1986) determined the 
amounts of K fertilizer requirement (Kf) by using the equation, Kf = 
fK(KSL - Kel). They found consistent values for K fertilizer 
recommendations with their soil test procedures as compared to the other 
K fertilizer recommendation values by the standard test. However, in 
this study, the existing soil K levels as exchangeable K were much 
higher than the sufficiency level, resulting in not being able to 
compute the K fertilizer recommendation values by this equation. 
Moreover, Skogley (1986) reported the crop responses to applied K 
fertilizers in the field experiment during some years on the same soil 

type at this high existing soil K level, illustrating that soil test 
values are only an index relative to true soil K availability.

Table 16. Existing level (Kel) and sufficiency level (Ksl) of soil K and 
recovery % of the added K in the ILD study.

Soil kEL Recovery fK* KSL**
mg/kg % . mg/kg

Typic
Argiborolls 497 74 1.35 160
* f K = !/fraction of added K recovered.
** Kcri = HO + (2.5 x C.E.C.) where C.E.C. is expressed in meq/lOOg 

(Fisher, 1975).



Heavy Metals in the Soil and Solution

Table 17 presents the concentration of Cu and Cd in the soil 
solution and the concentration of extractable Cu and Cd by DTPA 
extraction corresponding to Cu and Cd additions.

Table 17. Concentrations of Cu and Cd in the soil solution extracted by 
the IID method and those of extractable Cu and Cd by DTPA 
solution as affected by Cu and Cd additions.

Cu or Cd added
Cu* Cd*

Solution Extractable Solution Extractable
my/ Kg ■ ■ mg/kg

0 — 1.85 ■ ■■ —

100 .14 84.18 . 3.76 86.63
400 .81 311.98 45.53 329.24

# Mean of 72 values averaged over 3 levels of Kr 3 repsr 2 temp./ 2 
moisturer and 2 time treatments.

Copper concentration in the soil solution was less than I mg-Cu/kgr 

even though 400 mg-Cu/kg was applied. This suggests that the majority 
of Cu added was either adsorbed into the soil or precipitated into 
insoluble compounds. Above 99% of the added Cu was removed from 
solution. About 79 to 84% of the adsorbed Cu was extractable by DTPA 
extraction solution. Differences between extractable Cu and adsorbed Cu 
were assumed to be organically bound or chelated to soil organic matter.

On the other handr Cd concentration in the soil solution was higher 
than Cu. About 4 and 45 mg-Cd/kg were present in the soil solution at 
100 and 400 mg-Cd/kg, respectively. Ninety to 93% of adsorbed Cd was
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extractable by DTPA solution. Differences between adsorbed and 
extractable Cd were less than those between adsorbed and extractable Cu. 
This might indicate the greater adsorbing capacity of Cu than Cd to the 
soil.

There were highly significant (P>F:.0001) interactions of Cu 
addition and soil temperature on both solution Cu and extractable Cu. 
Alsor Cd showed significant interaction (P>F:.0315) with temperature 
(Table 18).

Table 18. Concentration of soluble and DPTA-extractable Cu and Cd as 
affected by interaction of heavy metal additions with 
temperature in the ItD study.

Heavy
metal
added

Cu* CdI* •
Solution Extractable 

5 20C
Solution Extractable

5 20C 5 20C 5 20C
mg/kg uy/ rwvj

0 ■.... ■' —  ■ — 1.79 1.92 — - ■■■■ «- ■■■■

100 .20 .06 85.30 83.06 3.79 3.73 86.88 86.-37
400 1.32 .29 366.84 257.11 47.82 45.24 326.11 332.38
# Data are averaged over 3 levels of Kr 3 repsr 2 moisturer and 2 time 
treatments (n=36)

Both soluble and extractable Cu were higher at SC than at 20C at 
100 and 400 mg-Cu/kg treatments indicating the greater adsorption of Cu 
at higher temperatures. Howeverr Cd showed no difference between 
temperature treatments.

Adsorptions of Cu and Cd were evaluated by the Freundlich equation 
(5). There were linear relations between InX and InCr showing the whole 
regression equationr InX = 7.54 + 1.77 InC for Cu and InX = 2.17 + 1.21 
InC for Cd (Table 19).
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Table 19. Regression equations between InX (Y) and InC (X) and tests of 
treatment effects on this relation in the IID study.

Treatment Equations r2 k n F
Cu SC Y=6.39+1.67X .98*** 595 1.67 137.00***

20 Y=9.22+1.98X .98*** 10097 1.98
-33 KPa Y=7.88+1.82X .97*** 2654 1.82 3.45**

-100 Y=7.22+1.73X .96*** 3,306 1.73
Cd K 0 mg-K/kg Y=2.76+1.26X .98*** 15.84 1.26 19.32***

100 Y=2.31+1.23X .98*** 10.11 1.23
400 Y=I.53+1.15X .99*** 4.61 1.15

, -33 KPa Y=2.41+1.23X .98*** 11.14 1.23 6.41***
-100 Y=1.95+1.18X .98*** 7.01 1.18

** Significant at 5% level. 
*** Significant at 1% level.

Freundlich1s adsorption equation seemed to fit data well for Cu and 
Cd adsorptions. Copper adsorptions were greater at higher temperature 

and moisture contents. Cadmium adsorptions were higher at higher 
moisture contents and decreased with increasing K additions.

Estimations of Relative Contribution of Diffusion 
and Mass Flow to Total Crop K Demands

Crops have frequently responded to K fertilizers on soil testing 
high in exchangeable soil K throughout Montana (Skogley/ 1986) and for 
certain soil and growing conditions throughout the world (Beaton and 
Sekhon/ 1985). rHie crop response has been shown to be a response to K 
as a plant nutrient by comparing the results of a decade of field 

experiments from applying KCl versus KgSO^ (Skogleyv 1986). The 
response of high-K soil to K fertilizer was suggested to be a result of 

inadequate supply rate of available K to the roots to meet crop, demands; 
the total amounts of available K were not the problem.. Mobility of a
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nutrient from the pool to the root is one of the crucial factors 
governing soil K availability. Diffusion and mass flow are the two 
major contributing mechanisms by which K can reach the plant roots and 
the mechanism of root interception accounts for less than 1% of the 
available K supply (Barber, 1961, 1984; Barber et al., 1962).

Estimations of relative contributions of diffusion and mass flow 
are based on the premise that if the quantity of K supplied by mass flew 
is less than the total crop demands for K, the rest of the required 
amounts must be met by diffusion. Thus, the estimation can be made if 
the total crop K demands are known, along with total water use and soil 
solution K concentrations. Pertinent data relating to this process are 
shown in Table 20. Data were derived from the field experiment of 
winter wheat conducted by Brown (197.1) on the same type soil near 
Bozeman, Montana, and from the literature sources where crops and 
growing conditions were similar to those reported by Brown (1971).

Table 20. Data for total dry matter production, total crop K demand, and 
total water use by a winter wheat crop in Montana under 
moderate-yielding and nonirrigated conditions.

Total dry matter production Total crop K demand E.T.e

Grain3 StravP3 Rootc Total Max. tissue Total 
K content" K

Season

- - -kg/ha—  - 
3,360 5,040 . 2,600 11,000

% kg/ha
4 440

kg/ha 
2.93xl06

a. Yield with adequate KH-P (no K) fertilization (Brown, 1971).
b. Using harvest index, grain/(grain+straw)=40% (McNeal et al, 

1971).
c. Literature summaries by Troughton (1962).
d. Data summarized by Beaton and Sekhon (1985).
e. Evapotranspiration as total water use (Brown, 1971).
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Total dry matter production for a corresponding 50 bu/A winter 

wheat grain would be approximately 11,000 kg/ha and accordingly, total 
crop K demands would be 440 kg/ha by assuming 4% of maximum tissue K 
contents. This assumed percentage seems high, but most reported 
estimates are certainly too low since they do not account for the 
elevated K levels of plant tissues during the growing period, or the 
requirement for root growth and development (Beaton and Sekhon, 1985; 
Skogley, 1986).

The amounts of K supplied by mass flow were calculated by 
multiplying K concentration in the soil solution with the total water 
use (mass flew K), and those by diffusion by subtracting the mass flow K 
from total crop K demands (diffusion K) as shown in Table 21.

Table 21. Soil solution K, exchangeable K, and quantity of K supplied by 
diffusion and mass flow as influenced by K additions in the 
ILD study.

K added . Solution Exc. K
K

diffusion K* mass flow K*
quantity % quantity %

mg-K/kg----------  kg-K/ha kg-K/ha
0 51.9 495 288.0 65,4 152.0 34.6

100 76.2 585 216.6 49.2 223.4 50.8
400 196.0 821 <0 <0 >440 >100

# Mean of 24 values averaged over 3 reps, 2 temp., 2 moisture, and 2
time treatments.

When no-K was added, 65.4 and 34.6% of total crop demands were met 

by diffusion and mass flow mechanisms, respectively, indicating two- 
thirds of total K demands were supplied by diffusion. In this case the 
diffusion process would be the primary rate-limiting factor for soil K
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availability to crops, even though exchangeable K (495 mg-K/kg or 1109 
Kg-K/ha) was higher than the total K demands (440 kg-K/ha).

Upon addition of a 100 mg-K/kg, a normal to high rate of K as KCl, 
nearly half of crop K demands could be satisfied by mass flow, leaving 
the other half of K to move by diffusion. Exchangeable K at this 
condition was 585 mg-K/kg (or 1311 Kg-K/ha) exceeding 388 mg-K/kg (or 
871 Kg-K/ha) over total K demands. Therefore, the reported crop 
responses to added K on this soil would reflect that the total amount of 
extractable K would not necessarily eliminate the responses to added K, 
but the inadequate supply rate of K to the roots by either diffusion or 
mass flow would be rate-limiting. When an abnormally high rate of K is 

added (400 mg-K/kg), on the other hand, the quantity of K supplied by 
diffusion is none (less than 0%) and that by mass flow exceeds the total 
crop K demands (greater than 100%), due to the high K concentration in 
the soil solution. Thus, with increasing K additions, the soluble and 
exchangeable K were increased, the amounts of K supplied by mass flow to 
meet the total K demands were increased and concurrently, those by 
diffusion were decreased (Figure 6).

The rate of K applied would be 633 kg-K/ha when the 100% of K 
demands of 50 bu/A winter wheat (440kg-K/ha) were supplied by mass flow. 
At this amount of K addition, the amount of exchangeable K would be 
1,605 kg-K/ha. Exchangeable K showed a linear relation to K additions 
and far exceeded the total K demands even when no-K was added. Crop 

responses to K fertilizers on this soil might illustrate that the K soil 
test rating would be only a relative index to true K availability 
(Skogley, 1986). The regression equation was Exc. K = 1139 + .74 (K
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Figure 6 . Relationship of K additions with exchangeable K and K supply 
by diffusion and mass flow to meet the total K demands by 
50 bu/A winter wheat. Soil solution K data from the IID study.
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Rate) 7 = .84*** mass flow K = 136 + .48 (K Rate) t = .84***r and 
diffusion K = 306 - .48 (K Rate) 7 = .84***7 respectively.

There were highly significant (P>F:.0000) interactions of K 
additions with Cu additions on exchangeable K and on the relative 
contributions of diffusion and mass flow to the total K demands (Table 
22). Figure 7 depicts their interrelations and Table 23 summarizes the 
effects of Cu additions on the relationships between K additions and 
exchangeable K and K supplies by diffusion and mass flow.

Table 22. Estimation of relative contributions of diffusion and mass 
flow to total crop K demands as influenced by K and Cu 
addition interactions in the IID study.

Diffusion K Mass flow K
K Cu soln. exc. ------------ ----— — -

added added K K Quantity % Quantity %
-----mg/kg---- kg/ha kg/ha

0 0 44.5 469 309.5 70.3 130.5 29.7
100 45.1 469 307.8 70.0 132.2 30.0
400 66.0 507 246.6 56.0 193.4 44.0

100 0 56.6 547 .274.3 62.3 165.7 37.7
100 72.6 626 227.3 51.7 212.7 48.3
400 99.6 636 148.2 33.7 291.8 66.3

400 0 163.9 782 <0 <0 >440 >100
100 194.8 782 <0 <0 >440 >100
400 229.4 860 <0 <0 >440 >100

Data are >averaged over 3 reps7 2 temp.7 2 moisture7. and 2 time
treatments (n=24).

The corresponding relations between exchangeable K 7 mass flow K 7 

diffusion K and K additions were influenced by Cu additions highly 
significantly (P>F:.0001). The relative contributions of K by mass flow 
to total K demands (mass flow K) were increased as Cu additions were 
increased and concurrently those by diffusion (diffusion K) were
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Figure 7. Effects of Cu additions on the relationships of K additions 
with exchangeable K and K supply by diffusion and mass flew to 
satisfy the total K demands by 50 bu/A winter wheat. 
Soil solution K data from the IID study.
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dec r eased. The amounts of K added in which the total K demands were met 
by mass flow were 814 kg-K/ha at no-Cu added/ 644 kg-K/ha at 100 mg- 
Cu/kgz and 476 kg-K/ha at 400 mg-Cu/kg treatment. Figure 8 displays the 
changes of percentage of mass flow K and diffusion K as influenced by K 
and Cu additions.

The results suggest that diffusion was a major contributing 
mechanism to satisfy total K demands in the practical range of K in the 
soil (no-K added) and its relative ability to supply K decreased with 
increasing heavy metal treatment.

Cu o 100400 o 100 400 o ioo 400 mg/Kg 
K O  1 0 0  4 0 0  mg/Kg

Figure 8. Diagrams for the changes of % of mass flew K and diffusion K 
as affected by K and Cu additions.
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Although the actual values estimated in this section would be 

different for each soil, the same general mechanisms will function 
relative to true soil K availability on each soil.

Table 23. Regression equations between exchangeable Kr K supplies by 
diffusion, and mass flow and K additions (X) as Kg/ha and 
significance test of Cu effects bn.these relationships in the 
ILD study.

Cu Equations r2 F P>F
mg/kg

0 Exc Ka=IOSS+.73X .93***
100 Exc K =1157+.74X .81*** 11.1 .0001
400 Exc K =1177+.SOX .93***
RMb Exc K =1139+.74X .85***
0 M.F. Ka= 106+.41X .93***

100 M.F. K = 118+.50X .89*** 54.6 .0001
400 M.F. K =  183+.54X .92***
RM M.F. K = 136+.48X .84***
0 DIFF Ka= 334-.41X .93***

100 DIFF K = 322-.50X .89*** 54.6 .0001
400 DIFF K = 257-.54X .92***
RM DIFF K = 304-.48X .84***
a: Units for exchangeable K, mass flow K and diffusion K are kg-K/ha. 
b: Reduced model for the whole regression between K addition and each 

of K.
*** Significant at or less than 1% level.

Potassium Adsorption Isotherm

The K adsorption isotherm can be used to study the adsorption of K 
by soils and clays. When K is added to soil, some of it goes into 
exchangeable positions (adsorption) and some into nonexchangeable 

positions (fixation). The K may or may not move readily back into the 
solution from the adsorbed or fixed phases as soil K is removed by plant 
uptake. Thus, equilibrium reactions existing between the solution and 
adsorbed phases of soil K would influence soil K availability.
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The K adsorption isotherm/ which plots the adsorbed K level versus 
the solution K levelr is important for characterizing soil K 
availability/ especially because it can be used to predict the soil K 
buffering capacity (which depends on K-adsorption characteristics of the 
soil) and improve K fertilizer recommendation (Barber/ 1981; Fox and 
Kamprath/ 1972).

Potassium additions influenced K in soil solution and K adsorbed 
highly significantly (P>F: .0001). Table 24 presents the amount of K in 
the soil solution and K adsorbed as mg-K/kg soil basis as influenced by 
K additions in the KADS study. The amount of K adsorbed was considered 
as K disappeared from the equilibrating solution.

There was a linear relationship between the quantity of K adsorbed 
and K added in both Cu-treated soil (r̂ =.88***) and Cd-treated soil 
(r̂ =.91***) in the KADS study. At Icwer K additions (0 and 25 mg-K/kg 
added) K in solution was higher than K added/ indicating the release of 
K from the exchange sites to the solution (negative adsorption). With 
50 mg-K/kg and higher/ K in solution was less than K added/ representing 
K adsorption into soil exchange sites and the amounts of K adsorbed were 
proportional to K additions. The amounts of K released were higher in 
Cu-treated soil (more negative) than in Cd-treated soil. This is 
probably due to the greater adsorption of Cu onto the soil than Cd and 
thereby Cu occupies more of the soil exchange sites and releases more K 
into solution. This would cause the increase of K activities 
(concentrations) in the soil solution/ and conversely/ the amounts of K 
adsorbed were lower in Cu-treated soil than in Cd-treated soil.
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Table 24. Mean values of the amount of K in solution and K adsorbed as 
influenced by K additions in Cu- and Cd-treated soils of the 
KADS study.

K added
Cu* Cd®

K solution K adsorbed K solution K adsorbed
l i l y  - r v  K y . I u y  i v  K y — ■------------------ —

0 17.9 -17.8a 15.8 -15.8
25 32.5 - 7.5 29.4 - 4.4
$0 48.4 1.6 44.6 5.5

100 82.4 . 17.6 77.1 22.9
200 158.1 41.9 159.1 41.1
400 324.9 75.1 312.2 87.8
800 684.8 115.2 676.9 123.2

LSD (.05) .50 .20 .44

I

C
O

 
I—

I

a Negative sign indicates the release of K.
# Mean of 108 values averaged over 3 levels of Cu, 3 reps, 2 temp.,

and 6 time treatments.
@ Mean of 108 values averaged over 3 levels of Cd, 3 reps, 2 temp.,

and 6 time treatments.

There was a linear relation between K adsorbed and K in solution, 
showing a highly significant r2 with 0.83*** for Cu-treated soil and 
0.87*** for Cd-treated soil. Both Cu and Cd additions affected the 
relation significantly (P>F:.0001) as shown in Figure 9. Table 25 
summarizes the regression equations of this relation and the 
significance test of Cu and Cd effects on this relation.

The K adsorption isotherm moved downward with increasing Cu and Cd 
additions, indicating that the amounts of K adsorbed decreased with 
increased Cu and Cd additions. The slope of this isotherm might 
represent the soil's capacity to maintain a certain level of K in the 
soil solution (Barber, 1981; Fox and Kamprath, 1972). Thus, the 
decreases of the slopes due to Cu and Cd additions would reflect 
decreases in a soil's buffering capacity, consequently indicating the
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Figure 9. Potassium adsorption isotherm as influenced by Cu and Cd additions in the KADS study.
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need for frequent or higher amounts of K fertilization to maintain high

K levels on the exchange phases for better K buffering capacity. The

additions of Cu displayed a greater effect on these changes than those

of Cd.

Table 25. Regression equations between the amount of K adsorbed (Y) and 
K in solution (X) as mg-K/kg and significance test of Cu and 
Cd effects on this relation in the KADS study.

Treatment Equations r2 F P>F
Cu 0 mg/kg Y= -1.68+.25X .91***

100 Y= -3.48+.20X .89*** 141.5 .0001
400 Y= -8.35+.15X .86***
RMa Y= -4.08+.20X .83***

Cd 0 mg/kg Y= -1.35+.23X .91***
100 Y= -1.50+.20X .87*** 30.0 .0001
400 Y= -1.75+.18X .87***
RM Y= -0.90+.20X .87***

a. Reduced model for the whole regression between K adsorbed and K in 
solution.

*** Significant at or less than 1% level.

A significant interaction of K and Cu and Cd additions on the 
amounts of K adsorbed was observed (P>F: .0001) and the responses of K 
adsorption to K and (a) Cu or (b) Cd additions are shewn in Figure 10.

Temperature influenced the amount of K in solution and K adsorbed 
and the K adsorption isotherm highly significantly (P>F:.0001). Figure 

11 exhibits the effects of temperature on the relation between K 
adsorption and K in solution (K adsorption isotherm) t and Table 26 

displays the regression equations and test of temperature effect on this 
relation.

At the higher temperature (20C), less K was adsorbed onto soil 
exchange sites and greater amounts of K were present in solution, as
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Figure 10. Response surface of K adsorption to K and Cu or Cd additions in the KADS study.
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study.
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ccirpared to those at the lower temperature (SC). This coincided with 
the data that K activity was higher at 20C than at SC as shown earlier.

Table 26. Regression equations between amounts of K adsorbed (Y) and K 
in solution (X) as mg-K/kg and significance test of 
temperature effect on this relation in Cu- and Cd-treated soil 
of the KADS study.

Treatment Temp. Equations r2 F P>F
Cu SC Y= -0.65+.20X .83***

20 Y= -7.63+.18X .85*** 31.2 .0001
R.M. Y= -4.08+.20X .83*** .

Cd SC Y= 3.20+.20X .86***
20 Y= -5.18+.20X .91*** 52.8 .0001
R.M. Y= -0.90+.20X .87***

R.M. Reduced model for the whole regression between K adsorbed and K in 
solution.

Soil moisture content influenced the amounts of K adsorbed and K in 
solution and their relations (K adsorption isotherm) highly 
significantly (P>F:.0001). Table 27 shows the mean values of K adsorbed 
as influenced by K addition and soil moisture interaction in Cu- and Cd- 
treated soil of ILD study.

Table 27. Mean values of K adsorbed as affected by K addition and soil 
moisture interaction in Cu- and Cd-treated soil of the ILD 
study.

Amounts of K adsorbed*
K added Cu treatment Cd treatment

-33 KPa -100 KPa -33 KPa -100 KPa
mg-K/kg -------mg-K/kg------ -------mg-K/kg—

0 -11.4 -11.4 . -10.4 - 9.9
100 7.5 3.2 8.9 5.0
400 57.9 36.2 61.4 41.4

# Mean of 36 values averaged over 3 levels of Cu or Cd/ 3 reps/ 2 
temp. / and 2 time treatments.
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The amounts of K adsorbed were larger at higher moisture content 
(-33 KPa; 25%) than at lower moisture content (-100 KPa; 19%) showing 
reverse tendencies as compared to K in the soil, solutionr which is 
higher at 19% than at 25% due to the dilution effects. For the same 
soil moisture level, greater amounts of K were adsorbed in Cd-treated 
soil than in Cu-treated soil, probably because a lesser affinity for Cd 
as compared to that for Cu to the exchange sites would allow more K to 
be adsorbed.

The K adsorption-exchange equilibria were established rapidly, 
coinciding with other reports that the kinetic reaction between soil 
solution K and exchangeable K were almost instantaneous and were faster 
for K adsorption than for K desorption (Sparks and Jardine, 1981, 1984). 
There were significant interactions of equilibrium time and Cu additions 
with K adsorption (P>F: .0001), as shown in Figure 12. Even though the 
amount of K adsorbed decreased. with greater Cu addition, there was 
little change in the amount of K adsorbed at each of the Cu additions 
over time.

The relation between the amounts of K adsorbed and K in soil 
solution (K adsorption isotherm) was not influenced by the equilibration 
time, showing P>F values 0.59 for Cu-treated soil and 0.49 for Cd- 
treated soil.

From the K adsorption isotherm, a proper amount of K addition 

necessary for maintaining a desired level of K in soil solution for 
plant uptake might be read, and it would be possible to calculate the 
capacity of the soil to replenish K to the soil solution (Barber,
1981). Both parameters, K in soil solution and K buffer capacity, were
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used in the development of models describing K uptake by plant roots 
(Barber and Cushman# 1981; Classen and Barber# 1977).
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Figure 12. Effect of Cu additions on the relations between the amounts 
of K adsorbed and the equilibration time in the KADS study.

Therefore# the K adsorption isotherm seems to be a good parameter 
for evaluating soil K availability when the K status changes with 
environmental conditions.

Quantity/Intensity Relations for Soil &

The Quantity/Intensity (Q/I) relation for soil K provides 
information on the quantity of K on the exchange sites and the intensity 
of soluble K in the soil solution. The main advantages of employing 
this relation for characterizing soil K availability are that data for
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the buffering capacity of the soil as well as other useful parameters 
which can be considered in the modeling of the K uptake process, can be 
calculated. Also, the location of non-specific and specific adsorption 
sites for K can be assessed in the K-divalent ion exchange equilibrium 
in soils.

Q/1 relations for soil K are shown in Figure 13 for KADS study 
where quantity (AK) is expressed as cmol(+)/kg and intensity as 
concentration ratio of potassium over the square root of calcium plus 
magnesium, potassium ratio law (KRL; K/ (Ca+Mg) ̂ ^

Graphs were fit to quadratic equations and linear equations for the 
KADS study and the ILD study, respectively. The curves were similar to 
those reported by other researchers (Beckett 1964b, 1971; Sparks and 
Liebhardt, 1982) except for variations in slopes and intercepts. 
Characteristically, this relation was linear, but in the KADS study, at 
low levels of K, the relation became curvilinear. According to Beckett 
(1964c) and Beckett and Nafady (1967), the curved section of the 6/1 
relation was attributable to the exchange on the edge and interlattice 
sites which have a greater affinity for K, and the linear section arose 
from the exchange on the planar sites.

The effects of Cu and Cd additions on the 6/1 relation in the KADS 
study are shown in Figure 14 and several parameters relating soil K 
availability (Figure I) are presented in Table 28.

The Q/I relation was a quadratic function which was curved at lew 
KRL but linear at high KRL values, showing a highly significant relation 

between AK and KRL (P>F:.0001). Copper and Cd additions influenced this



relation significantly (P>F: .0001) as shewn in Table 28 with the Cu 
effects being greater than those of Cd.

K RL, (M/L)12
Figure 13. Q/I relations for soil K in the KADS study.

The values for the equilibrium K ratio law (KRLe) (which is a 
measure of availability or intensity of labile K in soil) increased as 
Cu and Cd additions increased from 0 to 400 mg/kg/ with a larger 
increase by Cu (88%) than by Cd (12%). The data suggest a higher 
affinity of soil for Cu than Cd, thereby releasing more K into the 
solution which might result in more increases of KRLe. However, we 

speculate that additions of Cu and Cd will truly increase the 
availability of labile K in soil.

Because the intensity values indicate the readily available K for 
plant uptake at a particular time, they will not represent the increase
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Figure 14. Effects of Cu and Cd additions on Q/I relations for soil K.



Table 28. Parameters3 defining Q/I relation between AK (Y) and KRL (X) and influences of Cu and Cd on
this relation in the KADS study, I<

kL KRLe Buffer Capacity^
Cu or Cd
added Equations r2 F I 

I 

%
 3iI! XlCr3 PBC TBC ABC

mg/kg — -cmol(+)/kg— (M/D1/2 (cmol/kg)/(M/L)1/2

Cu O Y=-.018+2.14X- 6.95x2 .97* *** 19 -18 I 8.67 2.56 2.02 2.08
100 Y=-.019+1.94X- 6.89x2 .96*** L91.3*** 15 -19 -4 10.20 2.11 1.79 1.86
400 Y=-.024+1.92X- 6.67x2 .95*** ' 2 -24 -22 16.28 1.74 1.62 1.73
R.M.C Y=-.G20t-1.92X- 6.67x2 .92***

Cd O Y=-.018+2.14X- 9.1CK2 .97*** 22 -18 ' 4 7.61 2.82 2.30 2.37
u>I

100 Y=-.017+2.31X- 9.58x2 .96*** 42.4*** 27 -17 10 7.59 2.35 2.16 2.23
400 Y=-.019+2.32X-10.04X; .96*** 22 -19 3 8.49 2.29 2.14 2.23
R.M. Y=-.018+2.34X- 9.43x2 .95***

a. Parameters: refer to Figure I.
b. Potential buffering capacity (PBC) t tangential buffering capacity (TBC) and average buffering 

capacity (ABC).
c. Reduced model for the whole regression between AK and KRL.
*** Significant at or less ,than 1% level.
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over the extended period of a growing season. Assuming that increased 
KRLe values come from the soil exchange sites due to Cu and Cd 
adsorption and those will be depleted readily from the solution, this 
increase may not indicate increases in long-term K availability. 
Rather, it may decrease the amounts of K on the exchange phase which can 
supply K over an extended period, indicating actual decreases of K 
availability for an entire growing season.

Buffer capacity, the ability of the soil to replenish K in the soil 
solution being removed by plant roots, is a more important aspect of 
soil K availability than the intensity factor. The Q/I relation is of 
fundamental importance for defining buffer capacity of the soil for K. 
The term buffer capacity has been used variously by different 
researchers, depending on their interpretation of the graphic form of 
the QZi relationship. Three buffer capacity indices have been defined 
in Q/I relation (Beckett, 1971? Addiscott and Talibudeen, 1969)? 
potential buffering capacity (PBC), tangential buffering capacity (rIBl) 
and average buffering capacity (ABC).

The PBC, the term most widely used, is the slope of the linear 
section of Q/I relation. It would be the most relevant part of the 
buffering capacity of field soils (Beckett and Nafady, 1967). The TBC 
is defined as the slope of the tangent to Q/I curve passing at KRLe (or 
ARe) where the soil neither gains nor loses K. It would be a buffering 
capacity more immediately relevant to the uptake of K by a plant. The 

ABC between specified values of KRL (or AR) referring to the desorption 
section of the isotherm is defined as the ratio of the K uptake by 
plants to the concomitant fall in KRL (or AR). Its value would be
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affected by the amount of K taken up from nonlabile formsr which depends 
partly on the crop and partly on the K-releasing power of the soil. We 
believe that using these terms in the correct context will rationalize 
the confusion arising in relating conclusions reported by different 
workersf no matter which term is used.

Copper and Cd decreased the buffering capacity of the soil. The 
PBC was decreased about 32% and 19% as Cu and Cd additions increased 
from 0 to 400 mg/kg levelsr respectively. Sparks and Liebhardt (1981) 
found that the PBC was increased with line additionsr possibly as a 
result of the increase in pH-dependent CEC of the soil. However, 
adsorption of Cu and Cd to the exchange Sites would be assumed to 
decrease the amount of K adsorbed and thus the CEC of the soil resulting 
in the decreases of buffer capacity. LeRoux and Sumner (1968) noted 
that a high soil PBC value is indicative of good soil K availability. 
Thus, the result would suggest that contamination of the soil by heavy 
metals such as Cu and Cd would result in the decreases of PBC of the 
soil, which might suggest a need for frequent K fertilization. The PBC 
values were higher in Cd-treated soil than in Cu-treated soil at the 
same level of treatment indicating that Cu lowered buffering capacity 
more than did Cd. the values for TBC and ABC were decreased as Cu and 

Cd additions increased, shewing greater effects from Cu- than from Cd- 

treatment.
AKq represents the amounts of K held in the soil on sites or 

surfaces of which the exchange equilibrium is described by the linear 
part of the Q/I relation. The addition of Cu up to 400 mg-Cu/kg 
decreased AKq values about 90%. However, the Cd additions changed AKq
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values little at 100 mg-Cd/kg treatment. LeRoux and Sumner (1968) found 
that higher negative values of AK0 indicated a greater K release into 
soil solutionf resulting in a larger pool of labile K. Three categories 
of exchange sites in illite having different affinities for K were 
reported; planar, edge and interlattice sites with very different 
exchange constants (Mdiscott and Talibudeen, 1969). Beckett (1964c) 
suggested that AKq was attributable to exchange on planar sites 
(nonspecific adsorption sites). Therefore, a distinct decrease in AK0 
with Cu additions would strongly suggest that added Cu occupied the 
planar sites for K exchange, decreased K adsorption, and released K into 
solution, resulting in an increase of KRLe. This would cause a loss of 
the exchangeability of K with other cations by reducing the number of 
ways of distributing exchangeable ions on the surfaces. This
interpretation would agree with previous findings by Beckett and Nafady

/

(1967) that any treatment which obscures or occludes parts of the planar 
surface should reduce PBC and resultingly AK0. They found that organic 
cations which reduce the negative charge on the planar surfaces by 
adsorption reduced AK0 and PBC in proportion to the amounts adsorbed. 
Sparks and Liebhardt (1981) found that AK0 decreased with lime 
additions.

The values for Kx were more negative (about 33%) as Cu addition 
increased from 0 to 400 mg/kg, but those changed little with Cd 
additions. Negative values indicate the release of K. Beckett and 
Nafady (1967) confirmed that Kx was attributed to K exchange at specific 

adsorption sites, the edge and interlattice sites, which had a greater 
affinity for K. Thus the reasons for the more negative values of Kx due
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to Cu addition would be that the specific sites took up Cu from the 
solution and released K by replacing the interlayer material such as 
NHiJ+ or hydroxy aluminum with Cu. Thus, Cu would increase the affinity 
of specific sites for K. However, this needs further proof. Sparks and 
Liebhardt (1981) noted that Kx increased with K fertilization and with 
liming.

The values for Kl represent the amount of K present in both 
specific (Kx) and nonspecific (AKg) adsorption sites which is capable of 
ion exchange during the period allowed for the determination of Q/I 

relation. Kl value was positive at no-Cu added, indicating the soil's 
tendency to adsorb K. However, that turned to negative values, -4 x 10~̂  
and -22 x IO-  ̂ at 100 and 400 mg-Cu/kg treatments, reflecting the 
releasing tendencies of soil K due to Cu. However, Kl values were 
changed little and retained positive values with Cd treatments, 
indicating the soil's tendency to adsorb K. Based on these results, Cu 
and Cd clearly shewed different effects on the cation exchange in soil- 
solution systems.

Soil temperature influenced the 0/1 relations for soil K highly 
significantly (P>F:.0001). Parameters defining this relation and 
teirperature effects on this relation are shown in Figure 15 and Table 

29.
Curves were fit to quadratic function significantly (P>F:.0001) 

shewing r̂  greater than 0.92. As temperature increased from SC to 20C, 
the curves moved downward due to the decreased K adsorption and the 

increased KEL. Thus, the K adsorption process in this soil would appear 

to be exothermic (AH° is negative) because the amounts of K adsorbed
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decreased with increasing temperature (Deist and Talibudeenr 1967; 
Sparks and Liebhardtr 1981). Thereforer to maintain an equal amount of 
K on the exchange phases as soil temperature increasedr a higher ratio 
of K to (Ca + Mg) in soil solution was needed.

Table 29. Parameters defining Q/I relation between AK (Y) and KRL (X) 
and effect of temperature on this relation in Cu- and Cd- 
treated soil of the KADS study.

Treatment Equations r2 F KPLeb FBCc
XlO3 XlO3

Cu SC Y=-.017+2.OSX- 7.36x2 .93*** 5 8.56 2.27
20 Y=-.023+1.80X- 6.01X:; .93*** 54.3*** -23 13.41 2.08
R.M. Y=-.020+1.92X- 6.67x2 .92***
Cd SC Y=-.016+2.54X-10.67x2 .97*** 22 6.47 2.49
20 Y=-.020+2.19X- S.SSX; .97*** 108.9*** -io 9.48 2.30
R.M. Y=-.018+2.34X- 9.43x2 .95***
a. Unit = cmoK+l/kg.
b. Unit = (M/L)1/2
c. Unit = {cmol (+) /kg}/ (M/L)
d. Reduced model for the whole regression between AK and KRL.

Values for KRLer which is a measure of available Kr were higher by 
about 57% and 47% at 20C in Cu- and Cd-treated soils r respectivelyr as 
compared to those at SC. The higher values and greater increases of 
KRLe values in Cu-treated soil would indicate a larger competition of Cu 
than of Cd for exchange sites. Ching and Barber (1979) reported that the 
higher values of KRLe at higher temperature increased K uptake.

The buffering capacity of the soilr expressed as potential 
buffering capacityr was higher at lower temperature (SC) in both Cu- and 
Cd-treated soils and that value was higher in Cd-treated soil at each of 
the temperature treatments. This probably indicates that Cu can. lower 
the buffer capacity of the soil more than does Cd at the same



temperature. ' Ching and Barber (1979) and Sparks and Liebhardt (1981) 
found the same results of higher buffer capacity of the soil at lower 
temperatures. Deist and Talibudeen (1967) found that CEC which is 
related to soil buffering capacity, decreased with increased temperature 
on some British soils.

The amounts of K which are responsible for ion exchange at both 
specific and nonspecific sites, Kl, were positive at SC and negative at 
20C. The data show that the soil had the tendency to hold K on exchange 
sites at SC and to release K into solution at 20C. At each temperature, 
Kl values were higher in Cd-treated soil than in Cu-treated soil.

These data suggest that soil temperature could significantly 
influence soil K availability in this soil by increasing K in solution, 
decreasing buffering capacity, and releasing K as soil temperature 
increased.

The effects of moisture contents on Q/I relations in the ILD study 
are drawn in Figure 16 and parameters of this relation as influenced by 
moisture contents are shown in Table 30.

Soil moisture content influenced Q/I relation highly significantly 

(P>F:.0001) in both Cu- and Cd-treated soils. The activity ratio at 
equilibrium (AR0) was higher at -100 KPa (19%) than at -33 KPa (25%). 
The buffering capacity was higher at higher moisture contents (25%), 
indicating that soils at higher moisture content within the field 

moisture ranges would supply more K. Values for Kl were negative at 

both moisture treatments, representing the soil's releasing tendency of; 
K, and less negative at -100 KPa (19%) than at -33 KPa (25%).
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Table 30. Parameters defining QZl relation between AK (Y) and activity 
ratio (AR) (X) and influences of soil moisture content on this 
relation in Cu- and Cd-treated soil of the ILD study.

Treatment Equations r2 F KL3 ARgb PBCc

Cu -33KPa 
-IOOKPa
R.M.

Y=-.106+10.75X 
Y=-.072+ 6.30X 
Y=-.085+ 8.16X

.86* * ***

.73***

.92***
65.4***

XlO2 
-10.6 
- 7.2

XlO3
9.86
11.43

10.75
6.30

Cd -33KPa 
-IOOKPa
R.M.

Y=-.108+10.93X 
Y=-.082+ 7.55X 
Y=-.094+ 9.16X

.86***

.83***

.80***
42.2*** -10.8 

- 8.2
9.88

10.86
10.93
7.55

a. Unit = cmol(+)/kg.
b. Unit = activity (M/L)1/2
c. Unit = {cmoK+) ZkglZ(MZL)1/2
*** Significant at or less than 1% level.
# Reduced model for the whole regression between AK and AR.

The equilibrium time did not affect the QZl relation significantly 
(P>F:.2281) in the KADS study (not shown)r indicating the rapid 

exchange processes between soil and solution possible within 15 minutes. 
Parameters defining this relation remained fairly constant with 
increasing equilibration time.

Thereforer the QZl relation dealing with quantity (capacity) and 
intensity of K would be a good chemical parameter to characterize the 
soil K availability and would provide a basis for evaluating factors 
influencing soil K availability.

Soil £ Potential

The thermodynamic potential of K in soil is measured as the 

difference between the chemical potential of K and (Ca + Mg) in a 
solution in equilibrium with the soil (Woodruff, 1955a, b; Page and 
Talibudeen, 1982a). It is in effect a measure of the free energy of
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available K, as referred to the reference cationsr Ca + Mg, and is valid 
where Ca and Mg dominate the exchange complex of the soil. The concept 
of a nutrient potential as. a measure of the work the plant must dp to 

remove a nutrient from the soil (Schofield, 1955) has been applied to 
soil K chemistry in two ways: (a) the quantity/K potential relationship 
has been used to characterize the variability of soil K availability; 
and (b) the K potential and crop growth relationship has been used to 
identify critical K potentials that are characteristic of a plant during 
a particular growth phase.

The K potential (AF) was influenced by K additions highly 
significantly (P>F:.0001) showing linear relationships between AF and K 

addition with variations greater than 93% at SC and 20C treatments. 

Copper or Cd additions influenced this relationship significantly 
(P>F:.0001). Table 31 represents the AF values as cal/mole.K as 
influenced by the interaction of K addition with Cu and Cd additions at 
SC and 20C treatments. The effects of Cu and Cd addition on the 
relations between AF values and K additions at 20C are shown in Figure 
17 and Table 32.

The AF values were all negative, implying that the exchange 
reaction for the replacement of Ca + Mg by K in the soil would proceed 
spontaneously (Woodruff, 1955b). Those values increased as K additions 

increased from 0 to 400 mg-K/kg at each of the Cu and Cd treatments. The 
increases in AF values with K fertilization would reflect that plants 
would have to do less work to remove K from the soil because energy of 

exchange is a measure of the intensity factor in the delivery of a

)
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Figure 17. Effect of Cu and Cd additions on the relationship between the K potential (AF) and 
K addition at 20C in the ILD study.
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balanced supply of K over Ca and Mg from the exchange complex of the 
soil to the solution.

Table 31. Effect of interactions of K and Cu or Cd additions on the K 
potential (AF) at SC and 20C in the ILD study.

K Cu or Cd 
added added

AF
SC 20C

Cu Cd Cu Cd
"Hty/ K y  ■“ . C Q .L /1 HOu-C • Jlx

0 0 -2678 -2685 -2660 -2660
100 -2722 -2686 -2753 -2694
400 -2711 -2686 —2664 -2721

100 0 -2567 -2567 -2608 -2608
100 -2506 -2500 -2566 -2512
400 -2510 -2494 -2503 -2514

400 0 -2120 -2120 -2200 -2200
100 -2060 -2055 -2126 -2138
400 -2110 -2132 -2117 -2107

- Data are averaged over 3 reps, 2 moisture and 2 time treatments 
(n=12).

At no-K added treatments, the AF values tended to decrease as Cu 
and Cd additions increased except at the SC of Cd treatment. This might 
indicate a decrease in the ability of the soil to provide adequate K as 
compared to Ca and Mg for plant uptake. However, K additions with 100 
and 400 mg-K/kg reversed this trend, showing that the AF values tended 
to increase as Cu and Cd additions were increased from 0 to 400 mg/kg. 

This result would strongly suggest that when a soil is contaminated by 
Cu and Cd, a higher amount of K fertilizer would be needed to maintain a 
required intensity of K in the solution.
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Table 32. Regression equation between AF (Y) as Kcal/mol.K and K 
addition(X) as mg/kg and significance test of Cu and Cd 
addition effects on this relation at 20C in the IID study.

Treatment Equations r2 F P > F
mg/kg ’ ■

Cu 0 Y=-2.6 9+1.20x10-^X .93***
100 Y=-2.74+1.54x10"^X .98*** 14.1 .0001
400 #
R.M.

Y^-2.65+1.35x10"fX .96***
Y=-2.70+1.36x10 3X .94***

Cd 0 Y=-2.69+1.20x1O-3X .93***
100 Y=-2.67+1.36x10 3X .98*** 11.8 .0001
400 Y=-2.70+1.49x10 3X .98***
R.M. Y=-2.6 9+1.35x10-3X .95***

*** Significant at or less than 1% level
# Reduced model for the whole regression between AF and K addition.

Several researchers characterized the critical K potentials for
crop performance showing the optimum AF value for wheatr ranging from 
-3000 to -2500 cal/mole.K (Page and Talibudeem 1982a,b; Talibudeen, 
1974; Woodruff, 1955a). Yang and Skogley (1986) used this range of AF 
values to estimate the amount of K fertilizer required to maintain a 
suitable level of K in the soil solution compared to that of Ca and Mg.

In the IID study, the AF values at the no-K added treatment were 
in the range of optimum AF values for wheat performance. This would 
indicate that this soil might be considered a’ 'high-K soil' so this 
could provide suitable K to the solution as compared to Ca and Mg at no- 
K addition. The AF values corresponding to K additions up to 100 mg- 

K/kg were in the optimum range. AF values ranging from -4000 to -3500 
cal/mol.K have been reported to be associated with K deficiency in 
plants and AF values of -2000 cal/mol.K or greater with excessive 
amounts of K in solution in relation to the amounts of Ca and Mg that
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were present (Page and Talibudeenr 1982arb; Woodruff/ 1955a). At 400 
mg-K/kg addition/ AF values would indicate excessive amounts of K 
present in the soil solution.

On the other hand/ the AF values in the KADS study at 25 and 50 mg- 
K/kg treatments were in the optimum range (Table 33) / coinciding with 
the results of the wheat performances in Montana (Skogley and Haby / 
1981). The A F values at no-K addition would be considered as the K 
status of the soil solution showing either the response to K fertilizer 
or a deficiency of K (Skogley and Haby/ 1981) and those at K additions 
greater than 100 mg-K/kg showing either K toxicity or K luxury for plant 
uptake based upon reports by Page and Talibudeen (1982a/ b)/ Talibudeen 
(1974)/ and Woodruff (1955a). .

We assume that soil K availability can be evaluated by the AF 
values and thereby the differences of K requirement between crops can be 
characterized by the relations between AF and crop growth which will 
exhibit exhaustion/ response/ optimum/ luxury and toxic effects under 
certain growth conditions.

The AF values are significant in defining the initial ionic 
environment of roots (Barrow et al./ 1965) and the importance of buffer 
capacity stresses the idea that AF is a good measure of K availability 
to a crop (Addiscott and Talibudeen/ 1969). A growing crop depletes K 
concentration near its roots/ lowering the K potential. The buffer 
capacity of a soil then measures the change in 'availability* resulting 
from removing or adding a nutrient to a crop. It would therefore be 

important for soil K . availability characterization to evaluate the
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buffering of K potential by the adsorbed pool of K on the exchange 
sites.

Table 33. Potassium potential (AF) values of Cu- and Cd-treated soil as 
affected by K additions at 5 and 20C in the KADS study.

AF
SC 20C

K added Cu Cd Cu Cd
Iug-Jv Kg CaJ./ IitOx • J\

0 -3091 -3193 -3156 -3279
25 -2767 -2850 -2819 -2948
50 -2550 -2618 -2597 -2722

100 -2252 -2317 -2302 -2421
200 -1880 -1924 -1954 -2060
400 -1498 -1560 -1548 -1647
800 -1097 -1137 -1139 -1225
LSD(.05) 3.14 2.73 3.96 1.98
- Data are averaged over 3 levels of Cu or Cd, 3 reps. and 6 time
treatments (n=54).

Figure 18 displays the relation between the quantity of K adsorbed 

(AKsmg-K/kg) and the soil K potential (aF: Kcal/mol.K) as influenced by 
Cu and Cd additions at SC in the KAbS study.

There were highly significant correlation's between K adsorption and 

K potential at each of heavy metal treatments shewing r̂  greater than 
0.94*** and the treatments of Cu and Cd affected this relation highly 
significantly (P>F;.0001) as shown in Table 34.

The graphs shifted downward as Cu and Cd additions were increased, 
showing, a greater shift by Cu than by Cd. This would indicate that 
smaller amounts of K were adsorbed, as Cu and Cd additions increased, on 
the exchange phase in order to maintain the sane level of the soil K
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Figure 18. Effects of Cu and Cd additions on the relations between the amount of K adsorbed (AR) and 
the soil K potential (AF) at SC in the KADS study.
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potential in the solution. The data suggest smaller amounts of adsorbed 
K were present in the Cu-treated soil than in the Cd-treated soil in 
comparison at each of the heavy metal treatments to maintain the same K 
potential.

Table 34. Regression equations between the K adsorption (Y) as mg-K/kg 
and the K potential (X) as cal/ mol.K and significance test 
of Cu and Cd effects on this relation at SC in the KfiDS study.

Treatment Equations r2 F P > F
---------- —
d (AK) Zd(AF)* *

mg/kg ' ■■■ ‘ XlO3
Cu 0 Y=220.5+.080X .93*** 80.1

100 Y=I86.5+.069X .98*** 14.1 .0001 69.0
400 Y=151.1+.058X .96*** 58.2
R.M.* Y=186.5+.069X .94***

Cd 0 Y=223.3+.079X .93*** 79.2
100 Y=194.8+.069X .98*** 11.8 .0001 68.9
400 Y=185.1+.066X .98*** 65.9
R.M. Y=201.1+.071X .95***

* Unit = (mg-K/kg)/(cal/mol.K).
*** Significant at or less than 1% level.
# Reduced model for the whole regression between K adsorption and K 
potential.

The buffering capability of the soil for the soil K potential, 

d(AK)Zd(AF), was decreased with greater decreases (27%) in Cu-treated 
soil than in Cd-treated soil (19%) as heavy metal additions increased 
from 0 to 400 mg/kg. Those decreases could be partly due to the effects 
of heavy metals on the CEC of the soil which depends on the surface 
density of charge. The K will be held least firmly when the surface 

density of charge is highest (Barrow et al., 1965). Copper seems to 
decrease the surface density of charge for K adsorption more than Cd 
does, causing the tighter hold of K on the exchange sites, thereby 

resulting in a greater decrease of buffering capability for soil K
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potentials. The soil with no heavy metal addition could be considered 
to have higher capability to buffer the soil K potential than the soil 
treated with Cu or Cd.

Soil moisture content influenced the soil K potential (AF) 
significantly at 5 and 20C of Cu- and Cd-treated soil in the ILD study. 
The AF values were higher at -100 KPa (19%) than at -33 KPa (25%). At 
each of the soil moisture treatments/ significant relations were shown 
between AF values and K addition/ and soil moisture influenced this 
relation as shown in Table 35.

Soil moisture influenced this relation significantly at the 0.01 
level at both temperatures of Cu-treated soil. However/ this relation 
was not affected significantly by soil moisture at SC and influenced at 
0.05 level at 20C of Cd-treated soil.

There were highly significant, correlations between the amounts of K 

adsorption (AK) and the soil K potential (AF) at 5 and 20C of Cu- and 
Cd-treated soil/ and soil moisture content influenced this relation 
highly significantly (P>F;.0001) as shown in Table 36.

The buffering capability of the soil for the K potential/ d(AK)/ 
d(AF) / was higher at 25% than at 19% soil moisture content. Values were 
higher in the Cd-treated soil than in the Cu-treated soil at the same 
soil moisture and temperature treatments. Barber (1984) and Barrow et 
al. (1965) stated that soils with high buffering capacity tended to hold 
more water at equal tensions and affected the rate of supply of K by 
diffusion. A high d(AK)Zd(AF) value of the soil at higher moisture 
content would reflect that this soil might have a larger volume of 
available water for diffusion and provide a shorter diffusion path/
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consequently increasing the diffusion rate and plant K uptake. Barrcw 
et al. (1965) found the direct effect of buffering capability of the 
soil for the soil K potential on the rate of K supplyf shewing that 
soils with lower buffering capability lowered the soil K potential 
quickly near the root after plants uptake a nutrient. This might cause 
a longer diffusion path, a slower diffusion and, consequently, a 
restricted uptake for that nutrient.

Table 35. Regression equations between the K potential (Y) and K addi
tions (X) at each soil moisture level and significance test of 
soil moisture effect on this relation in the ILD study.

Treatments Equations r2 F . P>F
Cu SC -33KPa Y = -2712 + 1.54X .98*** 6.4 .0024

-IOOKPa Y = -2668 + 1.46X .93***
R.M. Y = -2692 + 1.50X .95***

Cu 20C -33KPa Y = -2712 + 1.53X .95*** 7.7 .0008
-IOOKPa Y = -2675 + 1.38X .94***
R.M. Y = -2693 + 1.36X .94***

Cd SC -33KPa Y = -2669 + 1.43X .96*** .63 .5346
-IOOKPa Y = -2684 + 1.46X .96***
R.M. Y = -2676 + 1.44X .96***

Cd 20C -33KPa Y = -2701 + 1.36X .95*** 3.4 .0358
-IOOKPa Y = -2671 + 1.34X .96***
R.M. Y = -2686 + 1.35X .95***

*** Significant at or less than 1% level.
R.M. Reduced model for the whole regression between K potential and K 

addition.

Summarized in Table 37 are the effects of the equilibration time on 
the relation between the AF values and the K additions in both the IIL 
study and the KADS study. In the Cu treatment of the IIL study, there 

were significant differences (<1%) in this relation between 3 and 14 
days. However, in Cu-treated soil of the KADS study, this relation was
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not affected by the equilibration time. In the case of Cd treatment, 
there was a significant difference in this relation due to different 
equilibration times.

Table 36. Regression equations between the amounts of K adsorbed as rog- 
K/kg (Y) and soil K potential as cal/mol.K (X) and 
significance test of soil moisture effect on this relation in 
the IED study.

Treatments Equations r2 F d(AK)Zd(AF)a
XlO3

Cu SC -33KPa Y 288.3 + .109X .94*** 43.8*** 109.2
-IOOKPa Y S S 196.7 + .077X .84*** 76.5
R.M. Y 239.4 + .092X ' .84***

Cu 20C -33KPa Y S S 311.2 + .118X .87*** 40.7*** 118.3
-IOOKPa Y 183.5 + .072X .80*** 71.9
R.M. Y 238.8 + .092X .74***

Cd SC -33KPa Y 314.5 + .120X .93*** 39.0*** 119.8
-IOOKPa Y 226.8 + .087X .93*** 87.4
R.M. Y 270.4 + .104X .89***

Cd 20C -33KPa Y 314.2 + .120X .90*** 36.0*** 119.7
-IOOKPa Y 222.1 + .087X .91*** 86.5
R.M. Y 226.2 + .102X .85***

a. Uhit = (mg/kg)/(cal/mol.K).
*** Significant at or less than .01 level.
R.M. Reduced model for the whole regression between K adsorbed and K 

potential.

Table 37. Values for the F statistics and probability greater than F, 
testing the significance effect of time on the relation 
between AF and K addition.

SC 20C
F P>F F P>F

ILD Cu 16.1 .0001 6.7 .0018
Cd 4.3 .0159 5.7 .0043

KRDS Cu *3 .9866 .2 .9971
Cd 3.6 .0001 3.5 .0001
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Table 38 summarizes the significance test of the equilibration time 
effect on the relations between the amount of K adsorbed (aK) and the K 
potential (AF).

Table 38. Values for F statistics and probability greater than Ff 
testing the significance effect of time on the relation 
between AK and AF.

SC 20C
F P>F F P>F

IID CU 7.64 .0008 4.10 .0192
Cd 1.70 .1875 . 4.22 .0174

KADS Cu 1.28 .2368 .94 . .4940
Cd 19.22 .0001 7.87 .0001

Fractional Saturation of Cations

For good growthf a crop requires a certain balance of nutrients. 
Fortunatelyr a number of buffer systems are available in the soil to 
regulate the concentration of nutrients in the soil solution. Most 
cations are buffered mainly by a system of exchange reactions which 
control the equilibria between soil solution and exchange sites. 
Variations in concentration of any one ion as induced by addition or 
removal might bring changes in the ionic equilibria. The distribution 
of K over Ca and Mg/ in a soil system at equilibriuntr between the 
solution and the exchange phases would be an important approach to 
evaluate soil K availability.

The fractional saturations of Kr Ca and Mg were determined in the 
solution phase by using equations. (7) through (9) as mmole/L and on the 
exchange phase by equations from (10) to (12) as mmol e/kg/ by assuming
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Kf Car and Mg are the major cations involved in exchange reactions. 
-Values of these determinations are shown in Table 39 as a function of K 
additions.

The FSL and FSX values of all cations were influenced highly 
significantly (P>F:.0001) by K additions. Initially at no-K treatmentf 
K in the solution phase was 4.4% and K on the exchange sites was about 
12% f showing the higher relative distribution of K on the exchange 
phase. Results also indicate that lower amounts of K were distributed 
in both phases as compared to those of Ca and Mg. The percentages of 
the fractional saturation of Ca in both phases were similar r but the 
percentage of FSL Mg was higher than FSX Mg.

Table 39. Fractional saturation of Kr Car and Mg in the solution (FSL) 
and on the exchange phase (FSX) as influenced by K additions 
in Cu- and Cd-treated- soil of the IID study.

Treatment K added
FSLa FSXb

K Ca Mg K Ca Mg

mg-K/kg n— %
Cu 0 4.4 61.9 33.7 11.8 63.2 25.0

100 5.0 63.1 31.9 14.0 61.5 24.5
400 7.9 62.4 29.7 18.3 58.4 23.3

LSD(.05) .06 .12 .11 .12 .24 .17

Cd 0 4.4 61.7 33.9 12.3 62.4 25.3
100 5.6 61.6 32.8 14.1 61.2 24.7
400 8.4 61.4 30.2 18.5 58.1 23.4

LSD(.05) .06 .10 .10 .13 .19 .12

a. Cations concentration on a mmole/L basis.
b. Cations concentration on a mmole/kg basis.
- Data are averaged over 3 levels of Cu or Cdf 3 repsf 2 temp.f 2 
moisturef and 2 time treatments (n=72).

As K additions increased up to 400 mg-K/kgf the percentage of K 
fractional saturation was increased significantly in both phases.
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Howeverz the percentage of FSX Caz FSL Mgz and FSX Mg concomitantly 
decreased with increasing K additions. The percentage of FSL Ca seemed 
to remain constant. These data would indicate that K fertilization 
would help the soil have increased distributions of K in the solution 
and on the exchange sites relative to the decreased distributions of Ca 
and Mg. In the Cd-treated soilz the 4% increments of FSL K with 
increased K addition from O to 400 mg/kg were counterbalanced by the 
decrements of 0.3% FSL Ca and 3.7% FSL Mg. The 6.2% increments of FSX K 
were counterbalanced by decrements of 4.3% FSX Ca and 1.9% FSX Mg.

The treatments of Cu and Cd affected the fractional saturation of 
cations in both phases significantly as shown in Table 40.

Table 40. Effect of Cu and Cd additions on the percentage of fractional 
saturation of cations in the soil solution (FSL) and on the 
exchange site (FSX) in the ILD study.

FSL FSX
Treatment K Ca Mg K Ca Mg

mg/kg % '
Cu 0 6.4 60.0 33.6 14.2 62.1 23.7

100 6.0 62.6 31.4 14.8 60.4 24.8
400 4.7 64.7 30.6 15.3 60.5 24.2

LSD(.05) .06 .12 .11 .12 .24 .17
Cd 0 6.4 60.0 33.6 14.2 62.1 23.7

100 5.9 62.3 31.8 15.3 59.8 24.9
400 5.7 62.9 31.4 15.3 59.8 24.9

LSD(.05) .06 .10 .10 .13 .19 .12

- Mean of 72 values averaged over 3 levels of Kz 3 repsz 2 temp.z 2 
moisturez and 2 time treatments.

In the solution phasez as Cu and Cd additions increased from 0 to 
400 mg-Cu/kgz the percentages of FSL K and FSL Mg decreased and that of 
FSL Ca increasedz to a greater extent in Cu additions than in Cd
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additions. As Cu additions increasedz the decrements of 1.7% FSL K and 
3.0% FSL Mg were balanced by increments of 4.7% FSL Ca. On the other 
hand, 2.9% of increments of FSL Ca due to 400 mg-Cd/kg treatments 
resulted in the decrements of .7% FSL K and 2.2% FSL Mg. These data 
would strongly suggest that as added Cu and Cd occupied the exchange 
sites, they released more Ca than K and Mg into the solution resulting 
in the decrease of percentage of FSL K and FSL Mg, although K and Mg 
were released into solution due to the adsorbed Cu and Cd. Copper 
seemed to have a greater ability to change these properties than Cd.

The changes of the fractional distribution of cations on the 
exchange sites due to heavy metal treatments showed reverse tendencies 
as compared to those in solution phase. The increments of 1.1% FSX K 
and 0.5% FSX Mg brought the decrements of 1.6% FSX Ca due to the 400 
mg/kg of Cu additions. This result clearly indicated that greater 
amounts of exchangeable Ca were forced to be released by the adsorbed 

heavy metals. The treatments with Cd showed the same trends as with Cu 
additions, but there were no differences in percentage of FSX K, Ca, and 
Mg between 100 and 400 mg-Cd/kg treatments. The changes of percentage 
of fractional saturation in solution phases as a result of heavy metal 

treatment tended to be greater than those on the exchange phases. Thus, 
the changes of the relative distributions of cations in both phases due 
to the contamination of the soil by Cu and Cd might influence the soil 
nutrient availability.

Figure 19 shows significant relations between the percentage of 
fractional saturation of K in both phases and K additions as influenced
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Figure 19. Effect of Cu addition on the relation between fractional saturation of K and K addition 
in solution phase and on the exchange phase in the ILD study.
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by Cu additions. Table 41 summarizes the regression equations and the 
results of the test of Cu effect on these relations.

The percentages of FSL K and FSK K increased linearly with the 
increased K additions at each of the Cu treatments. Copper treatments 
influenced both relations highly significantly (P>F:.0001) exhibiting 
that the increased Cu additions shifted downward the relations between 
FSL K and K addition and upward the relation between FSX K and K 
additionf respectively. Response surfaces of FSL K and FSX K to the K 
and Cu interaction are shown in Figure 20.

Table 41. Regression equations between FSL K (Y) or FSX K (Y1) and K 
addition (X) as affected by Cu treatment and significance test 
of Cu effect on this relation in the IID study.

Cu Equations r2 ’ F P>F

mg/kg
0 Y = 5.3 + 6 .SxlO-^X .71*** 49.7 .0001

100 Y = 4.1 +11.7x10 ^X .88***
400 Y = 3.4 + 8.5x10 ^X .69***
R.M. Y = 4.3 + 9.0x10 3X .64***

0 Y1=Il-G + I.SxlO-^X .89*** 10.4 .0001
100 Y'=12.1 + 1.6x10 ;X .88***
400 Y'=12.6 + 1.6x10 ;x .86***
R.M. Y'=12.1 + 1.6x10 2X .86***

*** Significant at or less than 1% level.
R.M. Reduced model for the whole regression between FSL K or FSX K and K 

additions.

Soil moisture contents influenced the fractional saturation of 
cations in the solution phase significantly (P>F:.0001)r but did not 

affect significantly those values on the exchange phase (Table 42).
The percentages of FSL K and FSL Mg were higher at-33 KPa (25%) 

than at-100 KPa (19%) but the percentage of FSL Ca was higher at-100 KPa 
in both Cu- and Cd-treated soils. Although the concentrations of
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cations in solution were higher at -100 KPa (probably due to dilution 
effects) r the fractional distribution of each cation showed different 
tendencies. However, the percentage of the fractional saturation of 
cations on the exchange phase remained constant over the different 
moisture treatments.

Soil temperature affected the percentage of FSL K, Ca and Mg 
significantly in both Cu- and Cd-treated soils, but it did not change 
significantly the FSX K,. Ca, and Mg in the Cu-treated soil. The FSX Mg 
value of Cchtreated soil was not influenced by temperature significantly 
(Table 43).

Table 42. Effect of soil moisture contents on the percentage of 
fractional saturation of cations in the solution phase (FSL) 
and on the exchange phase (FSX) in Cu- and Cd-treated soils of 
the IID study.

FSL FSX
Treatment K Ca Mg K Ca Mg

O.
Cu -33 KPa 5.9 61.8 32.3 14.7 61.0 24.3
-100 KPa 5.6 63.1 31.3 14.7 61.0 24.3
LSD(.OS) .OS .10 .09 .IOns .Igns .14ns

Cd -33 KPa 6.7 60.8 32.5 15.0 60.5 24.5
-100 KPa 6.0 62.0 32.0 14.9 60.6 24.5
LSD(.OS) .OS .07 .08 .Ilns .ISns .IOns

ns Indicates 'not significant.1
- Data are averaged over 3 levels of K, 3 reps, 2 temp., 3 levels of Cu 
or Cd, and 2 time treatments (n=108).

The percentages of FSL K and Mg were higher at 20C than at SC but 
that of FSL Ca was higher at SC in Cu-treated soil. In Cd-treated soil, 
the percentage of FSL K was higher at 20C, indicating that more 
available Kr relative to Ca and Mg, would be distributed in solution at
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20C. Relatively^ the percentage of FSL K in Cd-treated soil was higher 
than that in Cu-treated soil at the same temperature treatment? 
indicating the different influences of heavy metals on the fractional 
distribution of K in the solution.

Table 43. Effect of temperature on the percentage of fractional 
saturation of cations in the solution phase (FSL) and on the 
exchange phase (FSX) in Cu- and Cd-treated soils of the IID 
study.

FSL FSX
Treatment K Ca Mg K Ca Mg

. O. ....% ^
Cu SC 5.2 63.8 31.0 14.7 61.1 24.2

20C 6.3 61.1 32.6 14.7 61.0 24.3
LSD(.OS) .OS .10 .09 .IOns .19ns .14ns

Cd SC 5.9 61.7 32.4 14.7 60.8 24.5
20C 6.8 61.1 32.1 15.2 60.3 24.5
LSD(.OS) .OS .08 .08 .11 . .15 .IOns

ns Indicates 'not significant.1
- Data are averaged over 3 levels of Kr 3 levels of Cu or Cd/ 3 reps? 

2 moisture? and 2 time treatments (n=108).

The fractional K adsorption isotherm was constructed by plotting 
the percentage of FSX K versus FSL K. Tnis can show where the greater 
portion of K is distributed relatively either in solution phase or on 
exchange phase. The diagonal indicates that equal portions of K are 

distributed in both phases.
The effects of Cu and Cd additions on the fractional K adsorption 

isotherm were presented in Figure 21 and the results of linear 

regression analysis of these effects are shown .in Table 44.
The treatments of Cu and Cd influenced this relation significantly 

(P>F:.0001). All isotherms lay above the diagonal with different
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Figure 21. Effect of Cu additions and Cd additions on the fractional K adsorption isotherm in the IID 
study.
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slopes f indicating that greater amounts of soil K were distributed on 
the exchange phase than in solution. As Cu and Cd additions increased 
from 0 to 400 mg/kgr the isotherm shifted upwardsr indicating that the 
increased portion of K fraction was distributed on the exchange phase. 
The results suggest that heavy metal treatments would influence the soil 
K availability by decreasing the relative distribution of soil K 
fraction in the soil solution phase.

Table 44. Regression equations between FSX K (Y) and FSL K (X) as 
affected by Cu and Cd additions and significance test of Cu 
and Cd effects on this relation in the ILD study.

Treatment Equations /
I

Io F P>F

- mg/kg - 
Cu 0 Y = 2.5 + I.SIX .75*** . 28.5 .0001

100 Y = 7.9 + 1.13X .70***
400 Y =10.0 + I.10X .43***
R.M. Y = 9.0 + I.00X .43***

Cd 0 Y = 2.4 + 1.83X .76*** 30.6 .0001
100 Y = 6.7 + 1.24X .77***
400 Y = 7.7 + 1.35X .79***
R.M. Y = 6.8 + 1.28X .66***

*** Significant at or less than 1% level.
R.M. Reduced model for the whole regression between FSX K and FSL K.

Results of soil temperature and moisture effects on the fractional 

K adsorption isotherm were shown in Figure 22 and Table 45, based on the 

linear regression analysis in Cd-treated soil of the ILD study.
All isotherms lay above the diagonal with slopes greater than I, 

indicating that greater portions of soil K were distributed on the 
exchange phase than in the solution phase. Soil temperature influenced 

the relation within the 5% level and the isotherm shifted downward as 
temperature increased from 5 to 20C. The results suggest that
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relatively higher amounts of soil K could be distributed in the 
solution phase at higher temperatures. Soil moisture influenced the 
relation downward as moisture contents increased from 19% to 25%. At a 
higher moisture contentr higher amounts of soil K tended to be present 
in the solution phase.

Table 45. Regression equations between FSX K (Y) and FSL K (X) as 
influenced by soil temperature and moisture and significance 
test of their effects on this relation in Cd-treated soil of 
the IID study.

Treatment Equations r2 F P>F
SC Y = 6.8 + 1.35X .66*** 4.69 .0102
20C Y = 6.3 + I.13X .68***
R.M. Y = 6.8 + 1.28X .66***

-100 KPa Y = 6.2 + 1.32X .75*** 7.60 .0006
-33 KPa Y = 6.8 + 1.35X .62***
R.M. Y = 6.8 + 1.28X .66***

*** Significant at or less than 1% level.
R.M. Reduced model for the whole regression between FSX K and FSL K.

Considering that the fractional saturation of soil K and the 
fractional K adsorption isotherm could predict the distribution of K 
relative to Ca and Mg in both phases, those parameters would be 
important for characterizing the soil K availability.

Selectivity Coefficients

Cation exchange experiments in the laboratory have been restricted 
to binary exchange for theoretical purposes. In the field, however, ion 
exchange is rarely binary except in a few extreme cases such as highly 

calcareous, saline or sodic, and acid soils. The ion exchange complexes
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of soils might be always the mixed exchanger system and the incomplete 
exchange which implies the exchange equation where the cations in the 
solution fcannot replace all the cations on the exchange sites. Thusf as 
an approach to a more practical approximation of field conditionsf 
attempts.have been made to investigate the ternary exchanges by assuming 
that kr Car and Mg are the major cations involved and that exchange 
reactions can be split into each of the exchange systems such as K-Caf 
K-Mgf Ca-Mgf and simultaneously the K-divalent cations (CatMg) exchange 
systems. It was thought then that various thermodynamic parameters 
could be calculated separately for each of the exchange systems by using 
the principles of binary exchange equations.

When two exchangeable cations are present in the soil systemf they 
will distribute themselves between exchange sites and solution according 
to the relative bonding strength of the exchange sites. This 
distribution can be characterized by cation selectivity coefficients 

which were calculated by equations from (17) to (20) for each of the 
exchange systems as shown in equations from (13) to (16).

Selectivity coefficientsf as a measure of the selectivity of the 
soil for a particular ion relative to another and of the cationic 
balance in the soilf are shown in Table 46 as influenced by K additions 
for each of the exchange systems.

Potassium additions influenced all cation selectivity.coefficients 

highly significantly (P>F:.0001) in both Cu- and Cd-treated soils. All 

coefficients were decreased with increased K additions. The coefficient 

for the K-Ca exchange systenv k̂ /ca' was -*-ess than If indicating the 
strong preference of exchange sites for Ca over K. As increasing K
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additions from 0 to 400 mg-K/kg, there were about 40% decreases in Rĵ ca 
values/ indicating a decrease in the affinity of the exchanger for the 
increased K saturations/ possibly due to the increased K adsorptions. 
Barber (1984) mentioned that exchange sites can vary in their relative 
strengths of bonding for K and Ca according to the nutrient changes.
Table 46. Selectivity coefficients for each of cation exchange systems 

as affected by K additions in Cu- and Cd-treated soils of the 
ILD study.

Treatment K kKZCa kKZMg kKZCaMg kCaZMg
mg/kg 1Z2

• "  ”  A  XJ  ItImO J. 6 /

Cu 0 .56 1.06 .50 1.50
100 .52 .96 .46 1.46
400 .34 .62 .30 1.30

LSD(.05) 9.5E-3 1 .6E-2 3.6E-2 7.9E-3
Cd 0 .56 1.06 .50 1.46

100 .50 . .94 .44 1.43
400 .34 .62 .30 1.35

LSD(.05) 7.6E-3 1.4E-2 2.4E-2 6.7E-3
- Mean of 72 values averaged over 3 levels of Cu or Cd/ 3 repsz 2 
moisture/ 2 temp./ and 2 time treatments.

At low concentrations of K/ according to the findings by Rich and 
Black (1964) and Sparks.and Huang (1985)z there is selection of K at the 
wedge sites due to its small hydrated sizes. As the K concentration 
increases/ however/ the silicate layer collapses at the wedge site/ yet 

makes new wedges for more K. Calcium would be excluded because of the 
high concentration of K and the size of hydrated ion in such places. 
With further increase in K concentration/ there is a tendency for 
collapse of the silicate layers first where the exchange is initiated—  
at the edge of the particles— and an entrapment of ions deeper within 
the crystal/ resulting in a decrease of the exchanger for K selectivity.
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Values for kg/^g were decreased about 42% with 400 mg-K/kg 
coinciding with the findings by Baligar (1984) and Baligar et al. 
(1978). Those were greater than I at no-K added treatments indicating 
that K was held stronger than Mg on the exchange sites at this 
condition. The exchange sites might have the enhanced affinity for the 
existing K relative to Mg. At 100 mg-K/kg treatments k^^g values were 
slightly less than Is representing that the exchangers started to prefer 
Mg over the increased K. High levels of 400 mg-K/kg additions lowered 
this coefficient greatlys reflecting a soil's strong selectivity of Mg 
over K at higher K saturation.

The selectivity coefficients for the monovalent versus divalent 
systems ^ cajkjgS were 0.50 at no-K addition and decreased with increased 
K additions. This would suggest a strong selectivity of the exchange 
sites for the divalent cations over K. Assuming the exchange reaction 
is to take place between total K and total divalent cations (Ca and Mg) 
present kK/,CaMg of this reaction was less than each of the divalent 

cations could do individually.
The selectivity coefficients for the homovalent exchange systems 

^Ca/Mg' were larger than Is indicating the preference of exchangers for 
Ca over Mg. Those values were decreased with increased K additions.r but 
still higher than I at even 400 mg-K/kg treatments. Since cations 
present in soil-solution systems are hydrateds according to Rich and 
Black (1964) s ions with smaller hydrated size (Ca < Mg) or the larger 

crystalline size (Ca > Mg) would be preferred on the exchange sites.

The order of selectivity coefficient values for mono-divalent 
cation exchange systems was kK/Mg > kK/Ca > kK/CaMg at each of.K
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treatments. The results would reflect that K has higher coefficients 
with Mg than Ca or Ca + Mg, indicating Mg would be a weak replacer for K 
pn the exchange sites as compared to Ca.

Heavy metal additions affected all of the cation selectivity 
coefficients significantly (P>F:.0001) for each of cation exchange 
systems exhibiting a different tendency relative to the effects of K 
additions as shown in Table 47.

Table 47. Effect of Cu and Cd additions on the cation selectivity 
coefficients for each of exchange systems in the ILD study.
Treatment kKZCa . kKZMg kKZCaMg kCaZMg
mg/kg IZ 2

Cu 0 .44 .92 .40 1.58
100 .48 .86 .42 1.33
400 .48 .86 .42 1.34

LSD(.05) 8.9E-3 1.6E-2 7.9E-3 1.8E-2

Cd . 0 .42 .92 .40 1.57
100 .48 .86 .42 1.34
400 .48 .86 .42 1.32

LED(.05) 7.6E-3 1.4E-2 6.6E-3 1.1E-2
- Mean of 72 values averaged over 3 levels of Kf 3 repsf 2 moisturer 2 
temp.f and 2 time treatments.

Both Cu and Cd additions had similar effects on the changes of 
coefficients for each exchange system.

The values for k^y^a were less than I and increased as Cu and Cd 
levels were increased from 0 to 100 mg/kg. Howeverr they showed no 
difference between 100 and 400 mg/kg treatments. The increases of k^/^a 

due to heavy metal treatments would represent that soil exchange sites 
would increase their selectivity for K over Ca as the added heavy metals 
adsorbed into the exchange sites and released cations into solutionr
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although the exchange sites have still strong selectivity for Ca over K/ 
judging from the coefficients less than I. On the other handy Kkz- 
values were less than I and decreased with divalent heavy metal 
additions. No changes were observed between 100 and 400 mg/kg 
treatments. The results would suggest the increased selectivity for Mg 
over K as a result of heavy metal additions. The kK/CaMg values were 
less than I and increased as Cu and Cd additions were increased from 0 

to 100 mg/kg, indicating that exchange sites held divalent cations 

stronger than K but they had an increased selectivity for K over Ca + Mg 
due to heavy metals. The k ^ ^  values were larger than I and decreased 
with increased metal additions representing that exchange sites 
preferred Ca over Mg but the affinity for Ca was decreased.

The order of selectivity coefficients for heterovalent exchange 

systems was k^y^ > H ^ ca > ^ cawg at each heavy metal treatment. The 
data indicated that the order of the selectivity of the exchange sites 
was Ca > Mg > Ky judging from the order of the selectivity for each 
exchange system; Ca > K for K-Ca exchange systemy Mg > K for K-Mg 

exchange systemy and Ca > Mg for Ca-Mg exchange system.
The order of the increases in selectivity of the exchange sites as 

a result of heavy metal treatments would be Mg > K > Cay judging from 
the tendencies of the selectivity increases for each exchange system; K 

> Ca for K-Ca exchange systemy Mg > K for K-Mg exchange system and Mg > 
Ca for Ca-Mg exchange system. The results would suggest that Ca would 
be the cation most responsible for the changes of selectivity in cation 
exchange systems as a result of the induced divalent heavy metals.
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Soil temperature influenced .the selectivity coefficients 
significantly in Cu- and Cd-treated soil as shown in Table 48.

Table 48. Effect of soil temperature on cation selectivity coefficients 
in Cul- and Cd-treated soils of the IID study.

Treatment kKZCa kKZMg kKZCaMg kCaZMg

Cu SC .52
- (IZmmole) -----
.96 .46 1.36

20C .42 .80 .38 1.47
LSD(.OS) 7.7B-3 1.3E-2 6.5E-3 1.4D-2

Cd SC .50 .94 .44 1.42
20C .44 .82 .40 1.41
LSD(.OS) 6.2E-3 1.2E-2 5.4E-3 9.7E-2

- Mean of 108 values averaged over 3 levels of Cu or Cdr 3 repsr :
moisturef 3 levels of Kr and 2 time treatments.

The cation selectivity coefficients for the heterovalent exchange 
systems were higher at SC than at 20Cr but values were higher at 
20C in Cu-treated soil. The exact mechanism to explain how increased 
temperature decreased the cation selectivity coefficients remains 
unknown and further works need to be conducted (Sparks and Liebhardtr
1982). The decreases in ^ ca/ Rr/ and kK//CaMg values due to the 
increased temperature would be related to the higher K concentration in 
the solution and the lower K adsorption on the exchange sites at higher 
tenperatures.

The presence of wedge sites which are responsible for the specific 
K adsorption due to the presence of 2:1 expandable clay minerals such 
as illite (mica)r vermiculite and smectite would selectively screen out 
large hydrated cations such as Ca and Mg and would prefer small hydrated 
cations such as K (Rich and Blackr 1964) . Howeverr with increased
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temperaturer the hydration of Ca is decreased relative to that of Kr 
indicating size is not as important in K selectivity (Sparks and Huangr 
1985? Sparks and Liebhardtr 1982). The likely presence of hydroxy-Al 
(or Fe) islands would serve as 'props' to enhance the K selectivity 
(Rich and Blackr 1964? Sparks and Huangr 1985). Howeverr with the 
increased temperature/ hydrolysis of the interlayered hydroxy-Al (or Fe) 
should increase so that it would become a larger polymerr resulting in 
the collapse of the silicate layer (Sparks and Liebhardtr 1982). This 
would cause the decreases in selectivity for K.

The order of the selectivity coefficients for the mono-divalent 
exchange systems was k ^ ^  > ^ ca > at each of the temperature 
treatments. The values for k ^ ^ ^  were higher than Ir indicating the 
higher affinity of the soil for Ca than Mg. The order of the increases 
in selectivity of the exchange sites as a result of the increased 
temperature would be Ca > Mg > Kr judging from the tendencies of the 
selectivity increases for each exchange system? Ca > K for the K-Ca 
exchange systemr Mg > K for the K-Mg exchange systemr and Ca > Mg for 
the CarMg exchange system. The results wouldr therefore/ indicate that 
soil exchange sites tended to have decreased selectivity for K and 
increased selectivity for Ca with the increased temperature. This would 
result in decreased K adsorption at higher temperature.

The significant effects of soil moisture contents on the cation 
selectivity coefficients are shown in Table 49 displaying the increases 
of selectivity coefficients with the increased moisture of -33KPa (25%) 
as compared to -IOOKPa (19%).
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Table 49. Effect of soil moisture content on cation selectivity 
coefficients in Cu- and Cd-treated soils of the IID study.

Treatment kKZCa kKZMg kKZCaMg kCaZMg
Cu -33KPa

-IOOKPa 
LSD(.05)

.48

.46
7.8E-3

.92

.84
1.3E-2

.44

.40
6.5E-3

1.44
1.39
1.4E-2

Cd -33KPa
-IOOKPa 
LSD(.05)

.48

.46
6.2E-3

.90

.86
1.2E-2

.42

.42
5.4E-3

1.43
1.40
9.7E-3

- Mean of 108 values averaged over 3 levels of Kr 3 levels of Cu dr Cd/ 
3 reps/ 2 temp.r and 2 time treatments.

Higher selectivity coefficients at higher moisture treatment would 
be related with the increased K adsorption and accordingly the lower K 

in solution. The K selectivity coefficients for the K-Car K-Mgr and K- 

CaMg exchange systems were less than Ir indicating soil exchange sites 
had greater affinity for divalent cations than for K. Their increases 
with increased moisture content would mean that the affinity of soil for 
K increased. The values for Rca/ ^  were higher than Ir indicating the 
preference of exchange sites for Ca over Mg/ and this tendency increased 
with the increased moisture contents.

At present/ the exact mechanism to explain these phenomena is not 
clear/ but only can be speculated. The selectivity of one cation over
another ion on the exchange phase is the function of the adsorption 

properties of the exchange sites and those of the cation being adsorbed. 
Several properties have been reported to influence the selectivity of 

adsorption of cations by soil colloids (Baligar et al.r 1978; Rich and 
Black/ 1964; Sparks and Huangr 1986); (a) non-hydrated ionic sizer (b)
hydrated ionic sizer (c) ion mobility in free solution/ and (d) free 
energy differences in the interaction of ions with the exchange sites
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and hydration of the ions. Since cations present in soil-solution 
systems are subject to hydration? ions with the smaller hydrated size Or 
the larger crystalline size would be selective on the adsorption sites 
(Rich and Black? 1964). Potassium has a smaller hydrated ionic size and 
a larger crystalline radius than Ca and Mg? and Ca has those properties 
more than does Mg. Thus? the", exchange sites seemed to have the 

increased selectivity for K over divalent cations and for Ca over Mg as 
soil moisture increased.

Swelling is generally suppressed when the soil solution is fairly 
concentrated with electrolytes? especially with divalent cations and 
swelling can be much more pronounced when the soil solution is dilute 
and with a preponderance of monovalent cations. The presence of 
smectite and illite in this soil would suggest the likely occurrence of 
swelling. At a high moisture content? swelling would be predominant due 
to the dilution effect as compared to at low moisture content. As the 
internal surfaces are exposed by the swelling apart of the clay lattice? 
all the cations can get to these surfaces for displacement of other 
cations and for adsorption into the exchange sites. When hydrated? 
cations of large size? such as Ca and Mg? may open up the interlayer 
space and enable small hydrated ions? such as K? to be more effective in 
exchange? thus increasing K selectivity (Rich and Black? 1964).

Energy of hydration of an ion increases with the decrease in ionic 
size and the adsorption of ions follows the. lyotropic series (Baligar et 
al.? 1978). Potassium has a low free energy of hydration and a smaller 
hydrated ionic size (Baligar? 1984). Thus? the selectivity coefficients 
for K would increase as soil moisture content increased.
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The order of K selectivity coefficients corresponding to soil 
moisture treatment was > Rr/Ca > kK//CaMg at each of soil moisture 
treatments. This would indicate that the Mg ion is a weaker replacement 
for K on the exchange sites.

The order of the increases in selectivity of the exchange sites as 
a result of the increased soil moisture would be K > Ca > Mg, judging 
from the tendencies of the selectivity increases for each exchange 
system; K > Ca, K > Mg, and Ca > Mg for the K-Ca, K-Mg, and Ca-Mg 
exchanges systems, respectively. Thus, with the increased soil moisture 
contents, soil exchange sites tended to increase their selectivity for K 
and decrease for Mg.

Theoretically, the selectivity coefficients should be constant and 
independent of the nature of the ions concerned if the cation exchange 
properties of the soil were concerned with the concentration and charge 
of the cations (White and Zelazny, 1986). The data seemed to show that 

soil systems have such a complex cation exchange system that the 
selectivity coefficient is unlikely to be a constant equation over a 
wide range of K/Ca, K/Mg and K/Ca+Mg ratios.

Cation exchange properties of the soil are influenced by the 
various physicochemical properties of the soil and the environmental 

factors affecting nutrient availability. Additions of nutrients to soil 
or removal by crops might alter the exchange equilibria and selectivity 

of cations. Since selectivity coefficients would characterize the 

selective distribution of cations between the solution and the exchange 
sites, based on the cation exchange equilibria, they could be employed 
for evaluation of soil K availability.
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Preferential Adsorption Isotherm

The preferential adsorption isotherm is a graph of the equivalent 
fraction of an exchangeable cation on the exchanger phase (EEK) versus 
its equivalent fraction in the soil solution phase (ERL) as calculated 
by the equation from (21) to (28) for each of the cation exchange 
systems. The preferential adsorption of one cation over another by the 
adsorption sites is an important parameter to be considered in nutrient 
availability because it determines the preferential affinity of the 
exchange sites for one cation. Thereforey characterization of the 

preferential adsorption isotherm for the K-divalent exchange system 

corresponding to the changes of equilibria by the addition of nutrients 
or environmental factors would be important for soil K availability. It 
would subsequently be applied to plant growth experiments to investigate 
the mechanisms of cation absorption by roots growing in the soil. 
Baligar (1984) and Deist and Talibudeen (1967) reported that the 
diffusion coefficient was lower at lower K saturation due to the 
preferential adsorption of K by the exchange sites.

The equivalent ratio of K on the exchange phase (ERX K) and in the 
solution phase (ERL K) for the K-Ca exchange system are presented in 
Table 50 for the KADS study as influenced by the significant 
interactions of K additions with Cu or Cd additions.

The ERL K values for the K-Ca exchange system were increased with 
the increased K additions at each of the Cu treatments and were 
decreased with increased Cu additions at each of the K treatments. On
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the other hand, the ERX K values were increased with the increased K 
additions and also increased with the increased Cu additions. The 
decreases of EEL K and increases of ERX K would have resulted from the 
greater increases of Ca than K in the solution phase and the greater 
decreases of Ca than K on the exchange phases due to Cu additions. 
Preferential K adsorption isotherm was constructed for the K-Ca exchange 
system by plotting ERX K versus ERL K with the smoothed 'best fit'
curves (Figure 23). Giles et al. (1960) and Sposito (1981, 1984)

\
classified the exchange isotherms into 4 classes of adsorption isotherms 
to investigate the general features of an ion exchange process according 
to their behaviors at low values of the ordinate and abscissa.

Table 50. Equivalent ratio of K in the K-Ca exchange system in the 
solution phase (ERL K) and on the exchange phase (ERX K) as 
affected by K and Cu interactions in the KADS study.

Cu additions, mg/kg
K 0 100 400

addition
mg/kg ERL Ka ERX Kb ERL K EPX K ERL K ERX K
0 .020 .061 .019 .069 .019 .076
25 .037 .073 .035 .076 .032 .091
50 .053 .083 .051 .088 .047 .105
100 .088 .105 .083 .110 .075 .129
200 .155 .137 .145 .146 .130 .171
400 .267 .198 .248 .206 .227 .236
800 .433 .295 .410 .308 .379 .342
a. Unit of cation concentration is meq/L.
b. Unit of cation concentration is meq/lOOg.
- Data are averaged over 3 reps, 2 temp., and 6 time treatments (n=36).

The diagonal indicates the nonpreferential adsorption isotherm in 
which exchangeable cations undergo very little competition from the ion 
it replaces on the exchange phase. This characteristic nay result from
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equal affinities of the two ions for the exchange sites. White and 
Zelazny (1986) suggest that this is due to a constant availability of 
sites up to saturation.

Copper and Cd additions influenced the preferential K adsorption 
isotherm significantly (P>F:.0001) and curves shifted upwards, with Cu 
treatments having greater effects than Cd treatments, as Cu and Cd 
additions increased from 0 to 400 mg/kg. Such behavior could possibly 
be attributed to the K status of the soil corresponding to the Cu and Cd 
additions. Curves lay above the diagonal up to 200 mg-K/kg treatments 

in no-Cu and 100 mg-Cu/kg treated soil and up to 400 mg/kg treatments in 
400 mg-Cu/kg treated soil, respectively. However, with Cd additions, 
curves were above the diagonal up to 400 mg-K/kg treatment and below the 
diagonal at K treatments greater than 400 mg-K/kg. The portion of the 
preferential adsorption isotherm that lay above the diagonal was maximum 
at 400 mg/kg of Cu or Cd additions, which was followed by 100- and 0 
mg/kg additions. Graphs above the diagonal were L-types and those below 
the diagonal were S-types, according to the classifications by Giles 

(1960)| and Sposito (1981, 1984).
The curves above the diagonal would reflect that soil exchange 

sites have a high preferential affinity for K even though exchange sites 

bound Ca strongly as compared to K, judging from the selectivity 
coefficients and ERX K values less than I. With increasing Cu and Cd 
additons, the relative preferential affinity for K on the exchange sites 
was increased. This would have resulted from exchange sites increasing 
their preferential affinity for the depleting cations, for K greater 
than Ca in the K-Ca exchange system, as added Cu or Cd occupied the
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exchange sites and decreased other exchangeable cations on the exchange 
phase. Copper showed the greater tendency than Cd. At higher K 
saturations, the curves shifted to below the diagonal. This isotherm 
would be indicative of an exchangeable ion whose relative affinity for 
the exchange sites is less than the affinity for the soil solution. 
Thus, under this condition, Ca was preferred to K by exchange sites and 
K was preferred by the solution phase. The degree of the preference of 
the exchange sites for Ca over K was decreased with increased Cu or Cd 
additions. The movements of the curves from above to below the diagonal 
would be possible because exchange sites might meet strong competition 
from the high concentration of ions at a high K saturation, and thus the 
adsorbing ion would have increased difficulty in finding a vacant site. 
Sparks and Jardine (1984) reported that this kind of selectivity 
reversal may be attributed to exchange sites of varying reactivity for K 
and Ca ions and may represent the multireactive nature of the soil. 
Giles et al. (1960) explained that molecules exhibiting the curve below 
the diagonal were usually adsorbed on the edge or end of the substrate 
surface.

It seems to be important to understand that the type of 

preferential adsorption isotherm and its classification depend on what 
takes place in the soil solution as much as on the exchange phase. 

Sposito (1981) exemplified the transformation of the isotherm from L 
into S curve, or vice versa, by changing ionic concentration in soil 
solution due to dilution effects. The shape of the location of these 
isotherms in the K-Ca exchange system would indicate that in general.
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the preference for K  was higher at low K saturation and lower at higher 
K saturation# and that was higher at higher Cu or Cd treatments.

Presence of 2:1 clay minerals such as illite and smectite in this 
soil would be indicative of the existing 2 categories of exchange sites; 
the external site which is easily accessible to all the competing 
cations and the internal site which is easily accessible only to those 
cations having hydrated ionic sizes compatible with the geometry of 
exchange sites# for example# wedge sites. This would be a reason for 

the lower K specificity at higher K saturation. Adsorbed Cu or Cd would 
replace cations at edge sites and they would act as props to let the 
small size of hydrated K into the specific sites# increasing K 

specificity.
Soil temperature influenced the preferential K adsorption isotherm 

of the K-Ca exchange system (Figure 24).
In Cu treated soil# the isotherm moved downwards as soil 

temperature increased from 5 to 20C. However# in the case of Cd-treated 
soil# there was only a very small temperature effect clearly 
representing the different interactions of temperature with Cu or Cd on 

the preferential adsorption isotherm.
At a low K saturation# the isotherm showed a preferential affinity 

by the exchange sites for K over Ca. This tendency decreased as soil 
temperature increased. This was probably due to the little changes of 
exchangeable K as compared to those of solution K and the interlayer 

1 specific K adsorption sites' would collapse greatly at higher 
temperatures (Deist and Talibudeen# 1967). At a higher K saturation#
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Effect of temperature on the preferential K adsorption isotherm of K-Ca exchange system in 
Cu- and Cd-treated soils of the KADS study.
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the solution phase tended to have more K than Ca and this tendency 
increased with increased temperature.

The pattern of the isotherm corresponding to the temperature was 
similar to that reported by Deist and Talibudeen (1967). The movement 
of curves downwards due to the increased temperature coincided with 
results reported by Deist and Talibudeen (1967) and Ddo (1978).

The treatment of two different soil moistures did not influence 
significantly the preferential K adsorption isotherm.

The preferential K adsorption isotherm for. the K-Mg exchange system 
(Figure 25) was constructed by plotting the equivalent ratio of the 
exchangeable K on the exchange sites (EKX K) versus its equivalent ratio 
in the solution phase (ERL K) (Table 51) with the smoothed 'best fit' 
curve.

Table 51. Equivalent ratio of K in the K-Mg exchange system in the 
solution phase (ERL K) and on the exchange phase (ERX K) as 
affected by K and Cu interactions of the KADS study.

K
addition
mg/kg

I0
Cu additions, mg-Cu/kg 

100 400
ERL Ka ERX Kb ERL K ERX K ERL K ERX K

O .104 .296 .103 .300 .101 .302
25 .170 .334 .173 .334 • .171 .350
50 .245 .362 .236 .369 .233 .386
100 .359 .424 .341 .426 .335 .440
200 .512 .504 .493 .507 .476 .524
400 .677 .612 .652 .607 .644 .622
800 .812 .738 .800 .725 .792 .730
a. Cation expressed as meq/L.
b. Cation expressed as meq/lOOg.
- Data are averaged over 3 reps, 2 temp., and 6 time treatments (n=36).
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Figure 25. Preferential K adsorption isotherm for the K-Mg exchange system as influenced by Cu and 
Cd additions of the KADS study.
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In general, equivalent ratios of K in both phases for the K-Mg 
exchange system were much higher than those for the K-Ca exchange 
system, indicating that much smaller amounts of Mg than Ca participated 
in the exchange reactions with K.

The values for ERX K were higher than those for ERL K at K 
treatment up to 100 mg/kg addition, probably due to the strong affinity 
of the exchange sites for K over Mg. This trend reversed at K 
treatments greater than 200 mg/kg. The ERL K and ERX K values for K-Mg 
exchange system were increased as K additions were increased with the 
greater increments of ERL K than ERX K at each of the Cu treatments. At 

each of the K treatments, the ERL K values decreased and ERX K values 
increased with the increased Cu additions from 0 to 400 mg/kg. This 
probably resulted from the fact that the adsorbed Cu occupied the 
exchange sites and released more exchangeable Mg than K into the soil 
solution, causing the decreases of ERL K and the increases of ERX K 
values.

The general patterns of the isotherms for the K-Mg exchange system 
were similar to those for the K-Ca exchange system, shifting from above 
the diagonal at low K saturation to below the diagonal at higher K 
saturation. Statistically, Cu or Cd addition influenced the relations 

between ERX K and ERL K significantly (P>F:.0001) based on the linear 
correlation analyses. The isotherms moved upwards as heavy metal 
additions increased from 0 to 400 mg/kg.' Up to 50% K saturation, the 
isotherms were above the diagonal, indicating that soil exchange sites 
had a strong preference for K over Mg. This trend increased as Cu or Cd 
additions increased. However, the isotherms lay slightly below the
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diagonal at the K saturation greater than 50%/ reflecting that Mg was 
slightly preferred over K in the solution phase.

Soil temperature influenced the isotherm significantly in both Cu- 
and Cd-treated soils of KADS study/ based on the linear correlation 
analysis (Figure 26).

The isotherm moved downwards as temperature increased from 5 to 
20C/ probably due to the lower amount of K adsorption and higher amount 
of K in the soil solution at a higher temperature. Jensen and Babcock 
(1973) reported the downward movement of the isotherm with decreasing 
ionic strength and K was preferentially adsorbed by the loam soil in the 
K-Mg exchange system.

The different soil moisture treatments did not influence the 
preferential K adsorption isotherm for the K-Mg exchange system. This 
probably resulted from the fact that exchangeable cations were changed 
little by the different soil moisture treatments/ whereas solution 
cations changed by the dilution effects.

The preferential K adsorption isotherm for the monovalent (K)- 
divalent (CatMg) exchange system (Figure 27) was drawn by plotting the 
ERX K versus ERL K values (Table 52) as influenced by Cu or Cd additions.

The values for ERL K and ERX K were increased with the increased K 
additions at each of the Cu treatments with the greater increments of 
ERL K than ERX K. The ERL K values were decreased and the ERX K values 
were increased as Cu additions increased at each of the K additions/ 

indicating that adsorbed Cu released more equivalent of divalent 
exchangeable cations than exchangeable K from the exchange sites to the 
solution.
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Figure 26. Effect of temperature on the preferential K adsorption isotherm of K-Mg exchange system in 
Cu- and Cd-treated soils of the KADS study.
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Figure 27. Preferential K adsorption isotherm for the K-CaMg exchange system as influenced by Cu and 
Cd additions of the KADS study.
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Table 52. Equivalent ratio of K in the K-CaMg exchange system in 
solution■ phase (ERL K) and on the exchange phase (EKX K) as 
influenced by K and Cu addition interactions of the KADS 
study.

Cu additionsf mg/kg
K 0 100 400

addition
mg/kg ERL Ka ERX Kb ERL K EPX K ERL K ERX K
0 .017 .053 .016 .059 .016 .064
25 .031 .064 .030 .066 .028 .078
50 .046 .072 .043 .076 .040 . .090
100 .076 .092 .071 .096 .065 .111
200 .135 .121 .126 .128 .113 .148
400 .237 .176 .219 .182 .202 .206
800 .394 .267 .372 .276 .345 .304
a. Cation expressed as meq/L.
b. Cation expressed as meq/lOOg.
- Data are averaged over 3 reps/ 2 temp./ and 6 time treatments (n=36).

The order of the equivalent ratio values in both phases for the
exchange system was the (K-Mg) > (K-Ca) > (K-CaMg) exchange system. The
equivalent ratios of the K-CaMg exchange system were slightly lower than 

those in the K-Ca exchange system/ indicating that small equivalent 
fraction of Mg as compared to Ca would be involved in mono-divalent 
exchange reactions.

Copper and Cd additions influenced the isotherms significantly 
(P>F:.0001) based on the linear correlation analyses. The isotherm 
seemed to be influenced greatly by Cu additions as compared to the 
influence of Cd additions. The isotherms moved upwards with the 
increased Cu or Cd additions and shifted from above the diagonal to 
below the diagonal as K saturation increased, the general shape and 
location of the isotherms were similar to those of the K-Ca exchange 
system. -
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Increasing soil temperature moved the isotherm downwards 
significantly in Cu-treated soil. Howevery in Cd-treated soil, the 
isotherms were influenced by the temperature treatment only within the 
5% probability. At a higher temperature? a higher quantity of K in the 
solution and a smaller amount of K on the exchange sites would be 
responsible for the downward movement of the isotherm as a result of 
increasing soil temperature (Figure 28).
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Figure 28. Effect of temperature on the preferential K adsorption isotherm of K-CaMg exchange system 
in Cu- and Cd- treated soil of the KADS study.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Potassium phytoavailability depends on the K supply characteristics 
of the soil and the K absorption characteristics of the plant. Soil 
parameters influencing K phytoavailability include I) K in soil 
solutionr 2) K buffering capacity, 3) rate of K supply, and 4) exchange 
equilibria among ions. Contemporary soil tests for K often do not 
predict its phytoavailability due to the inherent complexity of soil- 
solution system. Establishing chemical and thermodynamic indices for 
characterizing K supply characteristics of soil based on more reliable 
methods would represent significant improvement in understanding soil- 
solution-plant K relations. Procedures for extracting the soil solution 
at soil water contents under which plants grow have only recently been 

developed. Ctojectives were to characterize the soil aspects of K 
availability by chemical and thermodynamic parameters when soil-solution 
equilibrium system was altered. Variables included K addition, Cu and 
Cd addition, soil moisture and temperature, and equilibration time. Both 
immiscible liquid displacement and K adsorption isotherm techniques were 
employed.

Readily available K in the soil solution was considered as 'high' 
based on comparison with the results reported by other researchers and 

increased significantly with K additions. Twenty-three and 35% of added 
K were recovered in the soil solution from 100 and 400 mg-K/Kg 
treatments, respectively. Additions of Cu and Cd significantly increased 
the activities of K, Ca and Mg in the soil solution. Intensity of K was
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decreased at no-K treatment as Cu and Cd additions increased» However, 
intensity of K was increased at 100 and 400 mg-K/Kg treatments even with 
increased Cu and Cd additions. Greater influence on ion activity was 
exhibited by Cu than Cd and the order of the increases was Ca>Mg>K. 
These results suggest that if soils are contaminated with heavy metals 
(e.g., Cu and Cd) they would require larger applications of K fertilizer 
to maintain the availability of labile K in the soil solution.

The activity and activity ratio of K were higher at 20C than at SC 
but the activities of Ca and Mg were higher at SC. Activities of cations 
and their activity ratios were higher at -100 KPa soil moisture 

potential (I bar, 19%) than at -33 KPa (1/3 bar, 25%) due probably to 

the 'dilution effect.1
Considering that K in the soil solution is the most readily 

available fraction of soil K, evaluating the changes of K in the 
representative solution would be important for characterizing soil K 

availability.
The level of extractable K was 'very high' by soil test rating. 

Potassium additions increased this value but decreased the extractable 
Ca and Mg." Extractable K and total extractable cations were higher at 
higher moisture content and higher temperature. However, use of 

extractable K for soil test provides only an index relative to true soil 
K availability, as proven by results of numerous field research projects 

in Montana.
Copper concentration in the soil solution was less than I mg/Kg, 

indicating that greater than 99% of the added Cu was either adsorbed or 
chelated. Seventy-nine and 84% of adsorbed Cu was extracted by DTPA at
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100 and 400 mg-Cu/Kg treatmentsr respectively. The remainder of the 
adsorbed Cu would presumably have been organically adsorbed or chelated 
to the soil organic matter. Cadmium concentration in the soil solution 
was higher than Cu, showing the greater affinity of this soil for Cu 
than Cd. Ninety to 93% of adsorbed Cd was extracted by DTPA. Increasing 
heavy metals in the soil-solution system changed significantly the 
critical soil aspects influencing soil K availability such as K in the 
solution, K adsorption and buffering capacity, K supply rate by 
diffusion and mass flow, and K exchange reaction with Ca and Mg.

Using crop production and water use data from field experiments in 
conjunction with soil solution K data showed that diffusion could be 
the primary rate limiting mechanism for soil K availability to the crop. 
This was true even though at no-K added the soil had excess extractable 
K as compared to the total crop K demand. Potassium fertilization 
increased soil solution K concentration, thus increasing the role of 
mass flow in satisfying crop K demand. Copper, through its effect on 
soil solution K concentration, decreased the relative role of diffusion 
to provide K to plant and concurrently increased the role of mass flow.

Potassium in soil solution was higher than the amount of K added, 
at lower K additions (0 to 25 mg-K/Kg), indicating the release of K from 
exchange sites to the solution. However, potassium treatments greater 
than 50 mg-K/Kg revealed that K in solution was less than the amount of 
K added, indicating K adsorption onto.soil exchange sites. The amounts 
of K released were higher in Cu-treated soil than in Cd-treated soil, 
but amounts of K adsorbed were higher in Cd-treated soil, due to a 
greater adsorption of Cu as compared to Cd onto the soil exchange sites.
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In the K adsorption isotherm study? there was a linear relation 

between the amounts of K adsorbed and those in solution. Ccpper and Cd 
decreased K adsorption and this the ability of the soil to supply K into 
solution. Lower K was adsorbed and greater K was in solution at 20C than 
SC. The amounts of K adsorbed were greater at 25% (-33KPa) than at 19% 
(-IOOKPa) soil water content. The K adsorption-exchange equilibrium was 
established rapidly? within .15 minutes? thus the amounts of K adsorbed 
were not changed significantly by the equilibration time extending to as 
. long as 14 days. Characterizing K adsorption isotherm? which correlates 
the available K in solution with adsorbed pool of K is perhaps an 
important parameter for soil K availability.

The buffer capacity of the soil for K was decreased as Cu and Cd 
additions increased? with greater decreases by Cu than by Cd. The 
amounts of K held on nonspecific sites where K exchange reaction occurs 
were decreased 90% by 400 mg-Cu/Kg additions. Added Cu occupied the 
planar sites thereby decreasing K adsorption. Because this caused K to 

be released into solution the soil K buffer capacity was reduced. The 
buffer capacity of the soil for K was higher at SC than at 20C? 
indicating that added Cu was more effective at replacing adsorbed K at 
the higher temperature. Amounts of K which are responsible for ion 
exchange at both specific and nonspecific sites were higher at SC than 
at 20C? indicating the soil's tendency to adsorb more K at SC. The 
buffering capacity of the soil for K was higher at 25% than at 19% soil 
water content.

The thermodynamic potential of K in soil is measured as the 
difference between the chemical,potential of K and CatMg in a solution
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in equilibrium with the soil. The exchange reaction for the replacement 
of Ca+Mg by K in the soil proceeded spontaneously as indicated by 
negative values of soil K potential. Increasing Cu and Cd additions, at 
no-K added, decreased the ability of the soil to provide adequate K as 
compared to Ca+Mg for plant uptake. Potassium additions, however, 
increased this ability even though Cu and Cd additions increased, 
indicating that a soil contaminated by Cu or Cd would require a higher 
amount of K fertilizer to maintain a desired intensity of K.

The soil K buffering potential was decreased by Cu and Cd 
additions. Soil K potential values were higher at 19% soil moisture 
content than at 25%. Buffering capability of the soil for the soil K 
potential was higher at 25% than at 19% soil moisture content. Since 

soil K potential value defines the initial ionic environment of roots, 
evaluating the adsorbed pool of K and the soils buffer potential would 
be important for characterizing.soil K availability.

Lower amounts of K were measured in both solution and exchange 
phases than those of Ca and Mg, showing the order of the fractional 
saturation of both phases as Ca>Mg>K. Relatively greater amounts of K 
were distributed on the exchange sites than in the soil solution. 
Increasing K additions increased K fractional saturation in both phases 
and concomitantly decreased fractional saturation of Ca and Mg.

Increasing Cu and Cd additions decreased the fractional saturation 
of K and Mg in the solution phase but increased the fractional 
saturation of Ca. Adsorbed Cu and Cd released greater amounts of 
exchangeable Ca than exchangeable Mg and K into the solution. The 
increases of fractional distribution of K and Mg on the exchange sites
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due to heavy metal additions were balanced by the decreases of 
fractional saturation of Ca.

Fractional saturation of K and Mg in the soil solution were lower 
at 19% than at 25% soil water content but fractional saturation of Ca 
was higher at 19% than at 25%. Fractional saturation of K and Mg were 
higher at 20C than at SC but Ca was higher at SC.

Selectivity coefficients characterized the distribution of 
exchangeable cations between exchange sites and solution according to 
the relative bonding strength of the exchange sites. Exchange sites 
shewed strong preference for Ca over K. Potassium additions decreased 
the affinity of the exchange sites for the increased K saturations. 
Potassium was held stronger than Mg on the exchange sites at rio-K added. 
But adding K resulted in relative preference for adsorbing Mg over the 
increased K. The order of. the selectivity of the exchange sites was 
Ca>Mg>K. Thus Mg was a weaker replacer for K on the exchange sites than 
was Ca.

Increasing Cu or Cd additions resulted in altering relative ionic 
affinities of soil by increasing selectivity for K over Ca, Mg over K, K 

over (CafMg) and Mg over Ca. The order of the increases in selectivity 
of the exchange sites as a result of heavy metal addition was Mg>K>Ca. 
Thus Ca was the cation most influenced by Cu or Cd with resultant 
changes of selectivity in the cation exchange system.

Increasing soil temperature decreased selectivity of the exchange 
sites for K and increased selectivity for Ca. Increasing soil water 
content increased selectivity of exchangers for K but decreased it for 

Mg.
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Results of the preferential K adsorption isotherm study revealed 
that potassium was preferred by the soil over Ca at lower K 
saturation in the K-Ca exchange system but Ca was preferred over K at 
higher K saturation. Copper additions increased Ca more than K in the 
solution phase and decreased Ca more than K on the exchange phase.

i

Increasing Cu and Cd additions increased the relative preferential 
affinity of the exchange sites for K even though Ca was bound more 
strongly than K. As Cu and Cd addition caused increased adsorbed Cu or 
Cdf more exchangeable Mg than K was released into solution in the K-Mg 
exchange system. Up to 50% K saturation/ soil exchange sites had a 
strong preference for K over Mg. Heavy metal additions increased this K 

preference. However this tendency was reversed at K saturation greater 
than 50%. The order of the equivalent ratio value in both solution and 
exchange phases for the K exchange reactions was (K-Mg)>(K-Ca) >(K-CaMg) 
exchange system/ indicating a small equivalent fraction of Mg as 
compared to Ca involved in K exchange reaction.

Based on these results/ a simplified schematic description of soil- 
solution system with respect to soil K availability was developed and 

the influence of each treatment was discussed. It should also be pointed 
out that the immiscible liquid displacement technique proved to be a 
convenient and precise technique for characterizing the soil-solution 
system with respect to soil K availability. Errploying chemical and 
thermodynamic parameters based on this technique helped characterize the 
crucial soil aspects for K phytoavailability. These results are worthy 
of more research in connection with the soil-solution-plant relations
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and could be the basis for modeling the soil-plant-K availability 
process.
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Table 53. Mean values (n=6) for the electrical conductivity (BC), 
ionic strength (I), and cation activity coefficients (fRr fCa' 
and f^) of soil solution in Cu treatments of the ILD study.

K Cu Tenp. Moisture BC I fCa fMgmg/kg mg/kg C -KPa dS/m M/L
0 0 5 100 2.86 0.04 0.83 0.53 0.56

33 2.16 0.03 0.85 0.56 0.59
20 100 2.90 0.04 0.83 0.52 0.55

33 2.22 0.03 0.84 0.55 0.58loo 5 100 4.58 0.06 0.80 0.47 0.51
33 3.32 0.04 0.82 0.51 0.54

20 100 4.32 0.06 0.80 0.47 0.51
33 3.28 0.04 0.82 0.50 0.54

400 5 100 8.84 0.11 0.75 0.39 0.44
33 6.81 0.09 0.77 0.42 0.47

20 100 7.73 0.10 0.75 0.40 0.45
33 5.91 0.08 0.78 0.43 0.47

100 0 5 100 4.00 0.05 0.81 0.49 0.52
33 2.96 0.04 0.83 0.52 0.55

20 100 4.38 0.06 0.80 0.47 0.50
33 3.35 0.04 0.82 0.50 0.53

100 5 100 5.62 0.07 0.78 0.45 0.48
33 4.22 0.05 0.80 0.48 0.51

20 100 5.42 0.07 0.78 0.44 0.48
33 4.19 0.05 0.80 0.47 0.51

400 5 100 9.75 0.13 0.74 0.38 0.43
33 7.41 0.10 0.76 0.41 0.46

20 100 8.84 0.12 0.74 0.39 0.43
33 6.86 0.09 0.76 0.42 0.46

400 0 5 100 7.70 0.10 0.76 0.41 0.45
33 5.82 0.08 0.78 0.44 0.48

20 100 8.32 0.11 0.75 0.39 0.44
33 6.35 0.08 0.77 0.42 0.47

100 5 100 8.79 0.11 0.75 0.39 0.44
33 6.69 0.09 0.77 0.43 0.57

20 100 8.73 0.11 0.74 0.39 0.43
33 6.55 0.09 0.77 0.42 0.46

400 5 100 12.73 0.17 0.72 0.36 0.41
33 9.95 0.13 0.74 0.38 0.43

20 100 12.13 0.16 0.72 0.35 0.40
33 9.37 0.12 0.74 0.38 0.43

All values were averaged over three replications and two equilibrating
times.
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Table 54. Mean values (n=6) for the electrical conductivity (BC), 
ionic strength (I), and cation activity coefficients (fw f^a, 
and f̂ g) Of soil solution in Cd treatments of the ILD study.

K Cd Temp. Moisture BC I fK fCa fitinmg/kg mg/kg C -KPa d£/m MZL
0 0 5 100 2.86 0.04 0.83 0.53 0.56

33 2.16 0.03 0.85 0.56 0.59
20 .100 2.90 0.04 0.83 0.52 0.55

33 2.22 0.03 0.84 0.55 0.58
100 5 100 3.51 0.05 0.82 0.50 0.53

33 2.62 0.03 0.84 0.54 0.57
20 100 3.59 0.05 0.81 0.49 0.53

33 2.75 0.04 0.83 0.53 0.55
400 5 100 5.72 ,, 0.07 0.78 0.44 0.48

33 4.34 0.06 0.80 0.48 0.51
20 100 5.78 0.08 0.78 0.44 0.48

33 4.27 0.06 0.80 0.47 0.51
100 0 5 100 4.00 0.05 0.81 0.49 0.52

33 2.96 0.04 0.83 0.52 0.55
20 100 4.38 0.06 0.80 0.47 0.50

33 3.35 0.04 0.82 0.50 0.53
100 5 100 4.64 0.06 0.80 0.47 0.50

33 3.57 0.05 0.82 0.50 0.53
20 100 4.71 0.06 0.79 0.46 0.50

33 3.60 0.05 0.81 0.49 0.53
400 5 100 6.63 0.09 0.77 0.43 0.47

33 5.13 0.07 0.79 0.46 0.49
20 100 6.76 0.09 0.77 0.42 0.46

33 5.08 0.07 0.79 0.45 0.49
400 0 5 100 7.70 0.10 0.76 0.41 0.45

33 5.82 0.08 0.78 0.44 0.48
20 100 8.32 0.11 0.75 0.39 0.44

33 6.35 0.08 0.77 0.42 0.47
100 5 100 7.77 0.10 0.76 0.41 0.45

33 5.95 0.08 0.78 0.44 0.48
20 100 7.96 0.10 0.75 0.40 0.44

33 6.08 0.08 0.77 0.43 0.47
400 5 100 9.45 0.12 0.74 0.39 0.43

33 7.38 0.10 0.76 0.41 0.46
20 100 9.44 0.12 0.74 0.38 0.43

33 7.31 0.10 0.76 0.41 0.45
All values were averaged over three replications and two equilibrating
times.
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Table 55. Mean values (n=6) for the cation (Rf Ca, and Mg) concen
tration in the soil solution and exchangeable cations (Exc K,
Exc Ca, and Exc Mg) on the exchange phase in Cu treatments of
the IID study.

K
mg/kg

Cu
mg/kg

Temp.
C

Moist.
-KPa

K Ca Mg Exc K Exc Ca Exc Mg
MMZ Lr" ClkkOJyhy.

0 0 5 100 1.15 13.08 7.88 1.12 13.63 5.00
33 0.80 9.70 6.08 1.13 13.75 5.07

20 100 1.52 13.58 8.40 1.33 13.38 5.35
33 I.op 10.00 6.85 1.37 13.52 5.55

100 5 100 1.15 21.47 10.12 1.18 12.62 5.30
33 0.95 14.70 7.75 1.20 13.25 5.48

20 100 1.35 19.95 9.93 1.28 13.47 5.37
33 1.17 14.85 7.88 1.28 13.68 5.43

400 5 100 1.73 51.12 19.87 1.30 13.90 5.37
33 1.47 38.85 15.88 1.32 13.40 5.18

20 100 1.95 30.38 18.12 1.35 13.75 5.57
33 1.65 21.02 13.08 1.32 13.97 5.40

100 0 5 100 1.43 17.62 10.27 1.33 13.85 5.17
33 1.22 12.93 7.93 1.33 13.72 5.03

20 100 ' 1.75 18.23 9.67 1.52 13.70 5.32
33 1.38 13.63 7.62 1.50 13.62 5.25

100 . 5 100 1.95 27.28 13.32 1.77 13.72 5.90
33 1.60 20.27 10.70 1.78 13.65 6.00

20 100 2.07 25.90 12.10 1.45 13.67 5.53
33 1.80 19.10 9.65 1.48 14.30 5.77

400 5 100 2.70 56.82 22.42 1.57 12.35 5.00
33 2.13 42.03 17.70 1.60 12.70 5.18

20 100 2.90 39.53 20.55 1.53 13.13 5.20
33 2.45 29.45 15.45 1.60 14.12 5.48

400 0 5 100 4.30 35.15 16.77 1.85 13.28 4.82
33 3.67 26.23 13.55 1.92 13.12 4.90

20 100 4.82 39.22 17.70 2.10 13.28 5.28
33 4.02 29.58 14.18 2.08 13.48' 5.35

100 5 100 5.18 39.92 19.50 2.10 13.15 5.35
33 4.32 30.43 15.27 2.13 13.37 5.42

20 100 6.13 38.75 19.67 1.98 12.63 5.02
33 4.28 28.03 14.23 1.97 12.78 5.15

400 5 100 6.05 73.00 29.77 2.17 12.97 5.32
33 5.18 56.15 21.52 2.23 12.77 5.27

20 100 6.82 56.52 28.65 2.10 13.50 5.45
33 5.43 41.62 21.47 2.10 13.48 5.43

All values were averaged over three replications and two equilibrating
times.
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Table 56. Mean values (n=6) for the cation (Kr Ca, and Mg) concen
tration in the soil solution and exchangeable cations (Exc K,
Exc Ca, and Exc Mg) on the exchange phase in Cd treatments of
the IID study.

K Cd Temp. Moist. K Ca Mg Exc K Exc Ca Exc Mg
mg/kg mg/kg C -KPa -- 1 MM/Ir anol/Kg --—---

0 0 5 100 1.12 13.08 7.88 1.12 13.63 5.10
33 0.80 9.70 6.08 1.13 13.75 5.07

20 100 1.52 13.58 8.40 1.33 13.38 5.35
33 1.08 10.00 6.85 1.37 13.52 5.55

100 5 100 1.03 14.57 7.77 1.37 13.47 5.55
33 0.88 10.95 5.72 1.40 13.30 5.55

20 100 1.30 15.00 7.85 1.28 12.63 5.22
33 1.13 11.00 5.92 1.37 12.83 5.33

400 5 100 1.30 26.30 12.92 1.25 12.50 5.27
33 1.17 18.78 9.43 1.22 12.38 5.28

20 100 1.60 25.37 13.03 1.27 12.78 5.23
33 1.35 18.12 9.42 1.35 13.28 5.38

100 0 5 100 1.43 17.62 10.27 1.33 13.85 5.17
33 1.22 12.93 7.93 1.33 13.72 5.03

20 100 1.75 18.23 9.67 1.52 13.70 5.32
33 1.38 13.63 7.62 1.50 13.62 5.25

100 5 100 1.62 19.92 10.28 1.58 13.60 5.70
33 1.47 14.98 7.72 1.55 13.33 5.58

20 100 1.98 19.67 10.27 1.55 12.58 5.28
33 1.78 14,53 7.72 1.62 12.43 5.17

400 5 100 1.97 29.72 14.80 1.43 11.82 5.13
33 1.77 21.88 11.27 1.47 11.98 5.12

j 20 100 2.43 30.55 15.42 1.48 12.40 5.05
33 2.15 22.05 11.38 1.60 13.35 5.40

400 0 5 100 4.30 35.15 16.77 1.85 13.28 4.82
33 3.67 26.23 13.55 1.92 13.12 4.90

20 100 4.82 39.22 17.70 2.10 13.28 5.28
33 4.02 29.58 14.18 2.08 13.48 5.35

100 5 100 4.73 34.87 17.50 2.12 12.43 5.35
33 4.15 25.47 12.90 2.10 12.70 5.38

20 100 5.23 35.40 17.95 2.07 13.23 5.40
33 4.17 25.57 13.15 2.02 12.83 5.22

400 5 100 4.67 43.88 21.35 2.00 11.92 5.03
33 3.98 33.03 16.15 2.15 12.93 5.35

20 100 5.90 45.50 21.65 2.12 12.83 5.20
33 5.13 32.40 16.28 2.02 12.20 5.12

All values were averaged over three replications and two equilibrating
times.
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Table 57. Mean values (n=18) for the cation (K? Ca, and Mg) concen
tration in the soil solution, potassium ratio law (KEL), and
exchangeable cations (Exc K, Exc Ca, and Exc Mg) in Cu
treatments of the KADS study.

K Cu Temp. K Ca Mg KEL Exc K Exc Ca Exc Mg
QIRCf/ K g VIIW XjJ UhiOJv K y

0 0 5 0.36 9.70 1.70 0.11 1.15 17.70 2.83
20 0.44 9.38 1.69 0.13 1.14 17.13 2.58

100 5 0.40 10.97 1.91 0.12 1.14 16.01 2.77
20 0.49 11.06 1.94 0.14 1.27 15.74 2.55

400 5 0.50 13.75 2.24 0.13 1.02 12.08 2.36
20 0.57 13.66 2.21 0.15 0.97 12.00 2.27

25 0 5 . 0.69 9.94 1.73 0.21 1.36 17.38 2.81
20 0.82 9.58 1.73 0.25 1.33 16.56 2.54

100 5 0.75 11.09 1.94 0.21 1.37 15.95 2.73
20 0.89 11.16 1.97 0.25 1.25 15.69 2.51

400 5 0.86 13.95 2.25 0.22 1.27 12.08 2.38
20 1.00 13.81 2.28 0.25 1.18 12.10 2.20

50 0 5 1.03 10.05 1.76 0.30 1.59 16.79 2.68
20 1.22 9.82 1.72 0.36 1.43 16.59 2.65

100 5 1.12 11.24 1.96 0.33 1.59 15.64 2.48
20 1.31 11.28 1.98 0.36 1.46 15.76 2.55

400 5 1.30 14.21 2.32 0.32 1.43 11.66 2.23
20 1.47 13.74 2.24 0.37 1.33 11.73 2.20

100 0 5 1.83 10.27 1.77 0.53 2.08 16.72 2.69
20 2.10 9.97 1.74 0.62 1.85 16.69 2.65

100 5 1.96 11.46 1.98 0.54 1.95 15.05 2.60
20 2.19 11.46 . 2.02 0.60 1.74 14.67 2.37

400 5 2.18 14.17 2.30 0.54 1.80 11.49 2.25
20 2.42 13.89 2.28 0.60 1.61 11.42 2.10

200 0 5 3.76 10.70 1.84 1.06 2.75 16.12 2.56
20 3.95 10.36 1.83 1.14 2.37 15.96 2.48

100 5 3.95 11.83 2.03 1.06 _ 2.61 14.67 2.51
20 4.08 11.80 2.09 1.10 2.33 14.15 2.28

400 5 4.23 14.52 2.37 1.03 2.40 11.07 2.15
20 4.36 14.25 2.35 1.07 2.14 10.94 1.97

400 0 5 7.90 11.34 1.96 2.17 3.90 14.58 2.32
20 8.38 11.05 1.92 2.49 3.47 15.21 2.35

100 5 7.96 12.61 2.21 2.07 3.65 13.26 2.32
20 8.54 12.41 2.19 2.39 3.35 13.63 2.20

400 5 8.47 15.05 2.42 2.03 3.41 10.39 2.02
20 9.02 14.70 2.41 2.33 3.04 10.46 1.90

800 0 5 18.21 12.16 2.13 4.81 6.06 13.64 2.06
20 18.64 11.88 2.10 4.98 5.44 13.84 2.04

100 5 18.52 13.50 2.34 4.65 5.73 12.11 2.16
20 18.89 13.34 2.31 4.78 5.21 12.38 1.99

400 5 19.06 15.77 2.52 4.48 5.18 9.33 1.86
20 19.21 15.46 2.49 4.62 4.74 9.70 1.80

All values were averaged over three reps and six equilibrating times.
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Table 58. Ptean values (n=18) for the cation (K, Ca, and Mg) concen
tration in the soil solution/ potassium ratio law (KRL), and
exchangeable cations (Exc Kf Exc Caz and Exc Mg) in Cd
treatments of the KADS study.

K Cd Temp. K Ca Mg KRL Exc K Exc Ca Exc Mg '
mg/Kq Ifiqzkq V rlpy Lr* ■ tnw Li) "UliKXL/Jxy'

0 0 5 0.34 12.17 1.73 0.10 1.09 17.72 2.86
20 0.44 13.94 1.73 0.12 1.05 16.97 3.02

100 5 0.36 13.18 1.84 0.10 1.08 17.08 2.84
20 0.44 15.01 1.82 0.11 1.04 16.06 2.83

400 5 0.38 14.70 1.99 0.10 1.03 15.06 2.56
20 0.47 16.67 2.00 0.11 1.02 14.41 2.58

25 0 5 0.69 12.54 1.77 0.18 1.31 17.20 2.76
20 0.79 14.33 1.76 0.20 1.28 16.59 2.93

100 5 0.69 13.28 1.85 0.18 1.34 16.82 2.77
20 0.89 15.18 1.82 0.20 1.28 15.73 2.81

400 5 0.72 14.82 1.99 0.18 1.26 14.60 2.50
20 0.84 16.86 2.01 0.20 1.21 14.21 2.53

50 0 5 1.04 12.73 1.73 0.28 1.55 16.87 2.71
20 1.19 14.58 1.79 0.30 1.47 16.25 2.89

100 5 ■ 1.06 13.56 1.87 0.28 1.57 16.74 2.75
20 1.21 15.41 1.86 0.30 1.47 15.45 2.75

400 5 1.11 14.92 2.03 0.28 1.50 14.74 2.48
20 1.26 16.97 2.04 0.29 1.44 14.07 2.52

100 0 5 1.85 13.08 1.78 0.49 1.99 16.99 2.76
20 2.03 15.99 1.81 0.50 1.85 15.90 2.81

100 5 1.85 13.84 1.91 0.47 1.95 16.31 2.69
20 2.06 15.74 1.87 0.50 1.82 14.90 2.72

400 5 1.94 15.18 2.05 0.48 1.80 14.12 2.39
20 2.13 17.57 2.06 0.49 1.78 13.80 2.46

200 0 5 3.81 13.57 1.90 0.98 2.73 16.64 2.61
20 4.16 15.69 1.87 1.00 2.46 15.18 2.71

100 5 3.94 14.38 1.98 0.99 2.55 15.64 2.58
20 4.22 16.31 1.93 1.00 2.43 14.30 2.60

400 5 3,96 15.60 2.11 0.95 2.44 13.64 2.29
20 4.35 18.02 2.11 0.98 2.34 13.19 2.34

400 0 5 7.66 14.42 1.99 1.91 3.93 15.37 2.45
20 8.12 16.65 1.97 1.90 3.53 14.11 2.52

100 5 7.78 15.17 2.08 1.90 3.82 14.74 2.38
20 8.20 17.42 2.05 1.87 3.57 13.54 2.42

400 5 7.91 16.28 2.19 1.86 3.60 13.00 2.18
20 8.34 19.14 2.18 1.82 3.37 12.44 2.22

800 0 5 17.32 14.97 2.10 4.24 6.08 13.70 2.21
20 17.44 17.31 2.08 3.99 5.53 13.05 2.33

100 5 17.52 16.40 2.20 4.12 5.82 13.04 2.08
20 17.57 18.58 2.17 3.88 5.42 12.42 2.21

400 5 17.71 17.43 2.32 4.04 5.73 11.96 1.98
20 17.82 20.27 2.31 3.77 5.28 11.49 1.99

All values were averaged over three reps and two equilibrating times.
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Table 59. Analysis of variance table for the activity of K (aK) in the
soil solution as influenced by K addition (K), Cu addition
(Cu)f temperature (T), moisture (M)/ and equilibration time
(D) in the ILD study.

Dependent variable: aK
Source DF Sum of squares Mean Square PR > F
Model 71 340.54851435 4.79645795 0.0
Error 144 1.27458812 0.00885131
Corrected total 215 341.82310247 Root MSE
F value 541.89 0.09408138
Source DF Anova SS F Value PR > F
K 2 297.27622768 16792.79 0.0
Cu 2 18.64385919 1053.17 0.0
K*Cu 4 3.47262245 98.08 0.0
T I 2.87062417 324.32 0.0001
T*K 2 0.24871954 14.05 0.0001
T*Cu 2 0.01793797 1.01 0.3656
T*K*Cu 4 0.06252600 1.77 0.1389
M I 7.83530347 883.21 0.0
K*M 2 2.56951197 145.15 0.0001
CU*M 2 0.08953980 5.06 0.0075
K*CU*M 4 0.70412587 19.89 0.0001
T*M I 0.24997488 28.24 0.0001
T*K*M 2 0.46314456 26.16 0.0001
T*CU*M 2 0.04067448 2.30 0.1042
T*K*Cu*M 4 0.28454202 8.04 0.0001
D I 1.92087214 217.02 0.0001
K*D 2 1.17130396 66.17 0.0001
Cu*D 2 0.23811771 13.45 0.0001
K*Cu*D 4 0.51233424 14.47 0.0001
T*D I 0.00945786 1.07 . 0.3030
T*K*D 2 0.04957240 2.80 0.0641
T*Cu*D 2 0.00086202 0.05 0.9525
T*K*Cu*D 4 0.31539675 8.91 0.0001
M*D I 0.23099934 26.10 0.0001
K*M*D 2 0.33222336 18.77 0.0001
Cu*M*D 2 0.02053884 1.16 0.3163
K*Cu*M*D 4 0.18958916 5.35 0.0005
T*M*D I 0.00172664 0.20 0.6594
T*K*M*D 2 0.06629284 3.74 0.0260
T*Cu*M*D 2 0.28563225 16.14 0.0001
T*K*CU*M*D 4 0.37426080 10.57 0.0001
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Table 60. Analysis of variance table for the activity of K (aK) in the
soil solution as influenced by K addition (K), Cd addition
(Cd)r temperature (T), moisture (M), and equiliration time (D)
in the IID study.

Dependent variable; aK
Source DF Sum of squares Mean Square PR > F
Model 71 276.91897413 3.90026724 0.0
Error 144 1.07261134 0.00744869
Corrected total 215 277.99158547 Root MSE
F value 523.62 0.08630579
Source DF Anova SS F Value PR > F
K 2 256.67675122 17229.66 0.0
Cd 2 4.44013870 298.05 0.0
K*Cd 4 1.12191119 37.65 0.0001
T I 5.09291569 683.73 0.0
T*K 2 0.49730839 33.38 0.0001
T*Cd 2 0.63856050 42.86 OoOOOl
T*K*Cd 4 1.16881802 39.23 0.0001
M I 3.90698292 524.52 0.0
K*M 2 1.17875707 79.13 0.0001
Cd*M 2 0.07131648 4.79 0.0097
K*Cd*M 4 0.11643041 3919 0.0048
T*M I 0.12876862 17.29 0.0001
T*K*M 2 0.03174176 2.13 0.1225
T*Cd*M 2 0.01442466 0.97 0.3822
T*K*Cd*M 4 0.03404356 2.85 0.0259
D I 0.33523884 45.01 0.0001
K*D 2 0.11555955 7.76 0.0006
Cd*D 2 0.10080253 6.77 0.0016
K*Cd*D 4 0.05688758 1.91 0.1120
T*D I 0.14854889 19.94 0.0001
T*K*D 2 0.51002449 34.24 0.0001
T*Cd*D 2 0.15920278 34.24 0.0001
T*K*Cd*D 4 0.02749050 0.92 0.4526
M*D I . 0.05670324 7.61 0.0065
K*M*D 2 0.03371222 2.26 0.1077
Cd*M*D 2 0.04390783 2.95 0.0557
K*Cd*M*D 4 0.06630390 2.23 0.0691
T*M*D I 0.00071395 0.10 0.7573
T*K*M*D 2 0.04524754 3.04 0.0510
T*Cd*M*D 2 0.03447468 2.31 0.1025
T*K*Cd*M*D 4 0.01428601 0.48 0.7508
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Table 61. Analysis of variance table for the activity ratio (AR) in
the soil solution as influenced by K addition (K), Cu addition
(Cu), temperature (T), moisture (M) and equilibration time (D)
in the IID study.

Dependent variable: AR
Source DF Sum of squares Mean Square PR > F
Model 71 10.57148463 0.14889415 0.0
Error 144 0.05060289 0.00035141
Corrected total 215 10.62208752 Root MSE
F value 423.71 0.01874591
Source DF Anova SS F Value PR > F
K 2 9.60302080 13663.60 0.0
Cu 2 0.05328266 75.81 0.0001
K*Cu 4 0.12540901 89.22 0.0001
T I 0.31424156 894.23 0.0
T*K 2 0.00589812 . 8.39 0.0004
T*CU 2 0.02824339 40.19 0.0001
T*K*CU 4 0.01291483 9.19 0.0001
M I 0.06833424 194.46 0.0001
K*M 2 0.01777198 25.29 0.0001
Cu*M 2 0.00407255 5.79 0.0038
K*CU*M 4 0.03169555 29.55 0.0001
T*M I 0.00597978 17.02 0.0001
T*K*M 2 Oi01454162 20.69 0.0001
T*CU*M 2 0.00157480 2.24 0.1101
T*K*CU*M 4 0.01067342 7.59 0.0001
D I 0.10410007 296.24 0.0001
K*D 2 0.04314055 61.38 0.0001
Cu*D 2 0.00546359 1 7.77 0.0006
K*Cu*D 4 0.03170306 22.55 0.0001
T*D I 0.00001478 0.04 0.8378
T*K*D 2 0.00321488 4.57 0.0119
T*CU*D 2 0.00321063 4.57 0.0119
T*K*Cu*D 4 0.01773510 12.62 0.0001
M*D I 0.01130281 32.16 0.0001
K*M*D 2 0.01471302 20.93 0.0001
Cu*M*D 2 0.00068292 0.97 0.3809
K*Cu*M*D 4 0.01197808 8.52 0.0001
1*M*D I 0.00021901 . 0.62 0.4311
T*K*M*D 2 0.00360648 . 5.13 0.0070
T*Cu*M*D 2 0.01166061 16.59 0.0001
T*K*Cu*M*D 4 0.01108474 7.89 0.0001
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Table 62. Analysis of variance table for the activity ratio (AR) in
the soil solution as influenced by K addition (K), Cd addition
(Cd)r temperature (T), moisture (M) and equilibration time (D)

„ in the IID study.

Dependent variable: AR ■:

Source DF Sum of squares Mean Square PR > F
Model 71 9.04479819 0.13672798 0.0
Error 144 0.03912975 0.00027173
Corrected total 215 9.74618655 Root MSE
F value 503.17 0.01648437
Source DF Anova SS F Value PR > F
K 2 9.04479819 16642.72 0.0
Cd 2 0.06366838 117.15 0.0001
K*Cd 4 0.06993306 64.34 0.0001
T I 0.30145186 1109.36 0.0
T*K 2 0.00462690 8.51 0.0003
T*Cd 2 0.02212777 40.72 0.0001
T*K*Cd 4 0.06400795 58.89 0.0001
M I 0.00838633 30.86 0.0001
K*M 2 0.00451558 8.31 0.0004
Cd*M 2 0.01940930. 35.71 0.0001
K*Cd*M 4 0.00445732 4.10 0.0035
T*M I 0.00248134 9.13 0.0030
T*K*M 2 0.00038197 0.70 0.4969
T*Cd*M 2 0.00222643 4.10 0.0186
T*K*Cd*M 4 0.00731662 6.73 0.0001
D I 0.01355809 49.89 0.0001
K*D 2 0.00098257 1.81 0.1677
Cd*D 2 0.00892839 16.43 0.0001
K*Cd*D 4 0.00214748 1.98 0.0013
T*D I 0.00906241 33.35 0.0001
T*K*D 2 0.02746441 50.54 0.0001
T*Cd*D 2 0.01171742 21.56 CLOOOl
T*K*Cd*D 4 0.00341795 3.14 0.0163
M*D I 0.00163405 6.01 0.0154
K*M*D 2 0.00133649 2.46 0.0891
Cd*M*D 2 0.00132914 2.45 0.0903
K*Cd*M*D 4 0.00198764 1.83 0.1265
T*M*D I 0.00059900 2.20 0.1398
T*K*M*D 2 0.00060689 1.12 0.3302
T**Cd*M*D 2 0.00125022 2.30 0.1039
T*K*Cd*M*D 4 0.00187565 1.73 0.1475
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Table 63. Analysis of variance table for the exchangeable K (EXC K)
as influenced by K addition (K)t Cu addition (Cu), temperature
(T)r moisture (M) and equilibration time (D) in the IUD study.

Dependent variable: EXC K
Source DF Sum of squares Mean Square PR > F
Model 71 26.74773148 0.37672861 0.0
Error 144 0.52000000 0.00361111
Corrected total 215 27.26773148 Root MSE
F value 104.32 0.06009252
Source DF Anova SS F Value PR > F

K 2 23.54231481 3259.71 0.0
Cu 2 0.65814815 91.13 0.0001
K*Cu 4 0.30518519 21.13 0.0001
T I 0.01671296 4.63 0.0331
T*K 2 0.26398148 36.55 ' 0.0001
T*Cu 2 0.99703704 138.05 0.0001
T*K*CU 4 0.27685185 19.17 0.0001
M I 0.01671296 4.63 0.0331
K*M 2 0.00231481 0.32 0.7263
Cu*M 2 0.00148148 0.21 0.8148
K*CU*M 4 0.01407407 0.97 0.4236
T*M I 0.00782407 ■ 2.17 0.1432
1*K*M 2 0.01398148 1.94 0.1480
T*CU*M 2 0.00037037 0.05 0.9500
T*K*CU*M 4 0.00574074 0.40 0.8102
D I 0.01041667 2.88 0.0916
K*D 2 0.05361111 7.42 0.0009
Cu*D 2 0.23444444 32.46 0.0001
K*Cu*D 4 0.14777778 10.23 0.0001
T*D I 0.03375000 9.35 0.0027
T*K*D 2 0.02194444 3.04 0.0510
T*Cu*D 2 0.01777778 2.43 0.0889
T*K*Cu*D 4 0.03611111 2.50 0.0451
M*D I 0.00041667 0.12 0.7346
K*M*D 2 0.01583333 2.19 0.1154
Cu*M*D 2 0.01777778 2.46 0.0889
K*CU*M*D 4 0.00222222 0.15 0.9610
T*M*D I 0.00115741 0.32 0.5722
T*K*M*D 2 0.00009259 0.01 0.9873
T*Cu*M*D 2 0.02259259 3.13 0.0468
T*K*Cu*M*D 4 0.00907407 0.63 0.6431
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Table 6 4L Analysis of variance table for the exchangeable R (EXC K)
as influenced by K addition (K) r Cd addition (Cd), teirperature
(T)7 moisture (M) and equilibration time (D) in the IDD study.

Dependent variable: EXC K
Source DF Sum of squares Mean Square PR > F
Model 71 24.61625000 0.34670775 0.0
Error
Corrected total 
F value

144
215
81.40

0.61333333
25.22958333

0.00425926
Root MSE 
0.06526300

Source DF Anova SS F Value PR > F
K 2 21.99361111 2581.86 0.0
Cd 2 0.51444444 60.39 0.0001
K*Cd 4 0.06111111 3.59 0.0081
T I 0.28893519 67.84 0.0001
T*K 2 0.02398148 2.82 0.0632
T*Cd 2 0.52481481 61.61 0.0001
T*K*Cd 4 0.04351852 2.55 0.0415
M I 0.02893519 6.79 0.0101
K*M 2 0.00898148 1.05 0.3511 .
Cd*M 2 0.00925926 1.09 0.3400
K*Cd*M 4 0.03074074 1.80 0.1312
T*M I 0.00004630 0.01 0.9171
T*K*M 2 0.09787037 11.97 0.0001
T*Cd*M 2 0.01148148 1.35 0.2631
T*K*Cd*M 4 0.04685185 2.75 0.0305
D I 0.10226852 24.01 0.0001
K*D 2 0.00231481 0.27 0.7624
Cd*D 2 0.08037037 9.43 0.0001
K*Cd*D 4 0.07129630 4.18 0.0031
T*D I 0.00782407 1.84 0.1774
T*K*D 2 0.16453704 19.32 0.0001
T*Cd*D 2 0.14925926 17.52 0.0001
T*K*Cd*D 4- 0.13629630 8.00 0.0001
M*D I 0.00041667 0.10 0.7549
K*M*D 2 0.01694444 1.99 0.1406
Cd*M*D 2 0.05444444 6.39 0.0022
K*Cd*M*D 4 0.07944444 4.66 0.0014
T*M*D I 0.02041667 4.79 0.0302
T*K*M*D 2 0.00583333 0.68 0.5058
T*Cd*M*D 2 0.02333333 2.74 0.0680
T*K*Cd*M*D 4 0.01666667 0.98 0.4214
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Table 65. Analysis of variance table for the amount of K adsorbed
(KADS) as influenced by K addition (K)? Cu addition (Cu),
temperature (T), moisture (M) and equilibration time (D) in
the ILD study.

Dependent variable: KADS
Source DF Sum of squares Mean Square PR > F
Model 71 0.95001894 0.01338055 0.0
Error 144 ■ 0.00121878 0.00000846
Corrected total 215 0.95123772 Root MSE
F value 1580.92 0.00290925
Source DF Anova SS F Value PR > F
K 2 0.85791809 50631.91 0.0
Cu 2 0.02102569 1242.10 0.0
K*Cu 4 0.00305547 90.25 0.0001
T I 0.00313959 370.95 0.0
T*K 2 0.00042829 25.30 0.0001
T*Cu 2 0.00011609 6.86 0.0014
T*K*Cu 4 0.00004817 1.42 0.2293
M I 0.02674450 3159.89 0.0
K*M 2 0.03138730 1854.22 0.0
Cu*M 2 0.00016369 9.67 0.0001
K*Cu*M 4 0.00040619 12.00 0.0001
T*M I 0.00007338 8.67 0.0038
rT*K*M 2 0.00033545 19.82 0.0001
T*Cu*M 2 0.00005392 3.19 0.0443
T*K*Cu*M 4 0.00026458 7.81 0.0001
D I 0.00162636 192.16 0.0001
K*D 2 0.00121386 71.71 0.0001
Cu*D 2 0.00016054 9.48 0.0001
K*Cu*D 4 0.00035567 10.51 0.0001
T*D . I 0.00000051 0.06 0.8064
T*K*D 2 0.00007361 4.35 0.0147
T*Cu*D 2 0.00000142 0.08 0.9196
T**K*Cu*D 4 0.00021580 6.37 0.0001
M*D I 0.00010795 12.75 0.0005
K*M*D 2 0.00019085 11.27 0.0001
Cu*M*D 2 0.00000590 0.35 0.7064
K*Cu*M*D 4 0.00012906 3.81 0.0056
T*M*D I 0.00000360 0.43 0.5151
T*K*M*D 2 0.00004249 2.51 0.0848
T*Cu*M*D 2 . 0.00031329 18.51 0.0001
T*K*Cu*M*D 4 0.00041761 12.34 0.0001
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Table 66. Analysis of variance table for the amount of K adsorbed
(KADS) as influenced by K addition (K), Cd addition (Cd),
teirperature (T), moisture (M) and equilibration time (D) in
the IID study.

Dependent variable; KADS
Source DF Sum of squares Mean Square PR > F
Model 71 1.02112166 0.01438200 0.0
Error 144 0.00117109 0.00000813
Corrected total 215 1.02229275 Root MSE
F value 1768.45 0.00285176
Source DF Anova SS F Value PR > F
K 2 0.95663133 58814.99 0.0
Cd 2 0.00437980 269.28 0.0
K*Cd 4 0.00058361 17.94 0.0001
T I 0.00539000 662.77 0.0
T*K 2 0.00088968 54.70 0.0001
T*Cd 2 0.00043963 27.03 0.0001
T*K*Cd 4 0.00083795 25.76 0.0001
M I 0.02166805 2664.36 0.0
K*M 2 v 0.02777026 1707.35 0.0
Cd*M 2 0.00023266 14.30 0.0001
K*Cd*M 4 0.00011217 3.45 0.0101
T*M I 0.00001281 . 1.58 0.2115
T*K*M 2 0.00000342 0.52 0.5970
T*Cd*M 2 0.00002121 1.30 0.2746
T*K*Cd*M 4 0.00016583 5.10 0.0007
D I 0.00047171 58.00 0.0001
K*D 2 0.00023916 14.70 0.0001
Cd*D 2 0.00123314 7.58 0.0007
K*Cd*D 4 0.00006922 2.13 0.0803
T*D I 0.00015000 18.44 0.0001
T*K*D 2 0.00046323 28.48 0.0001
T*Cd*D 2 0.00017058 10.49 0.0001
T*K*Cd*D 4 0.00002314 0.71 0.5854
M*D I 0.00004196 5.16 0.0246
K*M*D 2 0.00002851 1.75 0.1770
Cd*M*D 2 0.00005295 3.26 0.0414
K*Cd*M*D 4 0.00009342 2.87 0.0252
T*M*D I 0.00000009 0.01 0.9165
T*K*M*D 2 0.00001580 0.97 0.3810
T*Cd*M*D .2 0.00002211 1.36 0.2601
T*K*Cd*M*D 4 0.00001305 0.40 0.8076
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Table 67. Estimation of relative contributions of diffusion and mass 
flow to total crop K demands as influenced by K and Cd 
addition interactions at each of moisture potentials in the 
IID study.

Moisture K Cd Diffusion K Mass flow K
KPa -mg/kg- Kg/ha % Kg/ha %

-100 0 0 287.6 65.4 152.4 34.6
100 280.1 63.7 159.9 36.3
400 274.3 62.4 165.7 37.6

100 0 259.9 59.1 180.1 40.9
100 233.0 53.0 207.0 47.0
400 186.8 42.5 253.2 57.5

400 0 < 0 < 0 > 440 > 100
100 < 0 <,o > 440 > 100
400 < 0 < 0 > 440 > 100

-33 0 0 333.8 75.9 106.2 24.1
100 324.4 73.8 115.6 26.2
400 294.5 67.0 145.5 33.0

100 0 288.6 65.6 151.4 34.4
100 254.3 57.8 185.7 42.2
400 214.8 48.9 225.2 51.1

400 0 0.0 0.0 440.0 100.0
100 < 0 < 0 > 440 > 100
400 < 0 < 0 > 440 > 100
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Table 68. Regression equations between K additions (X) as Kg/ha and 
exchangeable K (ExcK), K supply by mass flow (M.F. K) and that 
by diffusion (Diff K) and significance test of Cd effects on 
these relationships in the IID study.

Cd Equations r2 F P>F
mg/kg

0 Exc Ka = 1083 + .73X .88***
100 Exc K = 1203 + .69X .87*** 10.9 .0001
400
m P

Exc K = 1124 + .77X .92***
Exc K = 1136 + .73X .87***

0 M.F. Ka = 106 + .41X .92***
100 M.F. K = 111 + .46X .95*** 17.5 .0001
400
RTT

M.F. K = 147 + .46X .91***
M.F. K = 121 + .44X .91***

0 DIFF Ka = 334 + .41X .92***
100 DIFF K = 329 + .46X .95*** 17.5 .0001
400
PIT

DIFF K = 292 + .46X .91***
DIFF K = 319 + .44X .91***

a. Units for exchangeable Kr mass flow K and diffusion K are Kg-K/ha.
b. Reduced model for the whole regression.
*** Significant at or less than the 1% level.
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Table 69. Regression equations between K supplies by mass flew (M.F. K) 
and diffusion (Diff K) and K additions (X) as Kg/ha and 
significance test of moisture or temperature effects on these 
relations in Cu- or Cd-treated soils of the ILD study.

Treated
soil

Moisture or 
temperature Equations r2 F P>F

Cu -100 KPa M.F. K 150 + .53X .87*** 6.4 .0020
-33 M.F. K S S 122 + • 43X .89*** ■■

RM M.F. K 136 + • 48X .84***
-100 KPa Diff K S S 290 - .53X .87*** 6.4 .0020
-33 Diff K 318 - • 43X .89***
RM Diff K 304 - • 48X .84***
5 C M.F. K 124 + .47X .86*** 31.6 .0001

20 M.F. K 148 + .50X .84***
RM M.F. K 136 + .48X .84***
5 C Diff K 316 - .47X .86*** 31.6 .0001

20 Diff K 292 - .50X .84***
RM Diff K 304 - .48X .84***

Cd -100 KPa M.F. K 131 + .48X .93*** 30.7 .0001
-33 M.F. K 111 + • 41X .93***
RM M.F. K 121 + .44X .91***

-100 KPa Diff K 309. - .48X .93*** 30.7 .0001
-33 Diff K 329 - .41X .93***
RM Diff K 318 - .44X .91***
5 C M.F. K 106. + .42X .95*** 34.7 .0001

20 M.F. K 136 + .47X .91***
RM M.F. K 121 + .44X .91***
5 C Diff K 334 - .42X .95*** 34.6 .0001

20 Diff K 304 - .47X .91***
RM Diff K 318 - .44X .91***

*** Significant at or less than 1%.
R.M. Reduced model for the whole regression between diff K or mass flow 

K and K additions.
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